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Preface 

 
This volume contains papers presented at the fifth International Conference on Asian 
Geolinguistics (ICAG) held at the University of Social Sciences and Humanities, VNU, 
Ha Noi, Vietnam, from 4 to 5 May, 2023. The previous ICAGs were held as follows: 1st, at 
Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo, 2012; 2nd, at Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, 2014; 
3rd, at Royal University of Phnom Penh, Phnom Penh, 2016; and 4th, at Fakultas Ilmu 
Pengetahuan Budaya Universitas Indonesia, Jakarta, 2018. 

The proceedings of each ICAG (PICAG) have been edited and published as open 
access documents; see below for bibliographical information. Before PICAG-5, the titles 
are denoted as Papers from...; for PICAG-5, Proceedings of... is used. 
 
PICAG-1: Endo, Mitsuaki (ed.) (2012) Papers from the First International Conference on Asian 

Geolinguistics. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6423581 
PICAG-2: Endo, Mitsuaki (ed.) (2014) Papers from the Second International Conference on 

Asian Geolinguistics. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6423601 
PICAG-3: Endo, Mitsuaki (ed.) (2016) Papers from the Third International Conference on Asian 

Geolinguistics. Fuchu: Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asian and 
Africa. https://publication.aa-ken.jp/papers_3IC_Asian_geolinguistics_2016.pdf 

PICAG-4: Suzuki, Hiroyuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) (2018) Papers from the Fourth 
International Conference of Asian Geolinguistics. Fuchu: Research Institute for 
Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa. https://publication.aa-
ken.jp/papers_4IC_Asian_geolinguistics_2018.pdf 
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The geographical distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ 
in the Mon-Khmer languages of South East Asia and its 
contribution to the understanding of the original location 
(homeland) of the Luòyuè residents 

TRẦN, Trí Dõi 
(Faculty of Linguistics, USSH Vietnam National University Hanoi) 

 
Abstract: The Sino-Vietnamese phonetic cluster Lạc Việt (雒 越) first appeared in the 
Hanshu (漢書, Hàn shū), a first-century CE Chinese work. At that time, this cluster was 
used to refer to a group of non-Sinitic residents in the Bách Việt (百越, Băi yuè) area, 
but there were no specific indications about the exact location of this group or the 
owners of this name. From the perspective of geolinguistics, this paper investigates 
autonyms that refer to ‘person/people’ in the Mon-Khmer languages of Southeast Asia. 
The aim of this paper is to prove that Lạc Việt, used by the Chinese in the 1st century, 
was used to record the autonym of the Mon-Khmer residents of Southeast Asia.  
Key words: homeland, Lạc Việt (Luòyuè), Mon-Khmer, Hànshū, autonyms for 
‘person/people,’ geolinguistic. 

 

1. Introduction 

When discussing the etymology of the name Lạc Việt (雒 越, Luòyuè) recorded in the 
Hanshu (漢書, Hàn shū), a Chinese book from the first century CE, Ferlus (2011) 
supposed that at that time, the Chinese people used these characters to record the cluster 
[*p.rak *wat]. The syllable [*p.rak] is the phonetic form of the Mon-Khmer autonym 
which etymologically means ‘person/people.’ His etymological explanation of the 
components of the Sino-Vietnamese phonetic cluster Lạc Việt was based on an analysis 
of its relations to other languages in southern China and Southeast Asia. He also 
believed that Southeast Asia cannot be constrained within today’s administrative limits, 
and the geo-cultural region of Lạc Việt, including the Vietnamese language and the 
culture of the Viet (Nam) people, as recorded in ancient Chinese history books, must 
encompass the south of China, i.e., ‘south of the Yangtze River’ and present Southeast 

                                                        
TRẦN, Trí Dõi. 2023. The geographical distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the Mon-
Khmer languages of South East Asia and its contribution to the understanding of the original 
location (homeland) of the Luòyuè residents. In Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki 
Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 
1–11. doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374552 
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Asia. The author’s works, published in 2017 and 2022, were not only in strong 
agreement with Ferlus’s explanation but developed his idea by offering an additional 
discussion on the concept of Lạc Việt (雒越) in prehistory. As pointed out in these two 
studies, several Austroasiatic languages in Southeast Asia still retain the etymological 
meaning of that ancient name, deriving the ethnonym from when the Chinese used the 
character Lạc (Luò 雒) to phonetically record that non-Chinese name (Trần Trí Dõi, 
2017, 2022). Recently, several anthropological studies (Đinh Hồng Hải, 2018; Dinh & 
Kelley, 2021) have also considered this etymological interpretation of the name Lạc 
Việt proposed by linguists. 

Following previously published studies, the author presented another study (Trần 
Trí Dõi, 2023) on what names are currently used to refer to ‘person/people’ in some 
languages of Southeast Asia and the southern part of China. There are various different 
phonetic forms in the Mon-Khmer languages themselves and other forms in the 
languages of the Tai group, the Tai-Kadai family. However, in the case of the Tai 
languages, there is a distinction between the phonetic forms borrowed from the Chinese 
language (or the Sinotic group) when the Chinese language recorded the Mon-Khmer 
self-names, and on the other hand, the phonetic forms that the Tai languages themselves 
borrowed directly from the Mon-Khmer languages when the Tai people migrated 
southward to Southeast Asia. 

From the perspective of geolinguistics, this paper examines the geographical 
distribution of those autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the Mon-Khmer and Tai 
languages. An interpretation of geographical maps will be to provide further discussion 
on the ‘homeland’ or ‘cradle’ of the people referred to by the phonetic cluster [*p.rak 
*wat] 雒 越 (Luòyuè) by the Chinese in the 1st century CE. The findings are expected 
to reveal that the real owners of that cluster are probably inhabitants of the Mon-Khmer 
linguistic region. 

 

2. Geographic distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the languages of 
Southeast Asia 

2.1. In the Mon-Khmer languages  
As stated in the author’s latest research (2023), at present, the autonyms for 
‘person/people’ in the Mon-Khmer languages can be divided into three different types 
based on the structure of the second syllable in the disyllabic or sesquisyllabic words. 
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The phonetic forms corresponding to the reconstructed form *p.rak can be found in the 
Palaung-Waic, Khmuic, Vietic, Katuic, Bahnaric, and maybe Khmeric groups.1  

In the Palaung-Waic group, which is located in the northernmost part of the Mon-
Khmer linguistic area (currently southern China), as Ferlus (2011) indicated, the 
existing phonetic forms of the autonyms are pәʐaәk, parauk, and pʰalok, depending on 
the dialects (Ferlus, 2011, p. 7). He also suggested that the phonetic form in the Khmuic 
group is rɔːk. However, as indicated by Nguyễn Văn Lợi (2009, p. 393), the Mang 
language, a member of the Khmuic group, currently uses the form [ha3]. Thus, in these 
two language groups from the northern part of the Mon-Khmer linguistic area, the 
existing forms are either a disyllabic form with a closed main syllable (parauk) or a 
monosyllabic form, which is closed or open (rɔːk, ha3). 

In terms of the Vietic group, the author’s fieldwork data show that the form used 
in the Arem language is [cmrawˀ], a disyllabic word in which the main syllable is open 
(Trần Trí Dõi, 2013, p. 121). Mã Liềng, another Vietic language, uses either [ɓrʊˀ] or 
[kari] depending on the dialects (Ferlus, 1995, p. 55) and also [kri] (Chamberlain, 2018). 
Those are all sesquisyllabic words in which the main syllables are all open. In the 
Katuic group, the form used in the Bru-Van Kieu language is [bru].  

Meanwhile, in the Bahnaric languages, the Mạ ethnic group has another name, 
châu Mạ (Đặng Nghiêm Vạn, 2003, p. 223), which is most likely a syllabification of a 
phonetic cluster as in the case of the Arem language [cmrawˀ]: chau < [*cmrawˀ]. 
Sidwell and Jacq (2003, p.65) studied the Western Bahnaric subgroup and 
reconstructed the Proto-West Bahnaric word for ‘person’ as [*raa]. 

In the Khmer language, the form [mәnuh] for ‘person/people’ is likely to be a 
Sanskrit loanword, but the form [proh], which means ‘man, male human’ could be an 
Austroasiatic-originated word.2 Similar forms are used as autonyms for ‘person/people’ 
in six groups in the Khmer branch of the Austroasiatic family, and the phonetic 
correspondence between them and the aforementioned form [*p.rak] can be considered 
as strong proof that they originated from the same source. Specifically, the first 
consonant of monosyllabic autonyms or the first consonant of the main syllable in 
disyllabic autonyms must always be either [r] or [h, l]. The distribution of autonyms 

                                                        
1 I has not had the opportunity to process data in other groups of the Mon-Khmer branch. 
However, the data of those six of nine groups of this branch can be considered as strong proof 
to the Mon - Khmer origin of these autonyms. 
2 I must thank Dr Frédéric Pain at the Laboratoire Langues et Civilisations à Tradition Orale 
(LACITO, Paris) for providing me with this data when we carried out a Khmer language 
fieldwork study in Southern Vietnam. 
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for ‘person/people’ in the six mentioned Mon-Khmer languages can be seen on the map 
below. 

 
Map 1: Current location of six language groups in the Mon-Khmer branch 

(Source: Gutman & Avanzati, 2013) 

 
Using Gutman and Avanzati’s (2013) Austroasiatic language family map as a 

reference, the author has circled the six above-mentioned language groups and shown 
the expansion of the Vietic inhabitants to the west: (I) Palaung-Wa (Palaung-Waic); 
(II) Khmu (Khmuic); (III) Viet language group (Vietic); (IV) Katu (Katuic); (V) Bahnar 
(Bahnaric); (IV) Khmer (Khmeric) languages.  

The next map shows the geographical distribution of the phonetic forms of 
autonyms for ‘person/people’ in each group. In this map as well as in the following 
maps, each form in each language group will be displayed in at least three 
representative locations. 
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Map 2: Geographical distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ among six language groups in the 

Mon-Khmer branch 

 
2.2. Borrowed forms in the Tai and Sinitic groups  
The distribution of loanwords for ‘person/people’ in the Tai group is shown in Map 3 
below. Like Map 1, this map is by Gutman and Avanzati (2013); along with the Kam-
Sui languages, they have also clearly mapped the boundary between the Southwestern 
Tai (SWT), the Central Tai, and the Northern Tai (NT) subgroups of the Tai group of 
the Tai-Kadai family. Among them, as Haudricourt (1953) indicated, the Southwestern 
Tai subgroup is part of the Tai population that migrated southward from the beginning 
of the first millennium CE until around the 10th century. 
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Map 3: Tai languages in Southeast Asia and Southern China  

(Source: A. Gutman và B. Avanzati 2013) 

 
As shown in the author’s 2023 paper, there are now two different phonetic forms 

of the autonym ‘person/people’ within the current Tai languages. One is directly 
borrowed from the Chinese cluster 雒 越, which was used to record the Mon-Khmer 
cluster [*p.rak *wat]. Most of the Kam-Sui and Tai languages have borrowed forms in 
which the first consonant of the main syllable is [l]. This can be found in the case of 
[lak] in the Maonam or Lakkia languages (Ferlus, 2011, p. 7); [lak] in the Zhuang 
language; or [luk, lu] in the Tày, Nùng, White Tai, Black Tai, Lao, and Thai languages 
(Trần Trí Dõi 2022, pg.520; Trần Trí Dõi 2023, pg. 6–7). The other, [puok], was also 
borrowed from the Chinese language, according to Chamberlain3 (Chamberlain, 2016), 
but it is only preserved in the Southwestern Tai subgroup. Thus, the two forms of the 

                                                        
3 Chamberlain (2016) wrote that the Ksing Mul people were called Puak, but in Vietnam, they 
can be called Puok, so I chose this spelling.  
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autonym for ‘person/people’ (lak/lu/lu and puok) that the Tai languages borrowed from 
the Chinese language are now preserved in two different geographical regions.  

In addition, three different forms, xá, khạ, and kha, related to the Austroasiatic 
autonym for ‘person/people,’ are currently used in the Southwestern Tai subgroup. As 
explained by Chamberlain (2016), this is the phonetic form that the Southwestern Tai 
languages borrowed directly from the Mon-Khmer languages when the Tai speakers 
migrated from southern China to Southeast Asia during the Proto-Southwestern Tai 
(PSWT) period. Chamberlain assumed that these two phonetic forms /sa/ and /kha/ that 
the inhabitants of the Southwestern Tai subgroup used to name the Mon-Khmer 
inhabitants are a consequence of the phonological change of the PSWT *khraaA1: /sa/ 
or /kha/ < *khraaA1 PSWT. The form *khraaA1 in PSWT means ‘Austroasiatic ethnic,’ 
though it is used in other related languages as the general autonym for ‘person.’  

The distribution of the forms /puok/, /lak, luk, lu/, and /sa, kha/ can be seen in Map 
4 below. 

Map 4. Geographical distribution of loan words in the Tai languages 

 

Regarding the Sinitic language, as aforementioned, from the perspective of 
historical linguistics, the Sino-Vietnamese cluster 雒 越 (Lạc Việt) was used by the 
Chinese people in the Old Chinese period (OC) and was recorded in the Hanshu (1st 
century CE) (Trần Trí Dõi 2017; 2022). The character 雒, vocalised in OC as [*p.rak], 
was an autonym referring to ‘persons/people’ who spoke the Mon-Khmer language. 
The form [puok], as Chamberlain (2016) explained, is also very likely the autonym for 
‘person/people’ that the Chinese used to refer to the Austroasiatic inhabitants of the 
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Dian kingdom, which was pacified by the Chinese later than the 1st century CE (this 
area is now Yunnan province, China). 

Map 5 shows the general geography of the Sino-Tibetan language family, and the 
geographical distribution of the Sinitic forms borrowed from Austroasiatic languages 
is shown in Map 6 below. 

Map 5: General geography of the Sino-Tibetan language family 

Map 6. Distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the Sinitic languages 
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3. Discussion 

The distribution of autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the Mon-Khmer, Tai-Kadai, and 
Sino-Tibetan languages in Southeast Asia and southern China, as shown in Maps 2, 4, 
and 6, could contribute greatly to further discussion regarding the homeland and ethnic 
group of the people who used these autonyms during the Old Chinese period. First, 
consider the six language groups belonging to the Mon-Khmer branch examined in this 
paper. Taking into account the simultaneous existence of both monosyllabic and 
disyllabic or sequisyllabic autonyms in all six linguistic groups examined, it can be 
argued that [*p.rak], the reconstructed Old Chinese phonetic rendering of 雒, is related 
to the autonyms for ‘person/people’ in the Mon-Khmer languages. Additionally, the 
current distribution of those autonyms in those Mon-Khmer language groups which are 
distant from southern China (the Palaung-Waic, Khmuic, Vietic, Katuic, Bahnaric, and 
Khmeric groups) suggests that the autonyms must have originated in the Mon-Khmer 
languages. Furthermore, this argument seems to be strengthened by considering the 
geographical distribution of names for ‘people’ in the Tai-Kadai languages. While the 
forms [lak, luk, lu] now exist in the Tai-Kadai language family, including both the 
Kam-Sui group in the north and the Tai group in the south, the form /sa, kha/ is found 
only to a limited extent in the Southwestern Tai subgroup of the Tai group. In other 
words, the forms currently used in the Mon-Khmer language groups are essentially 
similar, while there are distinctions between the Southwestern Tai subgroups and the 
rest of the Tai-Kadai family. A possible explanation for this might be that those two 
forms which did not appear in Kam-Sui and two other subgroups of Tai were directly 
borrowed from Mon-Khmer languages while the form [lak, luk, lu] was a borrowed 
form of [*p.rak] from the Old Chinese language. These findings are further supported 
by the geographical distribution of the two forms [*p.rak] in OC and [puok].  

These results taken together suggest that the historical linguistic proof does not 
support the argument of some Chinese researchers, including the authors Liang and Li 
(2017), that Zhuang-speaking members of the Tai group were the people referred to by 
the autonym Lạc Việt (雒 越). There are no Mon-Khmer or Tai historical documents 
identifying which group was called ‘lạc việt/luòyuè’ during the last centuries BCE and 
first centuries CE; thus, in this case, linguistic data can be considered as the most 
reliable basis for making the identification. Historical linguistics, as well as 
geographical distribution, provides evidence to support the notion that Lạc Việt is an 
autonym for Mon-Khmer speakers of the Austroasiatic language family, not members 
of the Tai language group. 
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A Study of Three Korean Family Names: Kim, Seo, and Baek 

Mitsuaki Endo 
(Aoyama Gakuin University) 

 
Abstract: The geographical distribution patterns of three Korean family names have 
been studied. Kim was found to have uniform distribution, Seo southern dominant 
distribution, and Baek northern dominant distribution. Seo may have originated in the 
ancient Xu country in China and have a common origin with certain toponyms, and 
Baek may have common etymology with the names of the ancient countries Goguryeo 
and Baekje. The geographical distribution of Baek and the findings of some ancient 
bronze mirrors with multiple loops attached in certain geographical areas seem to 
coincide.   
Key words: family name, Korean peninsular, toponym, archaeology, Old Chinese 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper aims at examining the patterns of human groups’ migration based on Korean 
family names. In this study, the most common family name Kim, a southern dominant 
family name Seo, and a northern dominant name Baek are examined. 

The primary resource used for the study was published in 1934 under the name of 
Chosen Sotokufu (1934), of which real name was Zensho Eisuke. It is a collection of 
charts showing a number of family names in each administrative unit throughout Korea. 
The charts reflect the initial situation in Korea before World War II. After the war, 
Korea was divided into two parts, which resulted in population distribution changes as 
a result of the Korean War (1950–1953). Zensho (1943) analyzed the census and 
described the relevant villages. This paper is an attempt to analyze the name distribution 
via a geolinguistic method. The data were input by Ms. Tomoko Kurosawa. 

According to Takeda (1984), family names of kings first appeared in 2nd c. BC, 
and ordinary people who dwelled in big cities began to acquire family names at the end 
of 10th c. AD on the Korean Peninsula. In fact, the information related to ordinary 
people was first recorded in a chapter on geography in the Sejong Chronicle in 15th c. 
AD. It is possible that the geographical distribution of family names at the time 

                                                        
ENDO, Mitsuaki. 2023. A Study of Three Korean Family Names: Kim, Seo, and Baek. In Trịnh Cẩm 
Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth 
International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 12–20. doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374562 
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reflected only the situation later. However, Suzuki (2022) revealed that the 
geographical patterns of Japanese family names correlated with the geographical 
distribution of the Y chromosome DNA haplogroups as well as that of the genomes, 
even though family names were inherited from fathers. Although the time stretch of the 
family names’ occurrence was similar to that of the Korean name groups. In this study, 
it will be shown that the geographical patterns of different family names reflect ancient 
origins. 

 

2. The name Kim 

Kim is the most common family name of the 
250 existing ones in Korea. It was the name of 
3,821,496 families in Korea on October 1, 
1930.  

 Figure 1 shows the geographical 
distribution of Kim. This map displays the 

absolute frequency as reported in each 
location. The frequencies are divided into 5 
groups, the biggest being over 12,137 
families, and the smallest just under 406. The 

frequency of the name occurrence is 

proportional to the size of each location.  
Figure 2 shows the relative ratio of the 

frequency to the size of each location. The 
statistics come from the national census of 
1985, 2000, and 2015 in South Korea and 
have been provided by the Bureau of Statistics 
of the Korean government: 
https://sgis.kostat.go.kr/statbd/family_01.vw? 
topBottom_onoff=OFF, accessed on July 9, 
2023. The ratio in Kimhae, which is the 
assumed place of origin of this family name             Figure 1: Map of Kim. 
(depicted with a gray border in the southernmost corner of the map from 2015), equates 
to around 23%, although the frequency based on the three censuses slightly differs.  
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Figure 2: Relative ratio of frequency of Kim in each administrative unit. 

 
Figure 3: Kimhae Kim.        Figure 4: Kyungju Kim.           Figure 5: Andong Kim. 

 

It is noteworthy that the areas (bongwan 本貫 ) from which the big clans 
originated are linked to family names. The Korean Bureau of Statistics provided maps 
of family names endemic to these places. 
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Figure 3 shows the relative ratio of the name Kim from 
Kimhae. It is dense in the southwestern part, while 
relatively low in the middle area. In contrast, the 
geographical distribution of Kim from Kyungju, as shown 
in Figure 4, seems to exhibit the opposite: The ratio is 
dense in the middle area and low in the southwestern part. 
This situation may reveal the migration direction of two 
human groups: Kimhae, once known as the biggest city in 
the Gaya kingdoms, is located in the southeast, and people 
migrated westward from there; while Kyungju, the capital 
of Silla, occupied an area more to the north. People 
migrated to the northwest, where the core area of Baekje 
used to be. Both Kimhae and Kyungju, the areas of origin 
of Kim, do not have the highest ratios of the name’s 
occurrence.                                          Figure 6: Uiseong Kim. 

The distribution of Kim in Andong and Uiseong is shown in Figures 5 and 6, 
respectively. The centers are the areas of origin. Since these areas are much smaller and 
had less political and economic power than Kimhae and Kyungju, the areas to which 
the names spread from there were also smaller and easier to get hold of. In case of 
Andong, people migrated westward, possibly along the Nakdong River; while for 
Uiseong, the direction of migration seems to be northward and southward along the 
Geumho River, a branch of the Nakdong River.  

 

3. The name Seo 

Figure 7 shows three different types of classification based on the same data for the 
family name Seo. The first figure shows five groups with the name held by fewer than 
19, 90, 150, 250, and more than 310 families, respectively, and it represents the 
southwestern dominant distribution. The second figure shows the areas with the name 
held by fewer than 19, 200, 350, 500, and more than 684 families, respectively, and it 
represents the southern dominant distribution. The third shows the areas with the name 
held by fewer than 19, 300, 600, 900, and more than 1,235 families, respectively, and 
it shows less of a difference in terms of the area size. Figure 8 is the relative ratio map 
of Seo provided by the Korean Bureau of Statistics. It is similar to the second map of  
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Figure 7: Map of Seo. 
Figure 7. Here, we see the difficulty in accessing the real tendency of the name 
occurrence. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Relative ratio of Seo.                     Figure 9: Sa, So, and Ta in Gaya. 

 
Seo 徐 also appears in toponyms. The most famous one is 徐羅伐 Seorabor, 

which was the capital of Silla (57 BC–AD 935). Bor means “village” or “city” in 
Korean. The meaning of ra is “place,” or even, possibly, the second element of the Old 
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Chinese *sә.la for 徐, according to Baxter and Sagart (2014). Here, it served as the 
meaning of “capital.” The present capital name Seoul came from Middle Korean 
Seoβeur, in which the previous ra disappeared, at the same time when the intervocalic 
[b] underwent lenition to [β], and further disappeared . 

Although the Chinese characters used to spell that name were different, the word 
could be seen frequently among ancient toponyms in the southeastern part of the 
Korean Peninsula. The base map in Figure 9 has been adopted from Kim (2010: 172). 
It shows ancient toponyms and their estimated positions in 5th to 6th c. AD, which 
came from the Chronicles of Japan 日本書紀. A red circle denotes the sound *sa, a 
blue square denotes the sound *ta, and a yellow triangle denotes the sound *so of the 
same word 徐 . *sa reflects its Old Chinese pronunciation, and *so is the Middle 
Chinese pronunciation, while *ta reflects the result of the sound change of *sa > *a. 
The etymology of the word Seo 徐 may have come from the Xu 徐 country (circa 20 
BC–512 BC) of China. Its migration to other places is to be discussed in a future paper. 
 

4. The name Baek 

Figure 10 shows the geographical distribution of the name Baek 白. It is dense near 
the northwestern border with China, and there are three more areas with frequent 
occurrence of the name from north to south: along the Taedong River, the Geum River, 
and the middle basin of the Nakdong River. Its distribution is similar to the 
geographical distribution of the bronze mirrors with multiple loops attached (see Figure 
11, cited from Jeon 1991:453). Jeon (1991) inferred that this reflects the migration of 
King Jun 準王 from 194 BC to 180 BC.  

Figure 12 has been cited from Kobayashi (2019:275). According to his 
chronological analysis, the original type of the mirror was found in Xiaoheishi 小黒

石 in the western Liaoning area and dated back to the Upper Xiajiadian culture in the 
last half of the Western Zhou dynasty (until 8th c. BC). It spread to East Liaoning 
around 7th c. to 6th c. BC. Further, it spread to Northwest Korea before 5th c. BC. The 
type found in Southwest Korea spread directly from West Liaoning. Kobayashi 
(2009:43) infers that it arrived in the Geum River area before the first half of 4th c. BC, 
if not sooner, and it spread to North Kyushu almost at the same time. According to 
Kobayashi’s chronological analysis, the spreading does not have anything to do with 
the historical migration of King Jun. 

The Chinese character 白 is used to represent a part of the sound of the word maek
貊, an ancient tribe of the ancient Korean Peninsula. 貊 can be considered as the 
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etymology of the first syllable of Baekje 百済. There is a myth about the name Baekje 
that it came from Goguryeo 高句麗 , which was spelled as bökli in the Orkhon 
inscription of 8th c. AD and was written in the Old Turkic alphabet 突厥文字. Bökli 
may be interpreted as composed of Baek 貊 and 夷 (barbarian), gogu stands for bök, 
while ryeo stands for li. Baek 貊 is also written as 貉, in which the phonetic part is 
各, with the initial consonants *kr-. 百, corresponds to the Tibetan b-r-gya, hence it is 
thought to come from the Old Chinese or common Sino-Tibetan *pˤrkˤak, rather than 
the Old Chinese *pˤrak as claimed by Baxter and Sagart (2014). Thus, the family name 
Baek may stand for the ruler class originating from West Liaoning, which spread to the 
Korean Peninsula, and has a similar sound as that of the ancient countries of Goguryeo 
and Baekje. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Geographical distribution of bronze 

mirrors with multiple attachmentloops  

(adopted from Jeon 1991) 
 

Figure 10: Map of Baek. 
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Figure 12: Geographical distribution of bronze mirrors with multiple loops attached 

(adopted from Kobayashi 2019). 

 

5. Final remarks 

Above is a rough sketch that shows the possible reflection of family names on human 
groups’ migration patterns. There are many other family names to be analyzed, which 
may become the subject of future studies. 
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Variation in basic roots across dialects in nDrapa: 
Geolinguistic analysis in the Qiangic context 

Satoko Shirai  
(The University of Tokyo) 

 
Abstract: This paper examines the geographical distribution of three vocabulary items 
in the Qiangic area that have with divergent roots among nDrapa dialects: ‘sand’, ‘leaf’, 
and ‘knee’. The local diversity of word forms in the nDrapa dialects is considered in 
the broader perspective, including the Qiangic languages. Linguistic maps of the three 
items illustrate three different histories. Non-Qiangic word forms for ‘sand’ and ‘leaf’ 
are distributed in Central nDrapa, whereas loanwords have diffused from the northern 
and southern peripheries. As for ‘knee’, two types of word forms have cognates in 
Qiangic languages. This paper demonstrates the need for caution in conducting 
comparative linguistic research on the nDrapa language.  
Key words: basic word, dialectology, geolinguistics, language contact, nDrapa, 
Qiangic 

 

1. Introduction 

The Qiangic languages are spoken in a multilingual area called the Western Sichuan 
Ethnic corridor or the Tibet-Qiang-Yi corridor in Southwest China. The languages of 
this area, share many typological features, although their systematic relationship has 
not been identified using the methods of comparative linguistics. nDrapa (ISO 639-3: 
zhb) is one of the languages spoken here. 

This study was conducted to clarify the relationship between nDrapa and nearby 
Qiangic languages. In a previous study of nDrapa dialects (Shirai and Huang 
forthcoming), it was found that some items of basic vocabulary exhibit diverse word 
forms that could be traced back to different roots. This paper seeks to find 
corresponding roots in Qiangic languages and examines their distribution to identify 
their historical formation. Then, using this distribution as a cue, we discuss the 
relationship between nDrapa and Qiangic languages. 
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1.1. nDrapa and the Qiangic linguistic area 
nDrapa belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language family, and it has about 10,000 speakers, 
living in Southwestern China. Figure 1 presents a map of nDrapa villages surveyed by 
Shirai and Huang (forthcoming). We can divide nDrapa dialects into three main groups: 
Southern, Central, and Northern, but there is general intelligibility across all dialects. 
nDrapa has no orthography. It has experienced relatively heavy language contact with 
Tibetan, and Khams Tibetan has been the traditional lingua franca of this area. In the 
modern age, Southwest Mandarin is the superstratum. 
 

 
Figure 1: nDrapa dialects (Shirai and Huang forthcoming) 

 
Figure 2 (taken from Shirai 2020) illustrates the distribution of the Qiangic 

languages and nearby languages. The nDrapa language is spoken in the areas marked 
with red square outlines. In their proposal of a genetic tree for Qiangic, Jacques and 
Michaud (2011: Appendix) excluded the southern subgroup of languages, which were 
included in Qiangic by Sun (2001), and they divided the language group into the 
rGyalrongic subbranch and other languages. In Figure 2, the languages of the 
rGyalrongic subbranch are marked with blue triangles, while the languages that were 
not included in their Qiangic group are marked with brown seals. More recent studies 
divided rGyalrongic into rGyalrong proper and Western rGyalrongic, to which Tangut, 
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an extinct language with Qiangic features, belongs (Lai, Gong, Gates, and Jacques 
2020). However, the attribution of nDrapa remained unclear. 

Conversely, other studies, including Chirkova (2012) and Shirai (2020), cast doubt 
on the genetic unification of the Qiangic languages, and they proposed that the 
languages form a linguistic area. In this study, we tentatively use the term Qiangic 
languages without intending to answer the question of their relationship. 
 

 
Figure 2: Languages of the Qiangic linguistic area (Shirai 2020: 369) 

 

1.2. Previous studies 
This study uses nDrapa dialect data collected and analyzed in a previous study (Shirai 
and Huang forthcoming). There, a dialect-geographical study was conducted in 13 
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villages based on the Swadesh 100 basic word list. From these data, we proposed three 
dialect groups. However, some items, such as ‘knee’, ‘leaf’, and ‘sand’ showed 
different roots in a contrast between central and peripheral dialects (Table 1). It is well 
known that in Japanese dialects, for instance, peripheral regions tend to preserve older 
forms. However, in the case of nDrapa, this may not be an appropriate assumption 
because roads to the north and south of the nDrapa region connect Tibetan areas to Han 
Chinese areas. Therefore, Shirai and Huang (forthcoming) hypothesized that the central 
dialects are conservative and that the peripheral regions have received influence from 
other languages. However, here, we only focused on the distributions of nDrapa dialect 
forms, without regarding other Qiangic languages. 

 
Table 1: Example word forms in nDrapa dialects 

 Northern  Central  Southern 

 Mätro  Kalakhe  Yiwu  Jiaowu  Murong  Nyato 

‘sand’  tsemá tsɪ55ma33 ȵe55lɯ33 ɲe55lә33 htsɿ55ma33 ᵖtsɿ55ma33 

‘leaf'  lomá sɛ11ʰpa33la11 ȵa33ȵa53 ɲә55ɲa33pa33la33 ɲә55ɲa33pa33la33 lo55ma55 

‘knee’  pǔ pu33 pu24 mɛ33ŋgi33 mɛ33ŋgi33 pu35 

 
In this study, I further develop the relative chronology of these diverse roots from 

the viewpoint of the geolinguistic study of the Qiangic languages. Table 1 shows 
examples of nDrapa dialectal word forms of the three vocabulary items that this paper 
uses up to analyze geographical distribution in the Qiangic linguistic area. Table 2 
illustrates the languages and dialects that this study refers to with the classification 
based on Jacques and Michaud (2011) in the left columns and data sources in the right 
column. 
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Table 2: Language classification and data sources 

Classification  Languages and dialects  Data sources 

N
a-Q

iangic 

Q
iangic 

rGyalrongic Yelong Khroskyabs, Guanyinqiao 

Khroskyabs 

B. Huang (2007) 

Daofu Stau Huang (ed.) (1992) 

Geshitsa Duoerji (1998) 

Zbu, Tshobdun, Japhug, Situ, sTodsde, 

Wobzi Khroskyabs, Erkai, Nyagrong 

Minyag 

Nagano & Prins (2013) 

Yoci bTsanlha, Bola Situ Shirai’s fieldnotes 

Other 

Qiangic 

Ronghong N. Rma LaPolla with Huang (2003) 

Puxi S. Rma C. Huang (2007) 

Ekou N. Rma, Mawo N. Rma, Longxi S. 

Rma, Taoping S. Rma, Mianchi S. Rma 

Evans (2001) 

Darmdo Minyag, Youlaxi Choyu, 

Tratho nDrapa 

Huang (ed.) (1992) 

Lhagang Choyu Suzuki & Sonam Wangmo 

(2018) 

Kara Choyu Nagano & Prins (2013) 

Diru nDrapa, Kala nDrapa by courtesy of Hiroyuki 

Suzuki 

Mätro nDrapa, Kalakhe nDrapa, Nyato 

nDrapa 

Shirai’s fieldnotes 

Xiatuo nDrapa, Yiwu nDrapa, Jiaowu 

nDrapa, Khalu nDrapa, Murong nDrapa, 

Waduo nDrapa 

by courtesy of Yang Huang 

Sasho nDrapa Y. Huang (forthcoming) 

Waduo-Wuzhi nDrapa Gong (2007) 

Xinyinpan Central Prinmi Ding (2014) 

Other Prinmi dialects Lu (2001) 

Other Na-Qiangic Maibeng Gochang, Upper Shihing, 

Lizu, Luobo Namuzi 

Huang (ed.) (1992) 

  Shihing Sun et al. (2014) 
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2. A geolinguistic analysis of three lexical items 

This section provides a geolinguistic analysis of the lexical items ‘sand’, ‘leaf’, and 
‘knee’ which are included in Swadesh’s 100 basic words. However, nDrapa dialects 
show various roots for them. This suggests that they are not stable words (Matisoff 
2009) in nDrapa dialects or perhaps in Qiangic languages. A geolinguistic examination 
of such non-stable basic words may shed light on linguistic history of the area. 

Shirai and Huang (forthcoming) discussed the distribution of the word forms for 
‘sand’ and ‘leaf’ in nDrapa dialects. However, when these are examined in the broader 
Qiangic linguistic area, we may draw other conclusions. 

The hash mark (#) is used in the following discussion to indicate earlier word 
forms tentatively extrapolated from dialectal forms in the absence of sufficient 
clarification of a phonological correspondence. 

2.1. ‘Sand’ 
Shirai and Huang (forthcoming) described the distribution of word forms denoting 
‘sand’ in nDrapa dialects as follows: the northern and southern areas show similar 
forms, but the central area has completely different ones (as seen in Table 1 above). 
The northern and southern forms are based on Tibetan loanwords from Written Tibetan 
bye ma. Therefore, Shirai and Huang (forthcoming) concluded that indigenous 
vocabulary is retained in the central area, while Tibetan loans are seen in both the south 
and the north. 

Figure 3 presents the geographical distribution of the word forms for ‘sand’ in the 
Qiangic linguistic area. Red circles indicate word forms with bilabial initials, e.g., Bola 
Situ kә-mbjek, Northern Prinmi bi13 pә13, and Shihing mei35. The green boxes indicate 
the palatal nasal type, as seen in Central nDrapa. Brown lines indicate the type of 
Tibetan loan, e.g., Puxi sTodsde pjә'ma. Blue triangles in the eastern regions indicate 
the type of Chinese loan, e.g., Ronghong Northern Rma ʂɑts (from 沙子 shāzi) and 
Lizu xuo33ʂa53 (from 河沙 héshā). In the cases of these loans, both syllables of a 
disyllabic word correspond to the original Tibetan or Chinese forms. This fact is 
evidence that the word is not indigenous but a loan, as the Sino-Tibetan languages tend 
to be strongly monosyllabic, and disyllabic compounds generally do not show a 
correspondence between Qiangic languages and Tibetan or Chinese. 
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Figure 3: ‘Sand’ in the Qiangic area. 

 
The geographical distribution shown in Figure 3 suggests that the bilabial type is 

the oldest in Qiangic languages. Alternatively, we cannot identify a palatal nasal type 
outside of the central nDrapa region; that is, it has no cognates in the Qiangic languages. 
Therefore, from a geolinguistic viewpoint, the palatal nasal type in Central nDrapa 
could be later compounds created in the region. 

2.2. ‘Leaf’ 
Shirai and Huang (forthcoming) concluded that the (h)pala type, which is found in Sasho 
Southern nDrapa and Diru Northern nDrapa, is the oldest dialectal variant. Dialects 
such as Kalakhe, Jiaowu, and Murong in Table 1 feature a compound involving this 
form. However, it was lost in the western area, replaced with word forms that might 
have been derived from the word for ‘green’, e.g., ȵa33ȵa53 in Yiwu Central nDrapa 
(Table 1). Moreover, the Tibetan loanword (Written Tibetan lo ma) is found in the 
northernmost and the southernmost parts of the area, showing the same pattern as ‘sand’. 

 

nDrapa 
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Figure 4: ‘Leaf’ in the Qiangic area. 

 

Figure 4 presents the distribution of word forms denoting ‘leaf’ in the Qiangic area. 
In this map, the red marks indicate word forms featuring Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) 
*r-pak. 1  The hpala type in nDrapa can be classified as this type, although the 
etymology of the second syllable remains unclear. The blue marks indicate word forms 
derived from another PTB root, *rwak. Orange marks indicate other types. Green marks 
indicate a palatal nasal type, while brown lines indicate a Tibetan loan. The 
geographical distribution of these suggests that the *r-pak type is the oldest form in the 
Qiangic languages. Conversely, the palatal nasal initial type is only found in nDrapa. 
We conclude that this type was formed later. 

Moreover, we find disyllabic or polysyllabic word forms with second l-initial 
morphemes in a relatively broad area across the northwest. Many rGyalrongic 
languages have a similar morpheme to nDrapa, e.g., Puxi sTodsde 'rbalɑ, Wobzi 
Khroskyabs rpʰálá, and Daofu Stau lba lә. Among the non-rGyalrongic languages, 
Youlaxi Choyu, which is spoken in the area adjacent to nDrapa also has a correspondent 
form, ba13la55. A possible etymon for this morpheme is PTB *s-la / *s-lap 
‘LEAF/TEA/FLAT THING’. Qiangic languages in other regions, such as Prinmi, do 
                                                        
1 The PTB forms in this paper are cited from the STEDT database (see Matisoff 2015). 

nDrapa 
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not have the second l-initial morpheme, but they do have a root derived from PTB *r-
pak. Therefore, in this case, *r-pak + L type is a regionally diffused word form. 

2.3. ‘Knee’ 
Now we move to a vocabulary item that has not been discussed in detail previously: 
‘knee’. We can classify word forms denoting ‘knee’ into two types across in nDrapa 
dialects: Type A, which involves an unaspirated bilabial plosive initial and rounded 
closed back vowel: #pu, and Type B, which consists of two syllables, of which the first 
has a bilabial nasal initial and a mid-front vowel, while the second has a prenasalized 
velar plosive and a high-front vowel: #mengi. Among the examples in Table 1, Mätro, 
Kalake, Yiwu, and Nyato have Type A, while Jiaowu and Murong have Type B. There 
are also subtypes of Type A that have a second syllable with lateral initial: the P+L 
type, e.g., pu33lo55 in Tratho, and the P+L+ type, e.g., ́pu lo wu ȵa in Diru. In Figure 5, 
Type A (P, P+L, P+L+) is marked with red boxes whereas Type B (#mengi) is marked 
with blue triangles. 

 

  

 
Figure 5: ‘Knee’ in nDrapa dialects. 
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For the geographical distribution, we find the monosyllabic Type A in the 

peripheral regions, Type B in the central area, and the compounded subtypes of Type 
A occurring between these two types. If we adopt the previous hypothesis that is, 
conservative central and interfered peripheral (Shirai and Huang forthcoming), we can 
conclude that Type B is the oldest. Moreover, the root #pu for Type A is like the root 
for the Written Tibetan form, pus-mo. However, the second morpheme, lo in nDrapa 
and mo in Tibetan, does not correspond. Therefore, it is difficult to identify it as a 
borrowing, and consequently, the relative chronology of Type A and B is unclear. 

Let us examine the Qiangic word forms. Figure 6 presents the geographical 
distribution of word forms for ‘knee’ across the Qiangic linguistic area. The red marks 
indicate the distribution of Type A, the p-initial type, while the blue triangles show the 
distribution of Type B, with velar or uvular initial roots. While only Central nDrapa 
has the disyllabic #mengi type, its second syllable has a characteristic in common with 
Type B in Qiangic. Both types are widespread in the Qiangic area. For example, Type 
A: tә'xpom in Zbu, py55mu55 in Southern Prinmi; Type B: ʐguәq in Yadu Northern Rma, 
ʂŋi55 in Youlaxi Choyu. Moreover, Type A is not found in the area adjacent to the 
distribution of Type A in the nDrapa dialects. In this case, therefore, we must interpret 
the distribution in a way other than through language contact. 

I tentatively assume that there were two earlier forms in nDrapa: #me-ŋgi and 
#pu(-lo). Some Qiangic languages feature different words for ‘knee hollow’ and 
‘kneecap’: for example, Qinghua Southern Prinmi kɑ55pu55 ‘knee hollow’ vs. py55mu55 
‘kneecap.’ Therefore, we can assume that at an earlier stage, the two words, #me-ŋgi 
and #pu(-lo), referred to two different notions but were closely related. Then, nDrapa 
dialects lost the distinction and adopted one of the two forms to denote ‘knee’ as a 
whole. This can only be a tentative conclusion for nDrapa words for ‘knee.’ 

We can find a possible cognate of the second morpheme of the first type, #-ŋgi, in 
Tangut, an extinct Western rGyalrongic language of the 11th to 13th centuries: 
ngẹ2~rngẹ2 ‘knee’ (Sofronov 1978 via STEDT) or ŋɣɛ ‘knee’ (Nishida 1964 via 
STEDT). Moreover, some other Qiangic languages show possible cognate forms: 
Yelong Khroskyabs from Western rGyalrongic rŋe55 and Taoping Southern Rma χŋu55. 
However, the origin of #me- is unknown. 

For the second type, #pu(-lo), we can find possible etyma, such as PTB *pu KNEE; 
*put-s ⪤ *pit-s KNEE, and PLB *put ‘knee.’ These also correspond to the Written 
Tibetan pus-mo ‘knee.’ However, the origin of #-lo is unknown. 
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Figure 6: ‘Knee’ in the Qiangic area. 

 

3. Conclusion 

This paper examined the geographical distribution of three vocabulary items across the 
Qiangic area that have with different roots among nDrapa dialects. The local diversity 
of word forms in the nDrapa dialects can be explained using a broader perspective, 
including Qiangic languages. 

The linguistic maps for the three items illustrate three different histories. For 
‘sand’, a non-Qiangic form is found in Central nDrapa, whereas Tibetan loans are found 
in Northern and Southern nDrapa. I tentatively conclude that the Central nDrapa forms 
such as ȵe55lɯ33 are relative novelties among Qiangic languages; in other words, the 
indigenous root for ‘sand’ was lost in nDrapa. However, it might also be that the Central 
nDrapa forms reflect a substratum. 

For ‘leaf’, there are three types of word forms: #hpala, which is shared with nearby 
languages, #ɲaɲa, which is found in Central nDrapa, and the Tibetan loan #loma, which 

nDrapa 
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is distributed in southern, northern, and western areas. The oldest form is possibly 
#hpala, although it might have been diffused from nearby languages if we consider it to 
be an areal word form. 

Two different types of word form are used to denote ‘knee’ in nDrapa dialects. 
Their relative chronology is difficult to ascertain, as both types have cognates in other 
Qiangic languages. The two roots might originally have had a distinction, and one of 
them may have been inherited in each dialect. 

The discussion in this paper demonstrates the need for caution in conducting 
comparative linguistic research on the nDrapa language. Some conclusions of the 
previous study were supported: loan words diffuse from the northern and southern 
peripheral areas. Alternatively, it remains a question whether the central word forms 
are older indigenous forms. Further examination is needed to resolve this issue and to 
clarify the linguistic history of nDrapa. 
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Tracking basic Ainu vocabulary: Updates and changes of 
geographical distributions 

Mika Fukazawa 
(National Ainu Museum) 

 
Abstract: This paper provides the geographical distributions and updates of Hattori and 
Chiri (1960), as well as the preliminary data. The basic vocabulary of the Ainu dialects 
collected by Hattori and Chiri (1960) is the most significant vis-à-vis Ainu dialectology. 
The National Ainu Museum houses the preliminary vocabulary list of Hattori and Chiri 
(1960). In this study, we investigated the differentiation between the published version 
of Hattori and Chiri (1960) and the preliminary data. The results of this study show that 
the dialects on dialectal boundaries often vary between the two sets of data. This not 
only suggests that elicitation in linguistic fieldwork has occurred but also argues that it 
is necessary to reconsider the use and treatment of existing materials, such as the data 
of Hattori and Chiri (1960).  
Keywords: Basic vocabulary, Ainu, Elicitation, Dialectal boundary 
 

1. Introduction 

This study aims to track the Ainu 200-basic word list in Hattori and Chiri (1960), the 
most significant work on the Ainu dialects. Before our discussion, we will outline the 
Ainu language and dialects and their study.  

1.1. Ainu language and dialects 
The Ainu language is a language isolate and is typologically different from Japanese 
and other Northeast Asian languages (Bugaeva 2022). The major subgrouping of the 
Ainu language into the three groups of the Sakhalin, Hokkaido, and northern Kuril 
dialects is generally accepted in previous studies (Hattori and Chiri 1960, Asai 1974, 
Tamura 2000, Nakagawa and Fukazawa 2022). The Hokkaido dialect can be grouped 
into eastern and western dialects. The southern Kuril dialect can be involved in the 
eastern Hokkaido dialect (Hayashi 1973 [1940]). The dialects in and around Saru and 
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Chitose in the western Hokkaido area often show special patterns in vocabulary, 
including functional words, which may be similar to those of the Sakhalin dialect. In 
this study, we refer to them as the dialects of Central Hokkaido. In addition to this, 
Hattori and Chiri (1960) and Asai (1974) suggested the minor subgrouping of the 
northernmost (southernmost) dialect of Sōya (Samani) in Hokkaido.  

1.2. The study of the Ainu dialects 
Hattori, Chiri, and their collaborators conducted crucial research on the Ainu dialects 
from 1955 to 1956. In the introduction of Hattori and Chiri (1960: 307), Hattori 
reported that some informants were the last (native) speakers of the Ainu dialect. The 
speakers were very old. Some could speak the Ainu language fluently, whereas others 
knew only a few words. Hattori and Chiri investigated the Ainu dialects of Hokkaido 
and Sakhalin, all in Hokkaido. Because the Soviet Union occupied the southern 
Sakhalin region at that time, the informants of the Sakhalin dialects lived in Hokkaido 
as “repatriates.” Hattori and Chiri’s (1960) study provided the data of the 200-basic 
word list, and Hattori (1964) edited a dictionary of the Ainu dialects. 

Following Hattori and Chiri’s (1960) works, Asai (1974) attempted to perform a 
cluster analysis of the Ainu dialects. To the data of Hattori and Chiri’s list, Asai (1974) 
added the Chitose (Hokkaido) dialect through his fieldwork and the Kuril dialects from 
written materials (Torii 1903, Murayama 1971, Pinart 1872). He also modified Hattori 
and Chiri’s (1960) data on the Asahikawa, Obihiro, and Kushiro (Hokkaido) dialects. 
Asai (1974) proposed the “major division” between Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the Kuril 
Islands in the cluster analysis and scientifically established the dialectal groups of Ainu. 
A recent study by Ono and Fukazawa (2022) partly revealed how Asai (1974) treated 
the data of Hattori and Chiri (1960), although this was not included in his paper. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

In this section, we will overview the materials and methods of this study. 

2.1. Materials: The Ainu dialect dataset (Hattori and Chiri 1960) 
The data of the Ainu dialects in Hattori and Chiri (1960) consist of the following 
investigations: In April 1955, Hattori and Chiri investigated the Ainu dialects, and in 
the summer of 1955, Hattori gathered data on one Hokkaido and three Sakhalin dialects, 
while his collaborators researched some Hokkaido dialects. In addition, Hattori and his 
collaborators surveyed the dialects again in the summer of 1956 for a dictionary of the 
Ainu dialects. In September 1956, Hattori added the investigation of a Sakhalin dialect. 
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Figure 1 shows the geographical points of the 19 Ainu dialects in Hattori and 
Chiri’s (1960) dataset: 13 dialects in Hokkaido and 6 from Sakhalin. Table 1 presents 
the information on the investigators.  

 

  
Figure 1: Geographical points of the Ainu dialects in Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

 
Table 1: Investigators of the Ainu dialect and geographical points (Hattori and Chiri 1960) 

Point Dialect 
April 
1955 

Summer 
1955 

Summer 
1956 

September 
1956 

1 Yakumo 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 30) 
Kitamura Kitamura1  

2 Oshamambe 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 30) 
   

3 Horobetsu 
Hattori and Chiri2 

(Date: 29) 
   

4 
Biratori, 
Fukumitsu 

Hattori and Chiri 
(Date: 28) 

Fukuda Fukuda 
 

5 Nukibetsu  Hattori   

6 
Niikappu 
(Ukegoi) 

Hattori and Chiri 
(Date: 28) 

   

7 Samani 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 26, 27) 
   

8 Obihiro 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 24) 
 Fukuda  

9 Kushiro 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 23) 
   

                                                        
1 Kitamura investigated again the Yakumo dialect in February and March 1957 (Hattori and 
Chiri 1960). 
2 Later, Chiri investigated the Horobetsu dialect again (Hattori and Chiri 1960). 
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10 Bihoro 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 22) 
Kitamura3   

11 Asahikawa 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 19, 20) 
 Yamamoto  

12 Nayoro 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 19) 
 Kimura  

13 Sōya 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 13, 14) 
Hattori Mineya  

14 Ochiho 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 16) 
   

15-1 Tarantomari 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 15-18) 
   

15-2 Tarantomari 
Hattori and Chiri 

(Date: 15-18) 
   

16 Maoka  Hattori   
17 Shiraura    Hattori 
18 Raichishika  Hattori Hattori  
19 Nairo  Hattori   
  Preliminary data    

 
The National Ainu Museum housed the carbon-copied material of the Ainu 

dialects, same as those used in the investigation of April 1955. Presumably, Chiri wrote 
and owned this carbon-copied version, and he gave the original one to Hattori. The 
number of dialects in the carbon-copied material is less than that in Hattori and Chiri 
(1960), while the two speakers’ vocabularies of the Tarantomari dialect are recorded 
separately: Mr. Nishizaki’s vocabulary is 15-1, and Mr. Kawamura’s vocabulary is 15-
2 as in Table 1. Hattori and Chiri’s (1960) paper indicates the data of each speaker 
together as one Tarantomari dialect. In this study, the carbon-copied material of the 
National Ainu Museum is referred to as the preliminary material or preliminary data. 

Hattori and Chiri (1960) and the preliminary data arranged a list of 200 basic word 
items from Swadesh word lists. The first 100 items are the same as in Swadesh’s later 
100-word list, although the second half includes several different words from the 
remaining 107 words in Swadesh’s original 200-word list (Fukazawa 2017, 2018, 
Nakagawa and Fukazawa 2022). Thereafter, Hattori (1964) edited a dictionary of the 
Ainu dialects, the data of which were based on the field investigations of 1955–1956 
by Hattori, Chiri, and some collaborators, as mentioned above. 

2.2. Methods: USED or/and UNDERSTOOD word forms 
In the next section (Section 3), we will map each vocabulary item listed in Hattori and 
Chiri (1960) and the preliminary material and compare their geographic distribution. 

                                                        
3 Later, Tamura investigated the Bihoro dialect in the winter of 1956–1957 (Hattori and Chiri 
1960). 
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Here, we would like to introduce the distinction between USED and UNDERSTOOD 
word forms (Tokugawa 1966, Shibata 1969). 
 

- USED word forms: The word forms “USED” for the speaker to express the 

meaning of the item. 

- UNDERSTOOD word forms: The word forms, which are “UNDERSTOOD” but 

(may) not be used for the speaker to express the meaning of the item. 

 

Shibata (1969) suggests that in practice, investigators cannot obtain UNDERSTOOD 

word forms in only the first survey because they cannot ask about the same survey item 

from the perspectives of both the USED and UNDERSTOOD word forms. If they know 

the likely UNDERSTOOD word form in advance, they will ask for it separately from the 

USED word form. However, in principle, the first survey should be conducted to determine 

the geographical distribution of the word form. The second survey should include the 

UNDERSTOOD word form as an entry of the survey form (Shibata 1969: 42). 

According to Tokugawa (1966), the USED and UNDERSTOOD word forms are 

distinctive as answers to the type of questions. On the one hand, USED word forms appear 

in response to the WH question: “What is this item called?” － “The word form X-1.” On 

the other hand, UNDERSTOOD word forms appear in answer to the Yes-No question: “Is 

the word form X-2 called for this item?” ― “Yes.” Although USED word forms are 

theoretically part of UNDERSTOOD word forms, let us differentiate them for simplicity. 

Here, X-1 is a USED word form and X-2 is an UNDERSTOOD word form. 

Thus, we will suggest that preliminary data of Hattori and Chiri’s first survey can 

identify the USED word forms. We will also interpret the added word forms in Hattori and 

Chiri (1960) as the UNDERSTOOD word forms against the USED word forms. This article 

will unify the word phonological notations and accent markers in these materials with 

phonemic forms between slashes / /. 

 

3. Geographical distributions 

In this section, we compare the geographical distribution of the word forms found in 
the preliminary data and the Hattori and Chiri’s (1960) data. In the following 
subsections, we will show the differences between the two sources at the well-known 
boundaries of the Ainu dialects since the UNDERSTOOD word forms in one dialect 
group are often pervasive to/from another. 
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3.1. Boundary between Hokkaido and Sakhalin dialects 
Here, we will observe the northern Hokkaido dialects of Nayoro and Sōya at the 
boundary between Hokkaido and Sakhalin. 

3.1.1. Sakhalin > Hokkaido and Sakhalin 
The older form for ‘tongue’ is considered to be the same form /aw/ as the Sakhalin form 
(Fukazawa 2017). Figure 2 shows the maps for ‘tongue.’ In the preliminary data, the 
Nayoro dialect has the same form as the Sakhalin dialects, /aw/, but in Hattori and Chiri 
(1960), the other Hokkaido form, /parunpe/, was also collected. Table 2 shows the other 
items in the same Sakhalin > Hokkaido and Sakhalin type as the item of ‘tongue.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 /aw/ 
 /parunpe/ 
 

Figure 2: Maps for ‘tongue’ 
 

Table 2: Sakhalin > Hokkaido and Sakhalin 
Word item Dialect Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

what (No. 7) Sōya hemáta /hemata/ 
hemáta /hemata/ 

nép /nep/ 

tongue (No. 44) Nayoro ’aw /aw/ 
’áw /aw/ 

parúnpe /parunpe/ 

smoke (No. 81) Sōya pa /pa/ 
pa /pa/ 

sipúya /sipuya/ 

ice (No. 148) Nayoro rup /rup/ 
rúp /rup/ 

kónru /konru/ 

pull (No. 174) Nayoro ’ehékem /ehekem/ 
’etáye /etaye/ 

’ehékem /ehekem/ 

push (No. 175) Sōya ’opítuye /opituye/ 
’opítuye /opituye/ 
’e’áciw /eaciw/ 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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3.1.2. Hokkaido > Hokkaido and Sakhalin  
The geographical distributions of ‘fire’ is shown in Figure 3. The Sōya dialect has the 
same form as the other Hokkaido dialects, /ape/, in the preliminary data, but the 
Sakhalin form, /unci/, was also collected in Hattori and Chiri (1960). Table 3 shows the 
other items in the same Hokkaido > Hokkaido and Sakhalin type as the item of ‘fire.’  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 /unci/ 
 /ape/ 
 

Figure 3: Maps for ‘fire’ 
 

Table 3: Hokkaido > Hokkaido and Sakhalin 
Word item Dialect Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

root (No. 26) Sōya sínrit /sinrit/ 
sínrit /sinrit/ 

cínkew /cinkew/ 

fire (No. 82) Sōya ’apé /ape/ 
’apé /ape/ 

’únci /unci/ 

lip (No. 130) Nayoro pátoy /patoy/ 
pápus /papus/ 
cápus /capus/ 
pátoy /patoy/ 

3.1.3. Sakhalin > (Central) Hokkaido 
In the preliminary data of the item of ‘head,’ the Sōya dialect has the same form as the 
Sakhalin dialects, /sapa/, but in Hattori and Chiri (1960), the (Central) Hokkaido form, 
/pake/, was only recorded, as shown in Figure 4. In the subsequent dictionary, Hattori 
(1964) recorded both forms; therefore, Hattori and Chiri (1960) would miss the form 
of /sapa/. The item of ‘bone’ and ‘river’ in Table 4 shows the same Sakhalin > (Central) 
Hokkaido type. However, because the later dictionary of Hattori (1964) also collected 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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only the (Central) Hokkaido form, the Sakhalin form of ‘bone’ and ‘river’ in the 
preliminary data may only be mistaken in the recording (See also Section 4.1). 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 /sapa/ 
 /pake/ 

 
Figure 4: Maps for ‘head’  

 
Table 4: Sakhalin > (Central) Hokkaido 

Word item Dialect Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
bone (No. 31) Sōya poní /poni/ poné /pone/ 
head (No. 38) Sōya sapá /sapa/ paké /pake/ 
river (No. 121) Sōya nay /nay/ pét /pet/ 

3.2. Boundary between the Southwestern and Central dialects of Hokkaido 
Here, we will observe the southwestern Hokkaido dialects of Yakumo, Oshamambe, 
and Horobetsu at the boundary between the southwestern and central dialects of 
Hokkaido. 

3.2.1. Central Hokkaido > Central and Southwestern Hokkaido 
In the preliminary data of the item of ‘fish,’ the Horobetsu dialect has the same form as 
the Central Hokkaido dialects, /cep/. In Hattori and Chiri (1960), the southwestern 
Hokkaido forms of Yakumo and Oshamambe, /ciep/4, was also collected in Horobetsu, 
as shown in Figure 5. The item of ‘all’ in Table 5 shows the same type as the item of 
‘fish.’ 

                                                        
4 The form of /ciep/ and /cep/ for ‘fish’ can be analyzed as c(i)-e-p 1PL.A-eat-thing ‘Lit. the 
thing which we eat.’ 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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 /ciep/ 
 /cep/ 
 /ceh/ 
 

Figure 5: Maps for ‘fish’  
 

Table 5: Central Hokkaido > Central and Southwestern Hokkaido 
Word item Dialect Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

all (No. 9) Yakumo ’opítta /opitta/ 
’opítta /opitta/ 
’epítta /epitta/ 

fish (No. 19) Horobetsu cep /cep/ 
cép /cep/ 

ci’ép /ciep/ 

3.2.2. Southwestern Hokkaido > Central Hokkaido 
In the preliminary data, the Yakumo and Oshamambe dialects have the original form 
for ‘three,’ /reppis/, as a form of southwestern dialects. However, in Hattori and Chiri 
(1960), the same form as the other Hokkaido form, /rep/, was also collected in these 
dialects, as shown in Figure 6. This type does not exist for the other items, as shown in 
Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Western Hokkaido > Central Hokkaido 
Word item Dialect Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

three (No. 110) 
Yakumo, 

Oshamanbe 
réppis /reppis/ rép /rep/ 

 
 
 
 
 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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 /reppis/ 
 /teppis/ 
 /rep/ 
 /reh/ 
 

Figure 6: Maps for ‘three’ 
 

3.3. Contact pattern: Tarantomari < Tarantomari and Maoka 
Here, we will observe another contact pattern of geographical distributions between the 
Tarantomari and Maoka dialects. The preliminary data show the word form for ‘freeze’ 
/rupkoro/ in Tarantomari, while Hattori and Chiri (1960) also show the form /rupus/, 
which is the same as the Maoka dialect (see Figure 7 and Table 7). Table 7 shows other 
similar patterns as the item of ‘freeze.’ Note that the preliminary data have separate 
lists for the two Tarantomari speakers. 
 

Table 7: Tarantomari < Tarantomari and Maoka 
Word item Dialect5 Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

all (No. 9) 
Tarantomari (N) ’anpáhno /anpahno/ ’anpahno /anpahno/ 

’imiki /imiki/ Tarantomari (K) ’ánpahno /anpahno/ 

many (No. 10) 
Tarantomari (N) ’okáyno /okayno/ ’okayno /okayno/ 

renkayne /renkayne/ 
poronno /poronno/ Tarantomari (K) ’okáy /okay/ 

freeze (No. 150) 
Tarantomari (N) rúpkoró /rupkoro/ rupkoro /rupkoro/ 

rupus /rupus/ Tarantomari (K) rúpkoró /rupkoro/ 
 
 
 

 

                                                        
5 The speaker of Tarantomari (N) is Mr. Nishizaki and Tarantomari (K) is Mr. Kawamura. 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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 /rupus/ 
 /rupkoro/ 
 /tupus/ 
 

Figure 7: Maps for ‘freeze’ 
  

4. Discussion 

This section will examine the patterns of differences between the preliminary data and 
Hattori and Chiri (1960), in addition to how these data can contribute to the historical 
interpretations of the geographical distribution. 

4.1. Updates and changes from the preliminary data 
The updated and changed patterns from the preliminary data to Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
are as follows: 

 
a) Improvement from confusion between transitive and intransitive verbs: ‘say (No. 

71)’ and ‘fear (No. 191)’ 
b) Improvement from affixation form: ‘hear (No. 58)’ and ‘all (No. 9)’ 
c) Removal of unnecessary verbs: ‘down (No. 194)’ 
d) Unification of linguistic plurality: ‘fly (No. 64)’ 
e) Corrections of phonological notations: ‘dirty (No. 164)’ 
f) Other 
 

However, this situation is more complicated for items such as body parts. For 
example, in the vocabulary item of ‘foot (No. 46),’ each dialect refers to different parts 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) 
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of feet and legs, and Hattori and Chiri (1960) also could not correct this confusion until 
an Ainu dialect dictionary was supplied in Hattori (1964). In addition, when the word 
forms of the preliminary data were lost and changed in Hattori and Chiri (1960), as 
shown in Table 8, Hattori (1964) may later have provided the key to treating them. If 
Hattori’s (1964) data match the preliminary data, Hattori and Chiri (1960) would forget 
to collect the word form in the preliminary data. If Hattori’s (1964) data match Hattori 
and Chiri’s (1960) data, we would consider the preliminary data to be mistaken, or 
Hattori (1964) and Hattori and Chiri (1960) forgot to collect the word form in the 
preliminary data.  

Table 8: The word form /sapa/ lost in Hattori and Chiri (1960) 

Word item Dialect 
Preliminary 

data 
Hattori and Chiri (1960) Hattori (1964) 

head (No. 38) Sōya sapá /sapa/ paké /pake/ 
sapá /sapa/  
paké /pake/ 

4.2. Analysis of elicitation in fieldwork 
In this section, we will consider the issue of elicitation in fieldwork as an answer to the 
Yes-No question. The preliminary material tends to record USED word data, while 
Hattori and Chiri (1960) tend to record UNDERSTOOD word data. According to 
Tokugawa (1966), UNDERSTOOD words may be newer or older than USED words. 
If an UNDERSTOOD word is in a cultural center, it may be about to expand into a new 
region. 

Hattori (1964) wrote “parúnpe; 'awéhe6” for the item of ‘tongue’ in the Soya 
dialect. The description indicates that 'parúnpe /parunpe/ is the UNDERSTOOD word 
in Nayoro (see also Figure 8). Soya and Nayoro, the boundary dialects between 
Hokkaido and Sakhalin, have been recognized as part of the Hokkaido dialect. However, 
when these dialects selected the same word form as the Sakhalin dialect in the first 
survey of the preliminary data, it suggested that the dialect had more Sakhalin-like 
dialectal features than recognized in current Ainu dialectal studies. In addition, Hattori 
(1964) collects /rehpis/ in the Raichishika dialect, which is of the same type as /reppis/ 
and /teppis/ in the preliminary data and Hattori and Chiri (1960). This /reppis/ type may 
be older than /rep/ and /reh/ because it is distributed in the peripheral area (See Figures 
9 and 10). Figure 10 shows a superimposed map of Figure 9 for ‘three.’ 
 

                                                        
6 The form of awéhe is a possessive form of áw. 
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/aw/    /parunpe/ 

Figure 8: Maps for ‘tongue’ 
 
 

 
/reppis/   /rehpis/   /teppis/ 

   /rep/   /reh/ 
Figure 9: Maps for ‘three’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) Hattori (1964) 

Preliminary data Hattori and Chiri (1960) Hattori (1964) 
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 /reppis/ 
 /rehpis/ 
 /teppis/ 
 /rep/ 
 /reh/ 
 

Figure 10: Superimposed map of Figure 9 for ‘three’ 

 

5. Concluding remarks 

This study suggests that the elicitation data from the second survey should be 
considered as UNDERSTOOD word forms and distinguished from the USED word 
forms in the first survey. The USED and UNDERSTOOD word forms can create a 
historical layer in the vocabulary data of every survey. We can then further dynamically 
analyze the geographical distribution of each item using historical layers. This idea can 
be adopted not only for the Ainu language but also for other languages. A historical 
discussion of individual vocabulary items will be left for future research. 
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Linguistic Map of “Breast” in Zhuang and Its Interpretations 

  Yan Zhuo 
(Nankai University) 

 
Abstract: The term “breast” is one of the basic words in a language. It has numerous 
lexical forms in Zhuang dialects, which can be divided into 13 groups. The lexical forms 
of the term “breast” can also be divided into five types, including n-, m-, p-, tɕ-, and ʔ-, 
based on initials. Geographical distribution and etymological research showed that 
different forms emerged because of influences such as internal innovation, borrowing, 
and tonal derivation. Additionally, the word “breast” is intimate to women and is 
inappropriate for direct address. Therefore, people frequently use borrowed or invented 
forms to avoid this taboo, which contributes to the overlap of many forms.   
Keywords: Zhuang language, “breast”, geographical distribution, diachrony 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. The motivation for the research question  
The word “breast” is one of the core words for body parts, appearing at position 51 on 
Swadesh’s list of 100 words. Generally, it is believed that terms for body parts are 
among the most stable core words. Monosyllabic forms of “breast” are used in the 
Zhuang language, however, there are complicated lexical differences within dialects 
and unclear correspondences within Tai-Kadai.  

Why do Zhuang dialects have many complicated expressions for a single 
monosyllabic core word? How can its category distributions and their hierarchical 
connections be explained? This is the question that underlies this work. 
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1.2. Literature review 
Wu (2017:752) reported that synonyms like “chest” “nipple” and “milk” have 
etymological ties to the term “breast” in Eurasian languages. In the Zhuang language, 
“breast” and “milk” have the same forms in most dialects, however in certain dialects, 
“milk” is expressed as “water + breast”. Endo (2016) discussed the types of “milk” in 
Tai-Kadai and analyzed the chronological sequence of each category based on their 
distribution characteristics, including different synonyms of “breast” in the Zhuang 
language. However, due to the limited length of the article, the discussion cannot be 
fully explored, and there is still an opportunity for further investigation by combining 
the geographical distribution with etymological information and performing a 
comparative analysis. 

Therefore, this article aimed to create a linguistic map of the word “breast” in 
Zhuang dialects by examining its distribution patterns, investigating the origin of 
various synonyms, and drawing a conclusion regarding their diachronic sequence. 

1.3. Source of data  
Most of the information regarding the word “breast” in the Zhuang language in the 
article came from a study of 61 Zhuang dialects conducted in 2019 and 2020. The works 
A Study on Zhuang Dialects (1999) and Vocabulary of Minority Languages in Guangxi 
(2008) were also used as additional sources. To give a comprehensive description of 
the word “breast” in the Zhuang language, different expressions for the same dialect, 
different pronunciations in different towns for the same site, and results different from 
findings of previous research are presented on the map. 
 

2. Lexical forms of “breast” in the Zhuang language and their geographical 
distribution   

The synchronic distribution of the lexical forms for “breast” in the Zhuang language is 
shown in Figure 11: 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
1   The language mapping software developed by Nankai University and Tianjin Xinhui 
Network Technology Service Center is used in all the language maps listed in this paper; the 
base map is based on Gaode map (©2023AutoNavi—GS (2022)1061). 
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Figure 1:  Geographical distribution of “breast” in Zhuang dialect. 

 
From Figure 1, it is evident that the lexical forms for “breast” in modern Zhuang 

dialects are complex. The word for “breast” in various Zhuang dialects is monosyllabic, 
and different lexical forms reflect different origins. Based on the initials, they could be 
classified into five categories (Table 1). 

 
Table 1:  Lexical forms of “breast” in the Zhuang language. 

Type Legend Variation 
Number of types and the 

proportion 

Type A 
n- 

A-1 ne ne1/3/4/5；nɛ3/5；ni1 17, 21.3% 
A-2 neːn neːn5；nәn5；nɛːn3；niːn3 7,  8.7% 
A-3 nou nou4；nu4/5 6, 7.5% 
A-4 nom nom2；num2 4, 7.5% 
A-5 naːu   naːu5；neːu1/5 5, 6.2% 

Type B 
m- 

B-1 me me5；mɛ5；mei1 3, 3.8% 
<Others> mɒ1 1, 1.2% 

Type C 
p- 

C-1 pu pu1/3/5 3, 3.8% 
<Others> pe6 1，1.2% 

Type D 
tɕ- 

D-1 tɕi tɕi3/4；ɕi3；tɕei3；tɕe4；ɕe4 22, 27.5% 

Type E 
ʔ- 

E-1 ʔu ʔu3 6, 7.5% 
E-2 ʔak ʔak7；ʔa5 3, 3.8% 

<Others> ʔɛm2 2, 2.5% 
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The division into the five aforementioned types is based on phonetic forms, hence 
the links between the subcategories within each category are not particularly close. The 
relationships among these forms and surrounding languages will be analyzed in the 
following text to explain their origins, determine the nature of different lexical forms, 
and make assumptions about the ancient forms of the Zhuang language. 

2.1. Type A: n- 

2.1.1 A-1 ne 
There are mainly five forms of n- type, and the A-1 ne type distribution is relatively 
widespread, found in both the southern and northern dialects of the Zhuang language. 
However, there are differences in tones among different dialects. Similar nɛ6 form can  
also be found in the Mulam language. Liang and Zhang (1996: 288, 595) reconstructed 
the Proto Kam-Tai form *m̥lɛ based on ne5 in the Liujiang Zhuang dialect, mɛ3 in 
Bouyei, nɛ6 in Mulam, and me1 in the northern Kam dialect. Endo (2016) reported that 
the ne type might be caused by the drop of the final consonant of A-2 neːn type. 
However, within the Zhuang language itself, there are as many as four tone categories 
for the ne type. If it is a native word, there should not be as many tone categories 
associated with it. 

According to Cao (2008: 76), a considerable number of Chinese dialects in 
Guangxi refer to the breast as “nai” (奶). Yu (2016:212) reported that in the Ping 
dialect of northern Guangxi, the term for “breast” is pronounced as [ni5][ne3], which 
is very similar to the pronunciation in the Zhuang language. The Chinese dialects 
commonly use “nai” (奶) or “naizi” (奶子) to refer to the breast. In the Guangyun 
dictionary, “nai” has two entries: “milk, nu xie qie ” (乳也，奴蟹切)and “Chu people 
call mother, nu li qie” (楚人呼母，奴礼切). The pronunciation “nu li qie” (奴礼切), 
derived from “mother”, can explain various pronunciations such as ni5/ne3 in Guangxi 
Chinese dialects. Due to the various dialect locations and times after borrowing into 
Zhuang language, different tones and vowels were produced. 

Therefore, we speculate that A-1 ne might not be an inherent form but rather a 
newly borrowed word. 

2.1.2 A-2 neːn 
The distribution of A-2 neːn is relatively scattered and often co-occurs with other 
lexical forms. Jin (2012:193) reported that neːn is a variant form of ne, which is the 
result of merging the overlapping forms. Endo (2016) reported that neːn type is located 
in the most peripheral places in isolated districts and it should be the oldest form in this 
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area. It is worth noting that neːn type is similar to the Sinitic word nin which is dominant 
in Min, Cantonese, and Hakka dialects. They probably share a common origin. Since 
there is no Chinese character for nin in Sinitic, the origin may be Tai-Kadai. Liu (1998), 
Tang (2009), and Takashi (2016) also reported that the nin and nɛn in Southern Chinese 
dialects are borrowed from Tai-Kadai. We agree with Prof. Endo’s viewpoint on the 
relationship between the Zhuang language’s neːn and the Min, Cantonese, and Hakka 
dialects of Chinese. However, further research is needed to investigate whether they 
share the same origin, the direction of borrowing, and their strata in Tai-Kadai. 

The Vocabulary of Chinese Dialects (1995:254) records nɛn, nin, and nĩ as 
phonetic characters for the word “nai”(奶), which are also written as “ ” and “ ”             
and are recorded as “ ” in the Min dialect. However, these colloquial characters are 
not included in Guangyun, Jiyun, or Chinese Dictionary. It can be assumed that these 
characters were created by locals. Therefore, we put forward a question, Do these 
characters ( 、 、 ) used in dialects represent underlying words of the Tai-Kadai? 
If so, why do they occur sporadically within the Tai-Kadai proper but have a very 
widespread distribution in southern Chinese dialects? Chinese dialects were compared 
with the Zhuang language neːn, Thai language nom, Zhuang language naːu, and Be 
language noʔ by Liu (1998) and Tang (2009), respectively. However, it is challenging 
to pinpoint the path of borrowing because neːn is only sporadically spread across the 
Zhuang language in Guangxi. The forms nɛn, nin, nĩ in Chinese dialects and nom, naːu 
in the Zhuang language, apart from having nasal initials in common, it difficult to prove 
a genetic relationship. 

Xie (2003:2-3, 101-108) reported that nɛn in Hakka is not directly related to the 
pronunciation of “milk” in southern minority dialects. He thought it was an er-final 
formed by merging nɛ and -n, which developed from “nu li qie”(奴礼切), which can 
be represented as nɛ+n→ nɛn. In the Min, Gan, Hui, and Cantonese dialects, the 
pronunciation of “milk” is also derived from er-final of the character “奶” (nai). In this 
study, we agree with Xie’s argument, which postulates that the word “奶” (nai) in 
southern Chinese dialects has undergone a widespread fusion of er-final. 

The Zhuang’s neːn is distributed in Rong’an, Shangsi, and Lianshan in Guangdong 
Province, where the Hakka or Cantonese dialects are used. The pronunciation forms of 
nɛːn and niːn are also used in Lingle, Tianlin, and Jingxi, but it is noteworthy that these 
three places surround Baise, where Cantonese has a considerable influence. Therefore, 
based on the geographical distribution, we found that the distribution of neːn and its 
surroundings often overlap with the distribution of the Cantonese, Hakka, and other 
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Chinese dialects. Chinese dialects may have influenced the neːn in Zhuang, therefore 
borrowing should be from Chinese to Zhuang. 

Furthermore, in the map provided by Endo (2016), there is also a distribution of 
neːn in Hlai dialect of Hainan, but only one point. In the Hainan region, there is also a 
distribution of the Min and Cantonese dialects, thus it cannot be ruled out that the Tai-
Kadai form neːn in the border areas of Hainan is influenced by Chinese dialects. If the 
borrowing direction of neːn is indeed from Chinese to Zhuang, then neːn is not the 
oldest form in Tai-Kadai. Let us continue exploring the early forms of the Tai-Kadai 
language. 

2.1.3 A-3 nou and A-5 naːu 
The A-3 nou and A-5 naːu are two different forms. The Zhuang-Han Vocabulary also 
recorded them as noux and nauq in different Zhuang scripts. The nou4 is relatively 
concentrated in the Dejing dialect, while naːu5 is only distributed in the border area 
between the northern and southern dialects of the Zhuang language. 

Xing (1999: 457) used the Chinese character “㝅” to correspond to the Tai ʔu3. 
The term“㝅” in Shuowen Jiezi means “gou, milk”(㝅,乳也). It is pronounced as “gu 
hou qie”(古候切). In Yupian, it is divided into two pronunciations, “nu dou qie”(奴豆

切) and “gong dou qie”(公豆切). Prof. Xing pointed out that the correspondence 
between Chinese “㝅” and Tai is prescient, but the specific form corresponding to Tai 
is open to discussion. Meng (2010: 44) pointed out that in the Wuming Zhuang dialect, 
the term for “breast” is naːu5, and he believed that naːu5 can correspond to the 
pronunciation of “nou”(㝅) and they have a similar meaning. While, according to the 
annotations in Guangyun, the pronunciation of “㝅” is divided into two entries “gu 
hou qie”(古候切) and “nai hou qie”(乃后切), which both mean “milk”. The form“nai 
hou” is pronounced very similar to “nou4/nu4” in Zhuang, the initials, finals, and tones 
are all in a corresponding relationship. Therefore, it is speculated that Zhuang’s 
nou4/nu4 may be borrowed from the Chinese character “㝅”. 

The variations of A-5 naːu include neːu5/ ȵeːu1. Endo (2016) suggested that neːu 
may be the result of A-1 ne with an added sound -u. Cao (2008: 76) marked it as nɛːu 
on the Chinese dialects map, and it only appears within the Guangxi region without a 
corresponding character. The form naːu5 is only found near Guangxi Yongning with a 
narrow range. It has a primary variant of naːu, which cannot be explained by paragoge. 
Therefore, we assume that it is an innovation that emerged at the line separating dialects. 
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2.1.4 A-4 nom 
The A-4 nom is mainly found in the Zuojiang dialect and it is an important form in the 
Southwest and Central branches of Tai. In Saek, this form is used to refer to “milk”.  

nom2 Thai     nom2 Lao     num2 Dai     nom2 Shan     nom2 Nung     nom2 (milk) Saek 

Zhengzhang (2014) reported that Chinese [njo] “乳” is related to Thai /nom/, Saek 
/nɔm/, Dai /-num/ for “breast” or “milk”. He also compared it to Burmese /nou/ and 
Tibetan /nu-ma/ for “milk”, “breast” or “nipple”. However, the formal comparison is 
not strict enough, and the similarities between these words are only limited to having 
nasal initials. Additional proof of phonetic correlation should be offered if there is a 
comparable relationship. 

Liang and Zhang (1996: 322) pointed out that in Yongning, “breast” is called neːu1, 
but “fig” is called nәm2 tsi2, which means “the breast of a cow”, indicating that nәm2 
was used to mean “breast” in Yongning, which can be represented as nәm2 → neːu1. 

Based on the relationship between the Central and Southwest branches of Tai, It 
is assumed that the development of nom should have been an early invention between 
two different linguistic branches. Therefore, it is speculated that its stratum is relatively 
early. 

2.2. Type B: m- 
There are only two forms of m- type: me and mɒ.  

Yu (2016: 225) proposed two main origins of “breast/milk” words in the Chinese 
dialects in Guangxi province: “mother” and “grandmother”. The Binyang dialect uses 
the same word, 弥 [mɛ1] [mi1], to express both “breast” and “milk”, in the Cantonese 
of Nanning, the word is 弥弥 [mɛ2 mɛ3], while in Cantonese of Wuzhou, the word is 
nai(奶). Wang (2018: 218) pointed out that the “nai”(奶) and the “ma”(妈) are two 
important forms of the breast in the Chinese dialects, and they are respectively 
associated with the taboo nature of “nai” and the fact that breast is a characteristic of 
mothers. There are two possible origins from which B-1 me5 in Zhuang derived: first, 
by borrowing from neighboring Chinese dialects; second, by tonal change of the word 
[me6] , which means “mother” in Zhuang language. Further evidence from Bouyei: 
[me4] “breast” may come from the tonal change of the word [me6] “mother”. Although 
different languages and dialects employ the same tonal modification approach to create 
new words, the kind of tones that are altered may differ. The second source is more 
reliable in our opinion.  

The <Others> [mɒ1] in Yanshan Zhuang is thought to be borrowed from the 
Chinese word (妈), which means “mother”.  
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2.3. Type C: p- 
There are also two forms of p- type, pu, and pe.  

The C-1 pu type forms have the same consonant and vowel but different tones, 
indicating a consistent origin. Wang (2018:218) proposed that the reduplicated form 
nainai(奶奶) in Chinese dialects is an important term for “breast” and is widely 
distributed. However, the real pronunciation often differs from the term nainai(奶奶) 
which means “grandmother”. In Zhuang dialects, pu2 is used to mean “grandmother”, 
and we speculate that pu1/3/5 may be a tonal change derivation of pu2. Additionally, in 
the Bouyei language, both “breast” and “maternal grandmother” are pronounced as po4, 
suggesting a similar strategy of word formation. Considering Chinese and Tai 
languages, we suspect that there might be some interlinguistic similarities in the sound 
variation of “grandmother/maternal grandmother” indicating “breast”. The “breast” is 
an important organ for female offspring nurturing, and the B-1 me mentioned above 
and the C-1 pu can be interpreted as tonal change derivation of kinship terms for female 
close relatives. 

According to Cao (2008:76), in many locations in western Guangxi, the term 
“breast” is represented as pɛ35, but there is no Chinese character for it. Xie (2007:1473) 
documented that in the Baise Nabi Ping and the Fusui Longtou Ping dialects, the 
pronunciation of “breast” is pɛ55/45, also without a native character. The striking 
similarity in the Ping dialects across different locations, combined with the fact that 
only Qiubei Zhuang has the form pe6, leads us to speculate that <Others> pe6 in Qiubei 
Zhuang is borrowed from the Ping dialect. 

2.4. Type D: tɕ- 
There are numerous tɕ- type word variants, which are particularly common in the 
northern dialects of the Zhuang language, also tɕ- type accounts for the largest 
percentage among 5 types. 

There are many cognates of [tɕi3] in other Tai-Kadai languages: 

ɕi3 ZhuangDu’an      tɕi3 ZhuangTiandong    tɕiu3 ZhuangGuangnan    tʃɛ4 ZhuangLeye     ʃe4 ZhuangLingyun 

tɕei3 ZhuangHezhou     ɕu4 Jin     cu3 Saek      tju4 Sui    sɛ1;tsɛ5 Maonan   tsi5 HlaiTongshi 

tsei1 HlaiBaoding         tsu4 Then   co33 Lachi     tɕәu35 Gelao       tsɯ33 Paha 

Jin (2012:193) suggested [tsi4] to be the inherent form of Tai-Kadai, considering 
its extensive distribution. Later, it was replaced by new forms in many languages and 
dialects. 

For Zhuang dialects, first, [tɕi3] is an unmotivated form, which means “breast, 
milk”, and has no connection with Chinese dialects. Second, phonetically, the initials 
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are affricates or fricatives having similar places of articulation, the vowels are [-low], 
and the tones are of B-type. Third, geographically, tɕ- type shows a slightly 
symmetrical distribution in the northwest-southeast direction. To some degree, it can 
be seen as an ABA distribution with n- type, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2:  ABA distribution of tɕ- and n- types. 
 
Therefore, we agree that the lexical forms of tɕ- type are native. Also, we suggest 

that their historical strata are earlier than n- type. 

2.5. Type E: ʔ- 
There are three forms of ʔ- type: ʔu, ʔak, and ʔɛm.  

The E-1 ʔu3 is a common form to represent “breast” in Dai language. Endo (2016) 
pointed out that the ʔu type is mainly found in Yunnan Province. Also, we found that 
the dialects using ʔu in the Zhuang language are mostly located in the border area 
between Yunnan and Guangxi. According to the records of four books in the Baiyi 
Yiyu[百夷译语], including Mangshi Yiyu[芒市译语], Lujiang Yiyu[潞江译语], 
Wandian Yiyu[湾甸译语], and Gengma Yiyu[耿马译语], the word “breast” had 
several forms in Dehong Dai during the Qing dynasty, as illustrated in Table 2. 
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 Table 2:  The “breast” in the Baiyi Yiyu of the Qing Dynasty. 

 Dai Scripts Dai Transcription Zhuyin Scripts Modern Dai 

Mangshi Yiyu  ʔu1 五 ʔu1 tau3 

Lujiang Yiyu  ʔu1 㕶 ʔu1 

Wandian Yiyu  lom2 淪 ʔu1 tau3 

Gengma Yiyu  nom2 浓 ʔu1 tau3 

 
As is shown in Table 2, there are two forms to express “breast” in Dehong Dai in 

the Qing dynasty, ʔu1, and nom2. However, the modern Dai has only one form ʔu1 (tau3 

means gourd). Historically, ʔu1 replaced nom2 in Dehong Dai. The A-4 nom2 is a 
relatively earlier form in Tai languages. Therefore, we suggest that the ʔu form replaced 
the nom2 in Yunnan province. 

Therefore, where does the ʔu3 form originate? From Figure 1, it can be noticed that 
the dialects using the form ʔu3 are mostly located near the Sino-Vietnamese border. The 
common expression for “breast” in Vietnamese is vú/vu45/, moreover, the Qabiao 
language which is spoken in the Sino-Vietnamese border area also uses the form ʔu to 
represent breast (according to Wei 2019). Consequently, it can be speculated that ʔu in 
Zhuang and Dai languages might have been borrowed from Vietnamese. It is thought 
that the borrowing most likely took place no earlier than the Qing Dynasty based on 
the alternation of terms in the Baiyi Yiyu. 

In the Zhuang language, the term E-2 ʔak7 originally means “chest, thorax”, but in 
some dialects, the distinction between “chest of a man” and “breast of a woman” is no 
longer made, and both are represented by ʔak7. This can be explained as semantic 
broadening. Using ʔak7 to refer to the “breast” is a euphemistic way of replacing the 
body organ with a body part. 

ʔɛm2 is found in Youjiang district in Baise and northern Guangnan in Wenshan, 
Yunnan province. It could also be found in the Buyang language, pronounced as ʔem55. 
They are similar to ʔɛm and mɛːm in Austroasiatic languages, suggesting that they have 
connections.  

What mentioned above (from 2.1 to 2.5) provides the geographical distribution 
and lexical explanations of the term “breast” in the modern Zhuang dialects. Therefore, 
our question is as to what the hierarchical relationship between these lexical forms is. 
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3. Historical strata for “breast” in Zhuang 

The term “breast” in modern Zhuang dialects exhibits complex lexical forms and has 
deep relationships with neighboring languages. The hierarchical relationships can be 
analyzed based on two different sources, including inherent words and borrowed words. 

Regarding correspondences within the same linguistic family, tɕ- type has 
relatively clear cognates in Tai-Kadai, which is widely spread in Tai, Hlai, Kam-Sui, 
and even Kra branch. Combining the ABA distribution pattern of the tɕ- type and n- 
type within the Zhuang language, it is believed that tɕ- type is the oldest form, despite 
it is lacking in southern Zhuang dialects. The nom2 is the second oldest form and has a 
quite restricted distribution among the modern Zhuang dialects. We believe that there 
is an innovation in Central and Southwestern Tai branches after comparing with Dai 
and Thai languages. The naːu5 is a spontaneous innovation in Zhuang and only appears 
along the border of southern and northern dialects, suggesting that it is relatively new. 
The inherent forms in Zhuang are speculated to have a hierarchical order of tɕiB → 
nom2 → naːu5. 

The word nou4 corresponds to the Chinese character “㝅” in terms of Chinese 
loanwords and conforms to the correspondence law of borrowing words in Middle 
Chinese. The neːn5 form is related to the er-final of the word “奶” in southern Chinese 
dialects, possibly borrowed from the Cantonese or Hakka dialect. According to the time 
when Cantonese entered Guangxi, it is speculated that neːn5 was not earlier than the 
Ming Dynasty. The forms ne and mɒ are newer loanwords, which borrowed from nai 
(“奶”), ma (“妈”), respectively. The pe type is borrowed from the Ping dialect. These 
are the forms of Chinese loanwords, and their relative chronology is believed to be nou4 
→ neːn5 → ne5/mɒ1/pe6. 

It is speculated that ʔu3 is a loanword from Vietnamese. According to records of 
Baiyi Yiyu, there is an alternation between nom2 and ʔu3 in the Dehong Dai language 
during the Qing Dynasty. As we mentioned above, nom2 is the main form of the Central 
and Southwestern branches of the Tai language, suggesting that nom2 was replaced with 
ʔu1 along the border of China and Vietnam. Based on the alternation, it is likely that the 
borrowing of ʔu has not taken place before the Qing Dynasty. 

 

4. Conclusion  

(1) The lexical forms of “breast” in Zhuang dialects are complex because of a variety 
of factors such as internal innovation, borrowing, and tonal derivation.  
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(2) We could figure out that the strata of inherent forms are in the order tɕiB→ nom2 → 
naːu5. Besides, the strata of loanwords are: nou4 → neːn5 → ne5/mɒ1/pe6. 
Additionally, it is speculated that ʔu3 is a loanword from Vietnamese. In the Zhuang 
and Dai languages along the Sino-Vietnamese border, nom2 has been replaced by 
ʔu1,which can be represented as nom2 → ʔu1.  

(3) Furthermore, it is hypothesized that the term “breast” is thought to be unsuitable for 
direct addressing because of its intimate nature to women, which explains why 
Zhuang dialects have numerous forms and strata for the term “breast”. People 
frequently use borrowed or invented forms of the term “breast” to avoid this taboo, 
making them more euphemistic and discreet. 
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Geolinguistic analysis of the word form derived from red in 
Tibetic languages in Khams and Amdo 

Hiroyuki Suzuki 
(Kyoto University) 

 
Abstract: This article describes how the word form derived from Literary Tibetan red 
is used in varieties of Tibetic languages in the Khams and Amdo regions. Most varieties 
use these forms as copulative verb stems, and in most cases, it functions as a factual or 
statemental (+sensory) evidential form. However, we observe slight differences in its 
usage, and we can classify its functions across different languages as follows: (A) 
copulative verb stem, (B) stative verb, and (C) no corresponding words used. Varieties 
with Types B and C do not use red as a copulative verb stem for the factual evidential; 
however, in most cases, they also have the factual evidential category, for which a stem 
derived from another Literary Tibetan word form is used in place of red. The article 
draws maps of the distribution of the types listed above and interprets their features. 
The results of this can be used to support an analysis of the development of the use of 
red in the target region. In addition, we discuss how the factual evidential category 
developed in Tibetic languages.  
Key words: factual evidential, lexical development, grammaticalisation, copulative 
verb, eastern Tibetosphere 

 

1. Introduction 

This article describes how the word form derived from Literary Tibetan (LT) red is 
used in varieties of Tibetic languages in the Khams and Amdo regions. Linguistic 
features and the origin of LT red are discussed (Takeuchi 1990, 2015; Shao 2016; 
Hoshi 2021; Zeisler 2022). To characterise red, we focus on its verb classification, 
especially with respect to verb types and the evidential system. First, the verbs of the 
Tibetic languages (see Tournadre and Suzuki 2023) can be classified into three 

                                                        
SUZUKI, Hiroyuki. 2023. Geolinguistic analysis of the word form derived from red in Tibetic 
languages in Khams and Amdo. In Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and 
Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 62–73. 
doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374577 
 This work was supported by two grants-in-aid of Japan Society of the Promotion of Sciences 
‘Investigation of undescribed languages in the eastern Tibetosphere and their geolinguistic 
research’ (headed by Hiroyuki Suzuki; No. JP17H04774) and ‘Historical geolinguistics over 
the whole periods of the Sinitic language formation with the migration and language contact 
perspectives’ (headed by Mitsuaki Endo; No. JP23H00625). 
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broader types: copulative, existential, and lexical verbs, where red appears is a 
copulative verb. Second, most Tibetic languages exhibit a complex evidential system, 
regarding which various analyses and descriptions are provided.1 Here, I follow a 
system based on the arguments of Tournadre and LaPolla (2014) and Tournadre 
(2017) that is formulated as access-type evidentials, consisting of at least six 
categories (egophoric, factual/statemental, visual sensory, nonvisual sensory, sensory 
inferential, and logical inferential), as used by Dawa Drolma and Suzuki 
(forthcoming). A formulation of the copulative verbs using evidential categories of 
Lhagang Tibetan (Minyag Rabgang Khams) and rGyalthang Tibetan (Sems-kyi-nyila 
Khams) is shown in Table 1 as an example, with an emphasis on the position of the 
stem red in bold.2 The statemental category is often called factual, and both terms 
denote access to general knowledge; we thus present this as factual/statemental.3 

 
Table 1: Copulative verb system of Lhagang Tibetan and rGyalthang Tibetan. 

 egophoric statemental visual 
sensory 

nonvisual 
sensory 

sensory 
inferential 

logical 
inferential 

Lhagang yin red   yin sa red yin le red 
rGyalthang zin red sni /  

zin snang 
grags /  
zin grag 

zin + various suffixes  

 
As shown in Table 1, the form red is closely related to the development of the 

evidential system(s) in the Tibetic languages, as the morphological encoding of 
evidentiality was acquired later in their evolution from Old Tibetan (Hoshi 2016; 
Tournadre 2017; Takeuchi 2021). Takeuchi (1990, 2015) suggests that the 
development of red started begin somewhere in the eastern Tibetosphere. 

Examples (1–3) show the use of red in modern languages. The forms are 
presented in the LT transliteration, following the method of de Nebesky-Wojkowitz 
(1956). 

 
 (1) kho dge rgan red 
  3  teacher CPV.STM 
  ‘He is a teacher.’ (Lhagang; Minyag Rabgang group) 

 
 

                                                        
1 See Suzuki et al. (2021) for a summary of relevant studies. 
2 We also find red in the inferential categories; however, we exclude it from the discussion. 
3 We find, in fact, pragmatic differences between them (Zhou and Suzuki 2022). However, 
this article deals with both in the same category. 
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 (2) de  phag rgan red 
  that pig CPV.STM 
  ‘That is a pig.’ (Lithang; Southern Route group) 

 
 (3) yi’i dgun chang red 
  this wine CPV.STM 
  ‘This is wine.’ (gYanggril; sDerong-nJol group) 

 

Most varieties use red as a copulative verb stem, and in most cases it serves as a 
factual or statemental (+sensory, as in Lhagang) evidential stem. A sensory evidential 
refers to sensory access to information, including visual and auditory evidence. As 
seen in Table 1, some Tibetic languages distinguish between visual sensory and 
nonvisual sensory, and red is apparently used in the sensory category in those 
varieties that do not distinguish visual from nonvisual sensory evidence. 

However, we find other usages of red, such as in an interjection to indicate 
agreement (‘yes’, ‘you are right’, etc.) or backchannel, as in (4b) in a conversation 
between A and B. 

 
 (4) a. kho bod red ya 
   3 Tibetan CPV.STM SFT 
   A: ‘Oh, he is Tibetan.’ 
  b. red red red red 
   INTJ INTJ INTJ INTJ 
   B: ‘Yeah, yeah, you’re right!’ (nDawpa; sPomborgang group) 

 
Marginally, we also find another use of red as an adjective in (5). 
 

 (5) ma de red-snang 
  this be good-STA.VSEN 
  ‘This is good.’ (Zhollam; Sems-kyi-nyila group) 

 
To summarise, we find three principal usages of red in modern Tibetic languages 

spoken in the eastern Tibetosphere: copulative factual/statemental verb stems, 
interjections, and adjectives meaning ‘be good’.4 From this, this article maps the use 

                                                        
4 The use as an adjective is limited to a predicate and cannot function as an epithet. 
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and function of red to determine how the form red has evolved in the given linguistic 
region.  

 

2. Classifying the function of red 

As noted, three principal usages are attested in the Tibetic languages of the target 
region. These usages are independent of each other, but data from fieldwork show 
that red is used in at least two of the three ways in many varieties, and it is not used at 
all in a few varieties. 

On the basis of these observations, I classify the uses to be distinguished for the 
present analysis into three major types A, B, and C, with two subclassifications for 
types A and B.5 

 
A: copulative verb stem 
 A-1: factual (+sensory) evidential only 
 A-2: factual (+sensory) evidential + interjection meaning ‘yes, alright’ 
B: stative verb 
 B-1: stative verb meaning ‘be good’ 
 B-2: stative verb meaning ‘be good’ + interjection meaning ‘yes, alright’ 
C: no corresponding words used 

 
Varieties showing Types B and C do not use red as a copulative verb stem for 

the factual evidential; however, in most cases, they also have a factual evidential 
category, where a stem derived from another LT word form (e.g., snang; see Suzuki 
2012) is used instead of red. 

 

3. Mapping red in the eastern Tibetosphere 

This section provides maps of the distribution of the types classified in Section 2 and 
interprets their features. Doing so can support the analysis of the development of red 

                                                        
5 It does not matter for the purposes of the present article whether red is also used as a 
copulative sensory form, as this discussion relates to how the evidential system works in a 
given Tibetic language. See Suzuki et al. (2021) and Dawa Drolma and Suzuki (forthcoming) 
for the evidential system. 
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in the target region. In addition, we discuss the way that the factual/statemental 
evidential category has developed in Tibetic languages.  

3.1. Mapping and geolinguistic analysis 
The map in Figure 1 reflects the use of red in the target region, according to the 
classification provided in Section 2. 

 

  
Figure 1: Use of red in the Tibetic varieties in the eastern Tibetosphere. 

 
Most varieties are of Type A. Type B is found in the southernmost area. Type C 

is found in the northeasternmost area, with the exception of a variety spoken on the 
eastern side of the middle of Figure 1. Types B and C are minority types. 
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Type A’s subclassifications, A1 and A2, are distributed everywhere. Type A1 is 
found on the eastern and southern peripheries, where it has contact with Types B and 
C, respectively; it is unclear whether this is coincidental or conditional. 

Figure 2 provides an enlarged map of the southern part of Figure 1. The base 
map contains main river flows and traffic routes to provide an interpretation of Type 
B. 

 

  
Figure 2: Use of red in the Tibetic varieties in the south-eastern Tibetosphere. 
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Type B only appears in the southernmost area of Figure 2. Varieties with Type B 
belong to the Melung subgroup of the Sems-kyi-nyila group. These varieties use a 
word form that is derived from LT snang ‘appear’ in the factual category, and red is 
used as an adjectival predicate, as in (5).  

The distribution of B2 is along the large traffic road, whereas that of B1 is in a 
mountainous area. Because the southernmost point of B2 was populated by recent 
migrants from Tacheng township in the north (three places that exhibit B2), it is 
natural that linguistic features between them are similar. Both B1 and B2 are 
surrounded by non-Tibetic languages, such as Naxi, Malimasa, and Lisu. Although 
the varieties that have B2 appear to have a connexion with those with A1 in Tacheng 
Town, the two groups of varieties are separated by hamlets populated by 
Naxi-speaking people (Suzuki 2017). Hence, contact with other Tibetic languages 
possibly may have influenced of the distribution of Type B.  

Figure 3 presents an enlarged version of the north-eastern part of Figure 1. The 
base map shows the main river flows and traffic routes to interpret the distribution of 
Type C. 
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Figure 3: Use of red in the Tibetic varieties in the north-eastern Tibetosphere. 

 
Most varieties with Type C appear in the northeasternmost area of Figure 1, an 

enlargement of which is given in Figure 3. The given varieties exhibit the 
Thewo-smad and mBrugchu dialects. These varieties use a word form derived from 
LT ’gyur ‘change’ in the factual category. In Tibetic, ’gyur is a conspicuous form. 

One exception is attested in the easternmost area, namely, in the Sogpho dialect 
(Rongbrag Tibetan; Khams). Here, the compound form yin snang is used instead. 
This form is not shared with other surrounding varieties of Rongbrag Tibetan, in 
which we find red as a copulative statemental verb. Because the distribution of 
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Rongbrag Tibetan is surrounded by Geshitsa (to the north-west), bTsanlha rGyalrong 
(to the north-east), and nGochang (to the south), and is thus independent from other 
Tibetic languages, direct influence from Tibetic is assumed for an evolution of the 
copulative statemental verb. However, we should take into account the cultural 
(especially religious) influences and intercommunication within the Tibetosphere, 
which could trigger language contact between a local vernacular and a culturally 
superstratum variety. This allows us to assume a change from Type C to Type A2, 
which would mean that Sogpho retains an older form.  

3.2. Discussion 
I will briefly discuss the expansion of the use of the form red as a copulative verb 
(Type A) relative to other cases (Types B and C). This expansion is related to the 
development of the evidential system, especially the marking of the 
factual/statemental evidential. 

Although Type A is most commonly found in the majority of the eastern 
Tibetosphere (as well as across the central area; see Tournadre and Jiatso 2001), it is 
regarded as a more recent feature. Instead, Types B and C would be the older cases if 
we apply a concentric circle distribution (a.k.a. ABA distribution) from the centre 
(here, provisionally Lhasa) to the eastern Tibetosphere. However, Tibetic languages 
spoken in the rest of the Tibetosphere do not use red in the way that Type A does, and 
we should discuss what triggered this inequal development.  

Takeuchi (1990) proposed that the development of red began in the north-eastern 
Tibetosphere, namely, from Amdo. His argument is based on the appearance of red in 
a document reflecting oral Amdo edited in the eighteenth century (1990:13). However, 
as he also states, it is difficult to identify the time and region for the beginning of its 
use.6 

It appears that red has gone through grammaticalisation, that is, a lexical verb 
changing into copulative verb, and further into interjection. The lexical verb stem red 
is used as an adjective predicate meaning ‘be good’, ‘be well’, ‘work well’, etc. in the 
varieties with Type C. We find another use as a verb in other varieties, where red 
follows an adjective to denote ‘get to be’ and ‘become’. This usage is attested in 
Medieval Tibetan (Hoshi 2021:173). These meanings are considered to be essential 
uses of red as a lexical verb, and its factual/statemental function was derived from 
them, possibly intended to denote ‘to declare something good/right/testimonial of 

                                                        
6 See Zeisler (2022) for a philological trait of red. 
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changes’. The ‘archaic’ meaning is found in the south-eastern region. The 
development from ‘declaration’ to ‘factual’ took place in another verb stem (’gyur) in 
the eastern region. The limited distribution of Types B and C suggests the archaicity 
of the given function of red. 

The process of grammaticalisation suggests that Tibetic languages, at least those 
spoken in the eastern and central areas, acquired means of encoding 
factual/statemental evidentiality using a specific word form. Egophoric access has 
received significant attention in the literature on evidentiality in Tibetic languages; 
however, it seems that the distinctive feature is a phenomenon of the 
factual/statemental evidential before establishing the egophoric evidential. This 
question is left for further investigation. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This article describes the uses of the word red in the Tibetic varieties in the eastern 
Tibetosphere, focusing on its development. A linguistic map shows that the function 
of red as a copulative verb is prominent, and in only some minority varieties is it used 
as an adjective or not at all. 

Although the eastern Tibetosphere appears to be the site of the origin of the 
development of red as a copulative verb, the fact that this use of red is pervasive does 
not suggest a direction of development from the east to the central region. The 
following process is more plausible: the origin of red is somewhere in the eastern 
Tibetosphere, where it was first acquired by influential varieties such as Lhasa 
Tibetan and then expanded to the east in the period when the connexion between 
Lhasa and the eastern Tibetosphere was closer than that with other areas in cultural 
and religious aspects.  

 

Abbreviations 
-  morpheme boundary 
3  third person 
CPV  copulative 
INTJ  interjection 
SFT  sentence final tag 
STM  statemental 
VSEN visual sensory 
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Regional Differences in Syllable Fusion in Japanese Dialects 

Kohei NAKAZAWA 
(Shinshu University) 

 
Abstract: When two syllables are fused into one, three types of changes occur in 
Japanese: 1. a change resulting in a long vowel (VV type); 2. a change resulting in a 
geminate consonant (CC type); and 3. a change resulting in neither a long vowel nor a 
geminate consonant (X type). Syllable fusion, which is the fusion of two syllables, is 
observed mainly in the following three environments in Japonic: 1. CV(S)V, 2. CVrV, 
and 3. C[α place]VC[α place]V. Of these, the CV(S)V environment is widely observed in 
Japanese. Syllable fusion in CV(S)V can be found in all languages, while all three 
syllable-fusion types (the VV, CC, and X types) occur under the condition of 
CV[+high](S)V[−high]. Under this condition, regional differences are observed within 
Japanese. This study reviews the geographic distribution of these types and discusses 
diachronic relationships.  
Key words: Japanese, sound change, syllable fusion, historical phonology 

 

1. Introduction 

According to the Hōgen Bumpō Zenkoku Chizu [Grammar Atlas of Japanese Dialects] 
(GAJ), various forms of the progressive cirijoru ‘(flowers) be falling’ exist in Japonic 
(Japanese and Ryukyuan) languages, including forms with long vowels such as cirjooru 
and those with geminates (or NC clusters) such as cirrjoru (cinrjoru). 

Figure 1 is a map of the GAJ, and Figure 2 is redrawn from Figure 1, extracting 
the cognate forms as cirijoru.1 The areas using cirjooru and those using cirrjoru (or 
cinrjoru) roughly constitute geographical clusters. This suggests that there may be a 
geographical pattern of long vowel and geminate consonant forms throughout Japan. 
Unfortunately, Eastern Japanese dialects do not use -joru for the progressive; thus, there 
is no information on Eastern Japanese dialectal forms for the progressive. 

 

                                                        
NAKAZAWA, Kohei. 2023. Regional Differences in Syllable Fusion in Japanese Dialects. In Cẩm Lan 
Trịnh, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth 
International Conference of Asian Geolinguistics, 74–85. doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374589  
 This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP21K12993. 
1 The data available at NINJAL (方言文法全国地図全データ, https://www2.ninjal.ac.jp/ 
hogen/dp/gaj_all/gaj_all.html) were used to draw Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: GAJ 198 citteiru ‘(flowers) be falling’ (progressive) 

 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of CIRYOORU, CIRRYORU, and CIRYORU from GAJ 198 
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When two syllables are fused into one, three types of changes occur: 1. a change 
resulting in a long vowel, as seen in teono > cjoono ‘hand axe’ (VV type); 2. a change 
resulting in a geminate consonant, as seen in hasira > hassja ‘column’ (CC type); and 
3. a change resulting in neither a long vowel nor a geminate consonant, as seen in seou 
> sjou ‘to carry’ (X type) (cf. Nakazawa 2021). 

The distribution of these variations is partially shown in Uwano et al. (1989); 
however, it is not exhaustive. Therefore, this study analyzes the regional differences in 
syllable fusion in Japonic and considers the historical relationships between these 
changes. 

 

2. Japonic and Japanese archipelago 

Japonic language is spoken in the Japanese archipelago, which is located on the eastern 
side of the Eurasian continent. 

Japonic is broadly divided into Japanese and Ryukyuan. Because Ryukyuan 
languages have undergone more drastic sound changes than Japanese, this study 
focuses only on Japanese dialects. 

Japan is divided into the following regions, and Japanese languages or dialects are 
also generally divided according to these regions: Hokkaido, Tōhoku, Kantō, Chubu, 
Hokuriku, Kinki, Chūgoku, Shikoku, and Kyūshū (see Figure 3)2. 

 

3. Method 

Syllable fusion is observed under the following conditions: 1. CV(S)V, 2. C[α place]VC[α 

place]V, and 3. CVrV. Among these, syllable fusion in CV(S)V can be found in all 
Japanese dialects, and all types of syllable fusion (the VV, CC, and X types) occur 
under the condition of CV[+high](S)V[−high]. Consequently, by limiting the condition to 
CV[+high](S)V[−high], dialectal forms are gathered from namari ([corrupted forms], see 
Figure 4) in Nihon Kokugo Daijiten [Shogakukan’s Japanese Dictionary] second 
edition3. Among the 200 words with the phonological condition of CV[+high](S)V[−high], 
94 have dialectal forms with syllable fusion. 
 

                                                        
2 Free materials from Craft MAP (http://www.craftmap.box-i.net/map.php) were used to create 
Figure 3. 
3 JapanKnowledge Lib (https://japanknowledge.com/library/) was used for data collection. 
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Figure 3: Regions of Japan 

 

 
Figure 4: namari of いえ【家】in Nihon Kokugo Daijiten 2nd edition (JapanKnowledge Lib) 

 
As shown in (1), 14 instances of syllable fusion are identified within bisyllabic 

words. There are 24 occurrences of syllable fusion at the beginning of a word. 
Seventeen instances of syllable fusion are observed at the end of a word. Additionally, 
39 words exhibited syllable fusion in the middle of a word. A list of words for which 
no syllable fusion is found or cannot be classified is provided in (2). 

Because syllable fusions in bisyllabic words behave phonologically close to those 
at the beginning of a word and those at the end of a word behave phonologically close 
to those in the middle of a word, the syllable fusion of two-syllable words is included 
in that at the beginning of a word, while the end of a word is included in the middle of 
the word. 
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 (1) a. /ie/: いえ【家】, ひえ【稗】, /io/: しお【塩】, しお【潮】, にお【堆】, 
にお【鳰】, /iwa/: にわ【庭】, /ue/: うえ【上】, すえ【末】, つえ【杖】, 
ふえ【笛】, /uo/: うお【魚】, /uwa/: くわ【桑】, くわ【鍬】(14 words) 

  b. /ia/: しあさって, しあわせ, /ie/: きえる, にえる, みえる, /io/: しおか

らい, しおれる, /ija/: いやしい, いやらしい, ひやかす, /ijo/: ひよこ, 
ひよめき, ひより, /iwa/: しわぶき, しわぶる, /ua/: ぐあい, /ue/: うえ

る【植】, すえる【据】, すえる【饐】, /uo/: うおのめ, /uwa/: うわさ, 
くわい, くわのみ, すわる【座る】(24 words) 

  c. /ie/: なまにえ, /io/: うしお, てしお, わらにお, /ija/: うしや, おじや, 
かじや, しちや, /ijo/: つきよ, /iwa/: うちわ, ゆびわ, /ue/: つくえ, /uo/: 
かつお, /uja/: しゃくや, /uwa/: うつわ, まくわ, まぐわ (17 words) 

  d. /ia/: あきあげ, あしあと, うちあい, おきあがる, こしあげ, さしあ

げる, つきあい, つきあたり, とびあがる, とりあげ, とりあげる, の
しあげる, ひきあう, ひきあげる, もちあげる, ゆきあう, わりあい, 
/ie/: おしえる, おびえる, /io/: いきおい, うちおく, こしおび, とり

おく, へしおる, /ija/: うちやる, おみやげ, つきやま, にぎやか, /ijo/: 
としより, にちよう, /iwa/: いしわら, にぎわう, ひきわり, むぎわら, 
/uo/: かつおぶし, /uja/: まつやに, /ujo/: げつよう, /uwa/: でくわす, 
まくわうり (39 words) 

 
 (2) あきや, あしおと, あじわい, あによめ, いあい, いえる, いおう, いし

ずえ, いじわる, いつわる, いやす, いりあい, いわ, いわう, いわし, 
いわや, うえる【飢】, うきわ, うちよせる, うやまう, うわぎ, うわざ, 
うわつく, うわなり, うわべ, おきあい, かぐわしい, かしわ, かりや, 
きあい, きおい, きおち, きやすい, きやすめ, きよめる, きわ, きわど

い, きわまる, くちぶえ, くつわ, くびわ, くみあい, くやしい, くわえ

る, くわしい, くわわる, こずえ, さしあい, しあけ, しあげ, しあげる, 
しあるく, しおり, しわ, しわけ, しわざ, しわよせ, しわらくさい, た
くわえる, たちあい, つや, つよい, つりあい, ときわ, とびうお, なり

わい, にあう, におい, におう, にぎやしい, にやける, にわつとり, に
わとり, のしあがる, のりあがる, はにわ, はにわり, ひあがる, ひあぶ

り, ひえる, ひやけ, ひやこい, ひやじる, ひやす, びわ【枇杷】, ふえる, 
ふやす, まぎわ, まじえる, まじわる, まちや, まつわる, みあげる, み
ぎわ, みずおとし, みつあい, みつあし, みつあみ, みやげ, みやこ, み
やすい, みやぶる, みわける, もちあげ, ゆくえ, よつあし (106 words) 
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4. Results 

Among the three types of syllable fusion, the X type (the light syllable type) is the most 
frequent. We would like to focus on regional differences between the VV and CC types. 

4.1. Syllable fusion at the beginning of a word 
The VV type is often observed at the beginning of a word. 

 

 
Figure 4: The frequency of the VV type at the beginning of a word 

 
Figure 4 shows the frequency of the VV type at the beginning of a word. The size 

of the circle corresponds to the number of dialectal forms. The larger the circle, the 
greater the number of dialectal forms. The VV type is generally found throughout 
Japan; however, it is somewhat rare in the Chubu and Kinki regions, and it is not found 
in Kyūshū. 

In contrast to the VV type, the CC type is rarely observed at the beginning of a 
word. The CC type is found only infrequently in the Hokuriku and other areas. 

 
 (3) a. nio > nnjo ‘haystack,’ sio > ssjo ‘salt,’ kuwa > kkwa ‘hoe’ 
  b. mieru > mmeru, siwaburu > ssaburu, suwaru > ssaru 

 
Consequently, significant regional variations can be found in the changes that 

occur within words. 
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The X type is found throughout Japan and is especially common in the Tōhoku region. 

 

 
Figure 5: The frequency of the CC type at the beginning of a word 

 

 
Figure 6: The frequency of the X type at the beginning of a word 
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4.2. Syllable fusion in the middle of a word 
In the middle of the word, the VV type is found mostly in the Kantō region, and it 

can also be found in the Chūgoku region. 
 

  
Figure 7: The frequency of the VV type in the middle of a word 

 

The CC type is found in the middle of a word in a wide range of areas, and it is 
especially common in Shikoku. 

 

 
Figure 8: The frequency of the CC type in the middle of a word 
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The X type is also widely distributed in the medial position of a word. 

 

 
Figure 9: The frequency of the X type in the middle of a word 

 
Figure 10 is a quantitative comparison of the VV and CC types in the medial 

position of a word. 
 

 
Figure 10: VV type vs. CC type in the middle of a word 
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The VV type is prevalent in the Kantō, Chūbu, and Chūgoku regions, while the 

CC type is predominant in other regions. 
 

 
Figure 11: The distribution of VV, CC, and X types in the middle of a word 

 
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the VV, CC, and X types. In the Tōhoku region, 

the X type is the most common. The addition of the X type to the map does not 
significantly change the dominance of the VV and CC types; however, it shows that 
the numbers of the VV and X types are almost the same in the Chūgoku region. 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1. VV type distribution 
The VV type is prevalent in the Kantō, Chūbu, and Chūgoku regions, while the CC 
type is predominant in the Hokuriku, Kinki, and Shikoku regions. In the Tōhoku region, 
the X type predominates. Because the distinction between long and short vowels is 
obscure in Tōhoku dialects (cf. Sibata 1968), the X type in this region may be derived 
from the *VV type. 

Comparing Figures 4 and 7, the VV type is more widely found at the beginning of 
a word; however, in both cases, the distribution is concentrated in the Kantō and 
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Chūgoku regions. Although the VV type was once dominant in Tōhoku dialects, the 
VV type had a wider geographic distribution, and it is presumed to be older.  

5.2. Historical phonology from syllable fusion 
In the Tōhoku and Chūgoku regions, both the (*)VV and CC types are observed. The 
reason for the presence of both types in these regions is not entirely clear; however, it 
may be attributed to the existence of the central vowel [ï] in these dialects and the 
frequent loss of /r/. In the CVrV condition, the change to the CC type occurs in various 
dialects, including those in the Tōhoku and Chūgoku(-San’in) regions, such as hasira 
> hassja, usiro > ussjo ‘back’ and musiro > mussjo ‘mat.’ Thus, /r/ exhibits a very 
unique behavior in Japonic. This change, along with the loss of /r/, has also led to CC-
type changes in the CVSV condition. 

It is unclear whether the central vowel [ï] or /r/ directly causes the sound change; 
however, because the CC type is also found in Kyūshū, it is probably the /r/ that is 
directly related. 

The central vowel [ï] seems to cause the drop (or assimilation) of /r/ (cf. Hirako 
2018), as, phonologically, /r/ seems to behave as a semi-vowel corresponding to the 
central vowel [ï]. 

The phonological characteristic of /r/ in Japonic is disputed (see Pellard 2016 and 
Labrune 2017); however, syllable fusion suggests that /r/ is a unique consonant in 
Japanese. 
 

6. Conclusion 

In syllable fusion, regional variation is observed in Japanese dialects. The VV type is 
dominant at the beginning of a word, whereas both the CC and VV types are found in 
the medial position of a word. Based on geographical distribution, the VV type is 
considered to be older than the CC type. 
 

7. Further Investigation 

There are two issues to be addressed in the future: First, syllable fusions other than 
CV[+high](S)V[−high] should be analyzed, especially those involving /r/. The second is to 
analyze syllable fusions in Ryukyuan languages. Because Ryukyuan forms are not 
listed in the namari of Nihon Kokugo Daijiten 2nd edition, another method must be 
considered. 
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Note 

The free software, MANDARA version 10ex (https://ktgis.net/mandara/), was used 
to draw the maps. 
 

Symbols 
C: a consonant.  V: a vowel.  S: a semivowel.  /c/: [ts] ~ [tʃ] 
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How rip weaving spread in Japan: 
Interpreting maps of words and referents 

Chitsuko Fukushima 
(University of Niigata Prefecture) 

 
Abstract: Rip weaving is a way of weaving a fabric using rip cloth as crosswise yarn 
on a loom. The textile spread during the Edo Period (1603-1868) after cotton was 
introduced to Japan. The old cotton cloths were used to make a typical sakiori fabric. 
There are three groups of words denoting rip weaving: sakiori, cuzure, and boro. Sakiori 
literally means rip weaving (saki “rip” + ori “weaving”), while cuzure and boro mean 
“rags or tattered clothes”. Interestingly the referents of sakiori extended to 1) traditional 
fabric which is woven using hemp (asa), Japanese wisteria (fuji), false nettle 
(karamushi), etc., 2) newer fabric which is woven using cotton threads as crosswise and 
lengthwise threads, and 3) work clothes in general, which are not always made of 
sakiori fabric. This might be caused by the phonetic changes of sakiori words (sakkyori, 
sakkori, sakkuri, zakkuri etc.). On the other hand, cuzure is used for clothes made by 
rip weaving in some areas while it is used for clothes made by quilting (sashiko) in other 
areas. Boro is mainly used for sashes made by rip weaving. The distributions of the 
forms and the referents show the variation and change of words related with rip weaving.  
Key words: geographical distributions, rip weaving, workwear, referents 

 

1. Introduction: what is sakiori ‘rip weaving’? 

Sakiori “rip weaving” is a way of weaving a fabric using ripped cloths (usually cotton) 
as crosswise yarn (weft) on a loom. Before cotton was introduced to Japan, traditional 
plants such as asa “hemp”, karamusi “false nettle”, fuji “Japanese wisteria”, koozo “a 
kind of papyrifera”, etc. were used for weaving a fabric.  

Cotton-growing was established in the 15th to 16th century in some specific areas 
of Japan. Cotton was planted only in the southern warmer area and not planted in the 
northern colder area. Thus, cotton wool and old cotton cloths were transported to the 

                                                        
FUKUSHIMA, Chitsuko. 2023. How rip weaving spread in Japan: Interpreting maps of words and 
referents. In Cẩm Lan Trịnh, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) 
Proceedings of the fifth International Conference of Asian Geolinguistics, 86–96. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374597 
 This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP19K00555. I am also grateful 
to the NINJAL Project, Spatial Information Addition to Language Resource, which gave me an 
opportunity to discuss the related research results. 
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latter areas by ship during the Edo Period (1603-1868). Around the same time, sakiori, 
the textile made by rip weaving, also spread. 

Cotton cloths were valuable as they were warm and strong. Old cotton cloths were 
useful since they were used to remake fabric and clothes. One way of making use of 
old cotton cloths is rip weaving (to cut cloths into rips and weave a fabric by using the 
rips as crosswise yarn on a loom), and another way is quilting (to lay cloth on top of 
another and stitch them). You can also patch clothes using cotton cloths. In any of these 
ways, reproduced clothes are warmer and stronger. 

2.Three words denoting sakiori 

It has been found out that there are three words which denote sakiori ‘rip weaving’ 
(Nakamura 1984; Fukushima 2023a). First, the word sakiori, literally meaning “rip 
weaving”, is a term for the fabric woven using ripped cloths. Second, the word cuzure, 
which originally meant “patchwork” or “patchworked clothes”, is not a term for the 
fabric originally. Third, the word boro, whose meaning is “rag” or “tatters”, is not a 
term for the fabric at all.  

Fig. 1 shows the geographical distributions of these three words, which include 
cases in which the referent of the words is not the fabric woven using ripped cloths. 
Here I examine how the distributions of the forms and the referents have been produced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Geographical distributions of three words related to sakiori “rip weaving” 
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All the data for maps in this paper is taken from the Atlas of Japanese Folklore 
VIII Clothing (except the last map Fig. 7). Figs. 2-3 are made using ArcGIS online, and 
the other figures, Figs. 1 and 4-6, using QGIS. See the photos at the end of this paper 
to see samples of saguri, a workwear and boroobi, a sash made by rip weaving. 

2.1. The word sakiori 

2.1.1. The geographical distributions of the forms of sakiori 
Fig. 2 is a map of the forms of sakiori. The forms are distributed on the coast of the 
Sea of Japan. There are two groups of forms: the -o- group such as sakkiyori and sakkori, 
the -u- group such as sakkuri, and the -i- group such as sakkiri. Obviously, the form 
sakiori changed to the -o- forms, and to the -u- forms, and then to the -i- forms. Each 
group has a variation caused by the changes such as sa > sha, sa > za > zja, and k > g. 
Thus, the following changes are inferred. 

sakiori   > sakkiyori   > sakkori   > sakkuri   > sakkiri 
> zakkuri 

> sakuri > shakuri > zjakuri 
> saguri  > zaguri 

    > shakkuri  > shakkiri  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Geographical distributions of the forms of sakiori 
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These changes occurred in the Hokuriku area basically. The -u- forms such as 
sakuri, saguri, and zjakuri distributed in the northern Japan were transported from 
Hokuriku with the shipping route along the Sea of Japan.  

2.1.2. The geographical distributions of the referents of sakiori 
Fig. 3 is a map of the referents of sakiori. The original referent should be the textile, 
rip weaving, but it was expanded to the workwear (not specified to that made of rip 
weaving), men’s workwear, or women’s workwear. Again, these changes occurred in 
the Hokuriku area and spread to the northern Japan with the same route. Clothes made 
by rip weaving are warm, strong, and waterproof; the term was maybe expanded by 
people involved in farming, fishery, and forestry. 

 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Geographical distributions of the referents of sakiori 

2.2. The word cuzure 

2.2.1. The geographical distributions of the forms of cuzure 
Fig. 4 is a map of the forms of cuzure. The forms are distributed more broadly 
compared with sakiori. In the northern Japan, they are found along the coast of the Sea 
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of Japan. In the center of Japan, they are found in the mountainous area and also densely 
distributed in Noto. In the western Japan, the distributions are dense along the 
Chuugoku mountainous region, scattered in Shikoku and Kyuushuu. The variation of 
forms is mostly phonological; the forms in Noto such as cuuri or cuure are peculiar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Geographical distributions of the forms of cuzure 

2.2.2. The geographical distributions of the referents of cuzure 
Fig. 5 is a map of the referents of cuzure. While the original referent, “patched clothes”, 
is found peripherally, “clothes made by quilting” is found in the broad area from the 
north to the south, and “clothes by rip weaving” is distributed in Echigo, Noto, and 
Chuugoku surrounded by “clothes made by quilting”; therefore, it is considered that 
“clothes by rip weaving” is newer than “clothes made by quilting”. As a variation, “sash 
made by rip weaving” and “clothes made by paper as weft” is found in some localities. 
The referent of cuzure has also expanded to the workwear where the word is used to 
denote some kind of clothes, which is similar to sakiori. 
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Figure 5: Geographical distributions of the referents of cuzure 

2.3. The word boro 
See Fig. 1. Boro is often used as boroobi, “sash made by rip weaving”, in the Eastern 
Japan. The distribution of boro is close to the distribution of cuzure as “sash made by 
rip weaving” in Fig. 5. Rip weaving is used for making sash in this area using tattered 
old clothes. 

3. The varieties of sakiori 

Nakamura (1984) classified sakiori “rip weaving” into three categories by focusing on 
the materials. See Table 1. In addition to two typical categories using ripped cotton 
cloth as weft, “sakiori made of cotton cloth” and “sakiori made of cotton thread”, there 
is another category whose warp and weft are traditional plants such as hemp, thus 
“sakiori made of hemp”. This category is called sakiori although it is not rip weaving 
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at all. Otsuka et al. (2003) called these categories as sakiori B, C and A, respectively. I 
added one more category, which is made of cotton thread as both warp and weft (I call 
this sakiori D). Using cotton thread is considered new since it is manually made from 
cotton wool or it is made at the factory. I also added two more categories as varieties 
of sakiori A. One is sakiori A’ whose weft is paper. Another is sakiori A” whose warp 
is cotton thread. 
 

Table 1: Categories of sakiori 

Nakamura 1984 

lengthwise 

thread/yarn  

(warp) 

crosswise 

thread/yarn 

(weft) 

 

Otsuka 2003 Fukushima 2023 

sakiori made of 

hemp 

hemp, Japanese 

wisteria etc. 

hemp, hemp 

cotton, 

Japanese 

wisteria, nettle, 

kudzu vine etc. 

sakiori A sakiori A 

sakiori A’  

 (weft: paper) 

sakiori A’’ 

 (warp: cotton 

thread） 

sakiori made of 

cotton cloth 

hemp, Japanese 

wisteria etc. 

rips cut from 

cotton cloths 
sakiori B sakiori B 

sakiori made of 

cotton thread 
cotton thread 

rips cut from 

cotton cloths 
sakiori C sakiori C 

- cotton thread cotton thread - sakiori D 

 
I made a map of sakiori categories based on my classification. See Fig. 6. Sakiori 

A is found in peripheries such as northern Tohoku and Chuugoku, but also in Hokuriku. 
Sakiori A’ is rare but considered as traditional. Sakiori A’’ is found in the southern area 
and considered as new. Sakiori B is found in the broad area including Tohoku, 
Hokuriku, and Chuugoku. Sakiori D is rare but found in Hokuriku and Oki. It is 
interesting that both new and traditional varieties are found in Hokuriku. 

I found a map of sakiori materials in the Hokuriku area where there are varieties 
of sakiori words and referents. See Fig. 7. This is a map of materials of sakkuri 
(<sakiori) reproduced from Fig. 4-2 in Yamazaki 1995. Ripped cloth is used in two 
parts, Wakasa and Noto. In between, in Kaga and Echizen, both traditional plants and 
cotton threads are used. In the latter area, cotton was not been planted and cotton cloths 
were transported from outside (cf. my research on the data of the Atlas of Japanese 
Folklore VIII Folklore). The making of the typical rip weaving spread from Wakasa to 
Noto, but not to Kaga and Echizen. In the latter areas, old materials (hemp, Japanese 
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wisteria, papyrifera, etc.) and new materials (cotton cloth and cotton thread) are both 
used. 

 

Figure 6: Categories of sakiori 
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Figure 7: Materials of sakkuri in the Hokuriku area 

 

Figure 8: Areas of sakiori/sakkuri and the shipping route along the Sea of Japan 
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4. Conclusion 

Rip weaving has been especially useful for people living in the colder area. The making 
of the textile spread with old cotton cloths transported on the shipping route along the 
coast of the Sea of Japan shown in Fig. 8 (Yamazaki 1989).  

The brief history of words related with sakiori is summarized as below. First, in 
the Hokuriku area, the referent of the word sakiori expanded to 1) traditional fabric 
which is woven using hemp (asa), Japanese wisteria (fuji), false nettle (karamushi), 
etc., that is, sakiori A, 2) newer fabric which is woven using cotton threads as crosswise 
and lengthwise threads, that is, sakiori C or D, and 3) workwear in general maybe 
because the wordforms changed to sakkuri etc. and were no more transparent. As a 
result, the words were used to denote various referents, and then the words spread to 
the North along the shipping route.  
    As for cuzure, in the Chuugoku area, Noto, and Sado, the word cuzure was used 
to denote the workwear made of rip weaving. Maybe the textile, rip weaving, replaced 
the older material and inherited the older name for the textile or workwear. This change 
should have occurred before the words originating from sakiori spread. 
    As for boro, in part of the Eastern Japan, rip weaving was applied to make sashes 
and boro was used to denote it. Boro was a term for the old clothes used to make sashes. 
This usage could have occurred independently in separate areas. 
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Classification and interpretation of tone sandhi in three-tone 
Jiaoliao Mandarin 

ZENG Xiaoyu  
(Nankai University, China) 

 
Abstract: Jiaoliao Mandarin is one of the dialects of Mandarin Chinese that coexists 
with three-tone and four-tone systems. The three-tone system was created by combining 
the main four traditional tone classes of Mandarin Chinese. This study focuses on the 
representative points of the three-tone dialect in Jiaoliao Mandarin and analyzes three 
categories of tone sandhi in the three-tone system. Additionally, the investigation 
suggests that these three categories reflect the different time stages of tone formation 
and development in the three-tone system.   
Keywords: Jiaoliao Mandarin, three-tone system, four-tone system, tone sandhi, the 
categories of tone sandhi 

 

1. Introduction 

Jiaoliao Mandarin Chinese is primarily spoken in the Jiaodong Peninsula of Shandong 
Province and the Liaodong Peninsula of Liaoning Province (Atlas of Chinese 
Languages (2nd Edition): Volume on Chinese Dialects, 2012: B-14). Jiaoliao Mandarin 
in the Liaodong Peninsula originated from the Jiaodong Peninsula (Zhang, 2007; Luo, 
2010), as shown in Figure 1.1  

The Jiaoliao Mandarin dialects have between four (the mainstream) to three tones, 
with each of its subdialects (Qinglai, Denglian, and Gaihuan) having its three-tone 
varieties. Jiaoliao Mandarin has been shifting from a four-tone to a three-tone system 
in recent decades, and it is interesting to investigate the time when the three-tone 
dialects were created. 

                                                        
ZENG, Xiaoyu. 2023. Classification and interpretation of tone sandhi in three-tone Jiaoliao 
Mandarin. In Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) 
Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 97–112. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374609 
 This research was funded by the National Social Science Foundation Project of China 
(20AYY020). Thank you to the PhD student, Zeng Zhichao, for assisting with the English 
translation. 
1 The language mapping software developed by Nankai University and Tianjin Xinhui Network 
Technology Service Center is used in all the language maps listed in this paper; the base map is 
based on Gaode map (©2023AutoNavi—GS (2022)1061). 
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Based on the investigations of Qian (2001), Zhang (2000), Gao and Sun (2021), 
Liu (2021), and this article, the distribution of three-tone dialect points in Jiaoliao 
Mandarin is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1:  The distribution of Jiaoliao Mandarin. 

 
 

 
Figure 2:  Jiaoliao classification and the number of tones. 
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2. The single-character tones and compound-character tones of the 
representative points of dialects in Jiaoliao Mandarin 

According to Li (2004), there are two categories of disyllabic tones "tone changes due 
to phonetic variation" and "tone changes due to semantic variation (including neutral 
tones, and so on). 

There is a difference between coarticulation and tone sandhi in disyllabic tones. 
The main difference between these two categories is that the tone sandhi can be 
recognized by the human ear, can traverse tonal categories, and is a manifestation of 
language peculiarity. Coarticulation often can not be recognized by the human ear due 
to physiological mechanisms of pronunciation and is universal to all languages (Wang, 
2002). 

Chinese has a dominant number of disyllabic words, which is the core domain of 
tone sandhi. This study focuses on the tone sandhi of disyllabic words in the 
representative dialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, including Qingzhou, Qingdao, Laizhou, 
Yantai, Dalian, and Dandong.  

2.1. Qingzhou dialect 

2.1.1 Qingzhou urban dialect  
The urban dialect of Qingzhou uses a four-tone system. Table 1 displays the tonal 
variations for the single-character tones and combined character tones (the boxed tone 
values in the table represent tone sandhi, the same applies to subsequent cases). 
 

Table 1:  Tones of the urban dialect of Qingzhou. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: ①Yin; ②Yang; ③Shang; ④Qu; “0” refers to a neutral tone. 
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Although the two articles of Qian (200) and Liu (2021) were written twenty years 
apart, the patterns of single-character tones and the rules for tone sandhi in combined 
characters are largely comparable. 

2.1.2 Qiujiayu dialect of Qingzhou (four/three-tone system)  
Liu (2021) reported that there are differences in tone types amongst various age groups 
in Qiujiayu Village, which is located in the southwest of Qingzhou City. The single-
character tones and combined-character tones of the Qiujiayu dialect for each age group 
are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Tone variations in the Qiujiayu dialect of Qingzhou according to age. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 2 demonstrates that: 
 (1) Citation tones are in the transitional period from the four-tone to the three-

tone system; 
 (2) The reason for merging ②Yang into ③Shang is that their pitch values are 

similar; 
 (3) There is a distinct difference in tonal categories on the syllable before the 

neutral tone regardless of whether the system is four or three tones, in all age groups. 

2.2 Laizhou dialect 
The Laizhou dialect is classified under the Qinglai subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, 
and its tone system belongs to the three-tone type (the Qu tone merging with the Yang 
tone)2. The single-character tones and combined-character tones of the Laizhou dialect 
are shown in Table 3. 

                                                        
2 In the Laizhou dialect, a small portion of the Qu tone characters are pronounced as Yin tone, 
which is mainly a result of language contact. Laizhou is closely adjacent to the Donglai dialect 
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Table 3:  Tones of the Laizhou dialect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 3 indicates that:  
 (1) For more than a decade, the Laizhou dialect's citation tone pattern and tone 

sandhi rules have stayed constant;  
(2) There is a distinct difference between merged Yang and Qu tones before the 

neutral tone;  
(3) The original ④Qu tone (now pronounced as Yang and Yin) has the same 

pronunciation as the neutral tone, and its pitch value reflects the original feature falling. 

2.3 Qingdao dialect 
The Qingdao dialect is classified under the Qinglai subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, 
and its tone system belongs to the three-tone type (the Qu tone merging with the Yang 
tone). The single-character tones and combined-character tones of the Qingdao dialect 
are shown in Table 4. 
 
 

 

                                                        
of Shandong, where approximately 42% of the Middle Chinese voiced sonorant characters in 
the three-tone dialect are pronounced as Yin tone, while the rest are pronounced as Qu tone (see 
Yang 2012 for more details). 
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Table 4:  The tones of the Qingdao dialect. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 reveals that: 
(1) There is a distinct difference between merged ②Yang and ④Qu tones before 

the neutral tone;  
(2) The original ④Qu tone reflects the original falling feature before the neutral 

tone. 

2.4 Yantai dialect 
The Yantai dialect is classified under the Denglian subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, 
and its tone system belongs to the three-tone type (the Yang tone merging with the Qu 
tone). The single-character tones and combined-character tones of the Yantai dialect 
are shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5:  The tones of the Yantai dialect. 
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Data in Table 5 show that in Yantai dialect, the original ②Yang and ④Qu 
citation tones have merged, and there is no difference between them before the neutral 
tone (they are both high-level tones), which is different from Laizhou and Qingdao 
dialects. 

2.5 Dalian dialect  
The Dalian dialect is classified under the Denglian subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, 
and the internal single-syllable tones of the Dalian dialect vary between the four-tone 
and three-tone systems. Song (1963) reported that the four-tone types in the urban area 
of Dalian are "Yin 312, Yang 34, Shang 213, and Qu 53", while in the Zhuanghe area 
of Dalian, the three-tone types are "Yin 312, Shang 213, and Qu (including Yang) 53". 

2.5.1 Dalian urban dialect  
According to historical survey records, the urban dialect of Dalian belongs to the four-
tone system3. The single-character tones and compound-character tones of the Dalian 
urban dialect are shown in Table 6. 
 

Table 6:  The tones of the Dalian urban dialect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
3 Recently, it was found that there is also a three-tone system phenomenon in Dalian urban 
dialect (Liu 2023), which is not listed because the relevant investigation materials have not 
been officially published. 
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Table 6 demonstrates that the citation tones of the Dalian urban dialect only have 
slight coarticulation and no tone sandhi. 

2.5.2 Zhuanghe dialect of Dalian 

The Yang tone and Qu tone have been combined to create the Zhuanghe dialect of 
Dalian, which uses the three-tone system. Some are pronounced as Yin tone (e.g., “鹅
goose”), while others are merged into the Qu tone (e.g., “麻 flax”). The pronunciation 
of the Middle Chinese voiced sonorant characters varies, and they are irregularly 
allocated to the Yin, Yang, and Qu tones. This phenomenon is quite common in the 
Denglian subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin. 
 

Table 7:  Tones of the Dalian Zhuanghe dialect. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 7 reveals that in the Dalian Zhuanghe dialect, both citation tones and 
disyllabic tones are three-tone types, and there is no tone sandhi.  
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2.6 Dandong dialect  
The Dandong dialect is classified under the Gaihuan subdialects of Jiaoliao Mandarin, 
and there are distinct differences in its internal single-syllable tones between the four-
tone and three-tone systems. Song (1963) reported that the four-tone types in the urban 
area of Dandong are "Yin 312, Yang 34, Shang 213, Qu 53", while in the Donggang 
(Dong’an) area of Dandong, the three-tone types are "Yin 312, Shang 213, Qu 
(including Yang) 53". 

2.6.1 Dandong urban dialect (four/three-tone system) 
A survey on the urban dialect of Dandong was carried out in August 2021. Mr. Sun, 66 
years old, and Ms. He, 62 years old, who are both retired employees and have 
completed junior high school, were the pronunciation collaborators. Both of the 
collaborators believe that their speech is the same. However, Mr. Sun pronounces 
single-syllable tones in the four-tone system, while Ms. He pronounces single-syllable 
tones in the three-tone system. The analysis of recorded materials using the Praat 
speech software produced the descriptions of the single-syllable and connected-speech 
tones in the Dandong dialect in this article. 

Table 8:  Tones of the Dandong urban dialect. 
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From Table 8, it can be seen that:  
(1) The pitch values of the ①Yin citation tone have been changed in recent 

decades from a low-falling tone to a high-falling tone (312 > 43/41);  
(2) Tonal classifications have been simplified in recent years, such as merging ②

Yang with ③Shang or ①Yin with ④Qu (Zheng, 2018; Liu, 2023);  
(3) There is a noticeable division in tonal categories before the neutral tone in 

disyllabic tones, regardless of whether the citation tone is a four-tone or three-tone 
system. 

2.6.2 Donggang dialect of Dandong 
Local Dandong residents are aware of the linguistic difference between the Donggang 
dialect and the Dandong urban dialect. The Donggang dialect belongs to the three-tone 
system (with the merging of Yang tone and Qu tone). The specific situations of single-
character tones and compound-character tones of Dandong Donggang dialect are 
shown in Table 9. 
 

Table 9: Tones of the Donggang dialect of Dandong. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 9 reveals that: 
(1) In the Donggang dialect, the pitch value of the Yin tone has shifted from low-

falling to high-falling (312 > 51) in recent decades;  
(2) Both citation and disyllabic tones are three-tone types, and there is no tone 

sandhi. 
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3. From tone sandhi types to the formation and development of the three-tone 
system in Jiaoliao Mandarin 

3.1 Types of tone sandhi within the three-tone system of Jiaoliao Mandarin 
The various tone sandhi patterns in representative Jiaoliao Mandarin can be 
summarized and categorized as illustrated in Table 10 based on earlier citations (Tables 
3-9). 
 

Table 10:  Comparison of tone sandhi categories in the Jiaoliao Mandarin three-tone dialects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Timing of the three-tone Mandarin dialects formation as reflected by the 
different types of tone sandhi  
Formation times of the three-tone Mandarin dialects in Jiaoliao are different.  

For example, in the 1950s, dialects such as Yantai, Weihai, Fushan, Qixia, and 
Jimo in Shandong Province had become three-tone systems, while Qingdao, Haiyang, 
Rushan, and Zhaoyuan remained four-tone systems until the early 21st century (Qian, 
2001, 2002).  

Similarly, in the 1960s, Zhuanghe and Donggang in Liaoning Province were three-
tone systems, while Dalian and Dandong urban areas remained four-tone systems until 
recent years (Song, 1963; Zeng, 2023; Liu, 2023).  

Therefore, it is possible to infer the sequence of the three-tone Mandarin dialects 
formation in Jiaoliao through the differences in tone sandhi of the three-tone system, 
as shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11:  Sequence of three-tone formation times in Jiaoliao Mandarin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 The earliest region of the three-tone system formatting in Jiaoliao and its time 
As depicted in Figure 3, Shandong Province's administrative boundaries under the 
Ming Dynasty included the majority of the Jiaodong and Liaodong Peninsulas and 
crossed the Bohai Strait. Therefore, at least 600 years ago, there was tight connectivity 
between the two peninsulas. In modern Jiaoliao variants with a three-tone system, the 
distribution of the three types of tone sandhi is shown in Figure 4. 

The early three-tone system of Jiaoliao Mandarin (Category I) is distributed in 
both Shandong and Liaoning provinces (Figure 3 and Figure 4). As the Jiaoliao 
Mandarin in the Liaodong Peninsula came from immigrant languages in Jiaodong 
Peninsula, it can be considered that the Yantai dialect in Shandong is the representative 
variety of Jiaoliao Mandarin that first changed from a four-tone to a three-tone system.  

Edkins recorded the Yantai dialect as a four-tone system in 1862: ①13, ②31, 
③35, ④53 (quoted from Endo, 2015:204). Giet's recording of the Yantai dialect in 
1946 had already become a three-tone system：① a high-falling tone, ②④ a high-
level tone, ③ a low-falling tone, with the merge of Tones ②and ④ (quoted from 
Endo, 2021). Therefore, based on that the three-tone system of the Yantai dialect was 
formed between 1862 and 1946, it can be assumed that the oldest instance of the 
transition from four to three tones in Jiaoliao Mandarin occurred no more than a century 
ago. 
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Figure 3:  The area under Shandong's jurisdiction in the Ming dynasty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4:  Distribution of tone sandhi categories in the Jiaoliao Mandarin three-tone dialects. 
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4. Conclusion 

Over the past century, some of the Jiaoliao Mandarin dialects have undergone a sound 
change from a four-tone to a three-tone system in monosyllabic words. This is mainly 
due to the merging of tonal categories with similar pitch values, and the fundamental 
reason is the polysyllabification of the lexicon (Qi, 2010; Wei & Zhu, 2021). The major 
findings of this study can be concluded as follows. 

(1) There are three types of tone sandhi in disyllable words of the Jiaoliao 
Mandarin dialect with a three-tone system:  

  Category I—Tone sandhi do not distinguish merged tone categories;  
  Category II—Only the pre-neutral tone sandhi distinguishes merged tone 

categories;  
  Category III—Normal disyllabic and pre-neutral tone sandhi distinguish merged 

tone categories. 
(2) The formation time of the Jiaoliao Mandarin dialect with a three-tone system can 

be inferred from early to late based on these three types of tone changes: Category I > 

Category II > Category III. 

(3) The Yantai dialect in Shandong is likely the representative of Jiaoliao Mandarin 

that first underwent a change from a four-tone to a three-tone system, with the three-tone 

system diffused from this center. 

(4) Hirayama (1998) pointed out that "the values of pre-neutral tone sandhi is 

diachronically one step before the citation tones". However, it is unclear how much earlier 

pre-neutral tones actually are, and even if they are, it might not have been that long ago.  
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Tone as a criterion for identifying a lect: the case of Tai Yo 
language via geographical distribution of tone 

Sầm Công Danh 
(USSH, Hanoi VNU) 

 
Abstract: In this paper, through the geographical distribution of tone, in particular, the 
tone patterns of Tai Yo – a Southwestern Tai language which is located in the North-
Central area of Vietnam and Central Laos, we support the idea of tone value and tone 
category are important indications helping the native speakers realize their dialect firstly, 
and secondly their dialect community.  
Keywords: Tai Yo, tone shape, tone pattern, dialect, tone 

 

1. Introduction 

Tai Yo is a Tai language that belongs to the Taic (Daic) branch of the Kam-Tai 
subfamily, of the Kra-Dai (Tai-Kadai) language family, according to the classification 
of Anthony Diller (2008). The language is spoken by Tai Yo people (the synonyms are 
Tai Muong, Tai Hàng Tổng, Tai Xiêng, and Tai Pao) with their distribution in the two 
provinces of Thanh Hoá and Nghệ An (Vietnam) and some varieties in Borikhamxay 
province of Laos named Tai Maen, Tai Pao. All ethnonyms of Tai Yo, Tai Muong, and 
Tai Hàng Tổng are autonyms of this speech community. Yet Tay Xiêng is an exonym 
used by Tai Moey (Tay Mười in Vietnamese) people in also Nghệ An. 

Additionally, in Thanh Hoá province (Thường Xuân and Như Xuân districts), only 
the ethnonym “Tai Yo” exists in daily communication between native speakers, but in 
recent news media or public advertising, the term “Thái Trắng” (literally White Tai) is 
wielded even though it is imprecise information. On the contrary, in Nghệ An, we are 
faced with a difficult situation in applying the ethnonyms: Tai Yo is the oldest and most 
traditional autonym of the community ethnologically. And the autonym Tai Muong is 
either used in parallel or. Although Tai Muong just reflects the social status of this Tai 
group to distinguish them from other ones in the area. Tai Muong means “people in the 
city, people are not the residents.” The name Tai Hàng Tổng, a special ethnonym, is 

                                                        
SẦM, Công Danh. 2023. Tone as a criterion for identifying a lect: the case of Tai Yo language via 
geographical distribution of tone. In Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and 
Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 113–124. 
doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374626 
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applied to mention Tai Yo who lived in the administrative division called tổng (總), in 
feudal society before. Honestly, the name Tai Hàng Tổng has never been used as a valid 
ethnonym. The last one, Tai Pao. This name appears to be mentioned among 
researchers rather than native speakers. Indeed, Tai Yo people in Nặm-Pao River basin 
just call themselves Tai Muong or Tai Yo. That is some ethnological information I have 
gathered on the field trips. 

Besides, for the name Tai Maen in Laos, Chamberlain (1999) furnishes that Maen 
/mɛːnA4/ is derived from the name of the original homeland of this community - Meuang 
of Xiêng Men in Nghệ An province of Vietnam. 

1.1. Language classification 
Tai Yo is currently classified as a Southwestern Tai language (Ferlus, 2008). Another 
opinion grouped it into Northern Tai instead (Chamberlain, 1999). The classification 
of this language is needed to be continually considered in the future. In this paper, we 
accepted the first view, treating it like a member of the Southwestern subgroup. 

Despite the fact that the linguistic surface of Tai Yo differs from the language of 
Nyaw/Nyo (ไทญอ้ - sometimes written as Yor, Lao Nyo, etc.) in Laos and Thailand, they 
share the common cognate of ethnonym: *jɔːC > jɔːC4/ɲɔːC4. 

In Vietnam, the Tai Yo language is written in two traditional scripts known as Lai 
Tay and Lai Pao (or Lai Liềp Nặm). These scripts belong to the Abugida writing system, 
and they relate closely to other Southwestern Tai scripts (Sukhothai script, Fakkham 
script, etc.). 

1.2. The materials 
In this paper, most the data of geographical distribution of tone are collected from my 
personal fieldnotes. Also, some sources of available tonal data included: 

- Tai Maen, Tai Pao and Tai Yo data from Chamberlain, James R. (1983) The 
Tai dialects of Khammouan Province: their diversity and origins. Science of Language 
Papers, 4, 62–95. 

- Tai Maen data from Chamberlain, James R. (1991) Mène: A Tai dialect 
originally spoken in Nghê An (Nghê Tinh), Vietnam – Preliminary Linguistic 
Observations and Historical Implications. Journal of the Siam Society, 79(2), 103–123. 

- Tai Maen data from the fieldnote of Jean Pacquement (2022), in personal 
communication. 

- The corpus of recordings of Tai Yo 
(https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/corpus/Tai_Yo?lang=en&seeMore=true) and Tai Pao 
(https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/corpus/Tai_Paw?lang=en ) in Pangloss’ website. 
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2. The methods 

2.1. Tone box models 
Tonebox investigation is a suitable tool for collecting and analyzing tonal data. The 
basics of this approach are based on two criteria: proto-tone categories (p-T, the 
columns), and proto-onset types (p-O, the rows), or proto-consonant types. 

In particular, there are three models of tone box as shown below.  
 
 

 Li Fangkuei’s tone box (1977) 

 A B C 
D 

DS DL 

Voiceless 
consonants 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

Voiced 
consonants 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

 
Gedney’s tone box (1972)  

A B C DS DL 

Voiceless 

consonants 

Voiceless 
frictions 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

Voiceless 
unas. stops 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

Glottal A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

Voiced consonants A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

Smooth syllables Checked syllables 

 
Liao Hanbo ‘s tone box (2022) 

  A C DS B DL 

Voiceless 

consonants 

Aspirated 

1A 
A-1A C-1A DS-1A B-1A DL-1A 

Continuant 

1C 
A-1C C-1C DS-1C B-1C DL-1C 

Unaspirated 

1U 
A-1U C-1U DS-1U B-1U DL-1U 
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Glottal 

1G 
A-1G C-1G DS-1G B-1G DL-1G 

Voiced 

consonants 

Plosive + 

continuant 
A2 C2 DS2 B2 DL2 

 
Among these three models, Gedney’s tone box is considered the most suitable for 

Southwestern Tai. Hence, for Tai Yo, I applied to Gedney’s. Moreover, Liao’s tone 
box is the newest and most applicable model to the whole Tai languages, especially the 
Central Tai and Northern Tai languages, because of the complexity of splitting-merging 
in their tonal system. 

2.2. Research questions 
For the collected data, we have two questions in this study: 

1. How about the tonal system of the Tai Yo language via its varieties? 
2. What is the main factor in identifying a lect, in the case of Tai Yo? 

 

3. Geographical distribution of tone in Tai Yo 

 
The map of investigated places. 

 
The investigated places of this paper (29 locations in total), include: 

In Vietnam: 
- Thanh Hoá province (the districts of Thường Xuân and Như Xuân): 6 

locations. 
- Nghệ An province (the districts of Quế Phong, Quỳ Châu, Quỳ Hợp, Con 

Cuông, Tương Dương, Kì Sơn): 19 locations. 
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In Laos:  
- Borikhamxay province: 4 locations.  

 
3.1. Tone split of Tai Yo language 

Three types of tone split in A category: A123-A4, A12-A34, and A1-A234. 

 
 

Two types of tone split in B category: B123=B4 (merged all in B) and B123-B4. 
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There is only one type of split tone in the C category: C123-C4. 

 
 

In the DS category, there is one type of tone split: DS123-DS4. 

 
 

Respectively B category, there are two types of tone split in the DL category: 
DL123=DL4 and DL123-DL4. 
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3.2. Tone shapes of Tai Yo language 

Alternately, we will show the tone shapes in Tai Yo’s tone, by proto-tone category as 
A, B, C, DS, and DL. The tone values are represented by the tone letters of Chao 
Renyuen and the numerical value. 

The tone shapes in the A category: 
- Proto-voiceless consonants (A1; A123; A23): ˨˩ 21, ˧ 22, ˨˩˩ 211, ˧˩ 31 / ˧˩˨ 312; ˩˧ 

13, ˩˩˧ 113, ˩˩˦ 114, ˨˩˧ 213, ˨˥ 25, ˨˦ 24, ˧˨˥ 325, ˧˧˦ 334 
- Proto-voiced consonants (A4; A34; A234): ˧˥ 35, ˨˦ 224, ˨˨˦ 225; ˦˦˥ 445, ˦˥˥ 455, ˧˥˥ 

355; ˦ 44, ˥ 55 
The tone shapes in the B category: 

- Proto-voiceless consonants (B123; B123=B4): ˨˩ 21, ˨˩ 21 / ˩ 11, ˨˩ 21 / ˧˩ 31, ˧˩ 
31; ˨˨˩ 221, ˧˧˨ 331; ˩ 11, ˨ 22; ˨˩˦̰ 21 ̰4 

- Proto-voiced consonants (B123=B4; B4): ˨˩ 21, ˨˩ 21 / ˩ 11, ˨˩ 21 / ˧˩ 31, ˧˩ 31; ˨˨˩ 
221, ˧˧˨ 331; ˩ 11, ˨ 22; ˧˨ 32, ˧˧˨ 332, ˧˧˨ 331 

The tone shapes in C category: 
- Proto-voiceless consonants (C123): ˧ˀ 33ˀ, ˧ 33, ˦ 44, ˦ˀ 44ˀ; ˧˧˨ 332, ˧˨˨ˀ 322ˀ, ˧˨ˀ 

32ˀ, ˥˦˥ˀ 545ˀ 
- Proto-voiced consonants (C4): ˩˥˨ 152, ˩˥˧ˀ 153ˀ, ˩˥˦ˀ 154, ˩˥˥ˀ 155ˀ; ˥˥˧ 553, ˥˥˨ 552, ˥˦˩ 

541, ˦˥˨ˀ 452ˀ; ˥˨ 52, ˥˧ 53, ˥˧ˀ 53ˀ, ˥˦ 54 
The tone shapes in DS category: 

- Proto-voiceless consonants (DS123): ˧˦ 34, ˧˥ 35, ˦˥ 45, ˦˥ 45 / ˥ 55, ˦˥˥ 455; ˥ 55, ˥ 
55 / ˦˥ 45 
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- Proto-voiced consonants (DS4): ˨ 22, ˨ 22 / ˨˩ 21, ˧ 33, ˧ 33 / ˨˩ 21, ˧ 33 / ˧˩ 31, ˧ 
33 / ˧˨ 32, ˦ 44, ˦ 44 / ˦˨ 42, ˦ 44 / ˦˩ 41; ˧˧˨ 332, ˧˩ 31, ˨˩ 21, ˧˧˨ 332 / ˧ 33 

The tone shapes in the DL category: 
- Proto-voiceless consonants (DL123=DL4; DL123): ˩ 11, ˩ 22, ˩ 22 / ˨˩ 21, ˧ 33, 

˧ 33 / ˧˨ 32, ˧ 33 / ˨˩ 21, ˦ 44 / ˦˨ 42, ˦ 44 / ˦˩ 41; ˦˨ 42, ˨˩ 21 / ˧ 33, ˧˩ 31, ˧˧˩ 331, ˨˨˩ 
221; ˨˩˦̰ 21 ̰4 

- Proto-voiced consonants (DL123=DL4; DL4): ˩ 11, ˩ 22, ˩ 22 / ˨˩ 21, ˧ 33, ˧ 33 
/ ˧˨ 32, ˧ 33 / ˨˩ 21, ˦ 44 / ˦˨ 42, ˦ 44 / ˦˩ 41; ˦˨ 42, ˨˩ 21 / ˧ 33, ˧˩ 31, ˧˧˩ 331, ˨˨˩ 221 

 
In summary, we have an overview of generalized tone shapes of Tai Yo: 

 
     Proto-voiceless consonants       Proto-voiced consonants 
 

A       
Concave contour   High-rising (+ level) contour 
 

B    
Mid-falling (+ rising) contour  Mid-falling contour 
 

C    
 Level contour   Convex contour 

  

DS    
 High-rising (+level) contour  Low-mid-falling contour 
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DL    
 Low-mid-falling (+rising) contour  Low-mid-falling contour 
 

3.3. Tone patterns of Tai Yo lects 

Tone patterns of Tai Yo lects in Vietnam: 
 

 
 

Pattern 1 (red part) – Thường Xuân, Như 
Xuân, Quế Phong, Quỳ Châu, Tương Dương: 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

Pattern 2 (yellow part) – Quỳ Hợp: 
 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
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Pattern 3 (green part) – Quỳ Hợp, Con 
Cuông: 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

Pattern 4 (blue part) – Kì Sơn: 
 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

 
Tone patterns of Tai Yo lects in Laos: 
 

 
 

Pattern 1 (red part) – Tai Pao (Chamberlain, 
1983): 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

Pattern 2 (yellow part) – Tai Maen 
(Chamberlain, 1999): 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
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Pattern 3 (green part) Tai Maen 
(Chamberlain, 1983): 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

Pattern 4 (blue part) – Tai Maen 
(Pacquement, 2022): 
 

A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 
 

 
 

4. A criterion for identifying a lect 

In self-identifying the lect (such as dialect, subdialect, etc.) of a tonal language, from 
the point of view of a native speaker, we recognized two important features at the 
surface of language: 

The former is, regular lexicon or daily vocabulary, especially for subdialects. For 
example, in Tai Yo, "to chase, to run after" in this lect A is /tuәtDL4/, but other lects are 
/hɔːmC123/. The interesting point is, there is still /hɔːmC123/ in the lexicon of the lect A, 
but they do not use it in daily life. Therefore, in lect A, /tuәtDL4/ becomes a word of the 
regular lexicon/daily vocabulary. The latter is, tonal system, including tone patterns 
and tone shapes. 

Hoàng Thị Châu (2009, in Vietnamese) said: “In Vietnamese, tone is one of the 
features used to distinguish the dialect and subdialect. People usually base on the 
tonal features of the speaker but not on other ones, to recognize what a dialect, 
subdialect is and where it is distributed.... Each special dialect, subdialect has its own 
tonal system. When somebody hears someone speak a strange dialect, he has to verify 
the code of the tones before he can understand the content.” 

In the case of Tai Yo, a tonal language, of course, like Vietnamese. This statement 
of Hoàng Thị Châu is still relevant. Thus, we attested to the tone patterns (including 
tone split) in sections 3.1 and 3.3, as well as the tone shapes in section 3.2. Through the 
investigated data of Tai Yo. 
 

5. Final remarks 

We have two observations that will assist us in answering the research questions of this 
paper: 
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- By tone patterns: firstly, it can divide the tone patterns of Tai Yo into two 
groups 5-tone type and 6-tone type. According to the tonemes in tone 
categories of A, B and C (smooth syllable). The 5-tone type in fact are more 
common and typical. Secondly, the most noticeable distinction between these 
tone patterns of Tai Yo’s varieties is the splitting-merging in the tone categories 
A, and B (resulting in category DL).  

- By tone shapes: in my opinion, this is the main factor in identifying a lect. The 
tone shapes of varieties of Tai Yo are approximately similar to each other. Not 
only are tone contours, tone glottal important but so are tone values. For a 
native speaker, this is the primary thing his auditory sense feels.  
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The Underlying Tonal Characteristics of Northeast Mandarin 
in Liaoning 

Liu Jinghan  
(Nankai University) 

 
Abstract: Northeast Mandarin's tonal value is quite comparable to that of Standard 
Mandarin, with T1 (Yinping) being only a little bit lower. Additionally, the number of 
Qingru morphemes merged with T3 (Shangsheng) in terms of tonal categories is higher 
than that of Standard Mandarin. However, in contrast to earlier claims, fieldwork 
reveals that there are various dialect points in Central Liaoning where T1(Yinping) has 
a low falling tone. This work suggests that the tonal system of Northeast Mandarin in 
Liaoning is highly biased towards the low register because T1 is a low-falling tone and 
T2 (Yangping) is a low-rising tone, according to the characteristics of sandhi tone 
patterns and historical documents. The causes of specific T1 manifestations are further 
analyzed in this work, and it suggests that language contact is the reason that some 
dialects have level form of T1.   
Key words: Liaoning province, Northeast Mandarin, tone, underlying form 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Geographical and Linguistic Situation of Liaoning 
The northeastern Chinese province of Liaoning faces the Jiaodong Peninsula across the 
Bohai Sea Strait, with the Bohai Sea and the Huanghai Sea to the south. The Liaoning 
region's Mandarin dialects are predominately Northeast Mandarin, which is found in 
the center part of Liaoning and covers the largest area; Beijing Mandarin is distributed 
in the western part and Jiaoliao Mandarin is predominately distributed in the southeast 
coastline area, as shown in Figure 11: 

                                                        
LIU, Jinghan. 2023. The underlying tonal characteristics of Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning. In 
Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth 
International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 125–142. doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374630 
 This research was funded by the National Social Science Foundation Project of China 
(20AYY020). The project is entitled “Research on the pattern of compound-character tones in 
Mandarin Chinese dialects”. This paper is rewritten from a section of the author's master's thesis 
and read at the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, thanks to the guidance 
of professor ZengXiaoyu and valuable comments from professer Mitsuaki Endo and professer 
Shen Ruiqing. 
1 The language mapping software developed by Nankai University and Tianjin Xinhui Network 
Technology Service Center is used in all the language maps listed in this paper; the base map is 
based on Gaode map (©2023AutoNavi—GS (2022)1061). 
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Figure 1: The regional distribution of Mandarin dialects in Liaoning. 

 
The phonology of Northeast Mandarin has four tones, including T1(Yinping), T2 

(Yangping), T3(Shangsheng), and T4(Qusheng). The merging of tones is consistent 
with that of Standard Mandarin; the only difference is that more Qingru morphemes 
merge with T3 than Standard Mandarin. 

1.2. Background of the research problem 
The data source of this article consists primarily of first-hand survey materials from 
fieldwork in 2021 and 2022, in addition to findings of previous studies, mainly <中国

语言资源集·辽宁>, the data of Panjin from Li Nanyi (2019), and Kaiyuan from Liu 
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Xin (2021). The data of the first-hand survey materials were obtained through recording 
and pitch values were obtained through phonetic experiments. The fieldwork 
investigated the citation tone and tone sandhi of disyllable. 

Studies have shown that the tone system of Northeastern Mandarin is relatively 
simple and similar to that of Standard Mandarin; only the register of T1 is slightly lower 
(He Wei 1986, Zhang Zhimin 2005), representing 33 or 44. However, the fieldwork 
showes that there are some survey locations in the Central Liaoning where T1 is a 
falling tone, contrary to previous reports. 

 Level tone and falling tone are two of the synchronic expressions of T1, and level 
tone is the diachronic expression, wheather falling tone or level tone is the earlier form? 
There are three possible explanations for the existing situation. First explanation is that 
falling tone has become more popular in recent years, and T1 in Liaoning's Northeast 
Mandarin is undergoing the "level tone > falling tone" transition. The second 
explanation is that T1 does not experience sound change, and the discrepancy between 
previous reports and fieldwork is due to different definitions of pitch decline. The 
decline of T1 should be regarded as a natural attenuation of pronunciation, and the 
results of the phonetic experiment should be regarded as level tone when summing up 
the phonology. However, the third explanation is that the falling tone is the older form, 
and in earlier research, the contour of T1 was incorrectly recorded due to a flaw in the 
standard notation system, and the level tone is a more recent development because of 
language contact. 

This article supports the third explanation, and we believe that the underlying 
characteristic of the Northeast dialect in Liaoning is T1 expressing a falling tone. In the 
following text of this article, this point of view is revealed using historical records and 
the typical and distinguishing characteristics of Northeast Mandarin. Besides, this 
article will cover the linguistic influences that have affected T1 development over time, 
as well as the general tonal characteristics of the Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning. 

 

2. Falling tone is the underlying form of T1 

2.1. The synchronic performance of T1 of the Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning 
As shown in Figure 2, T1 in central Liaoning is low falling tone or slightly falling tone. 
The blue points represent a slightly falling tone, and the red star represents a low falling 
tone. They are distributed in the red circle, which has a different contour than Standard 
Mandarin, where T1 is a level tone, and the register is always low. In the western region 
near Beijing Mandarin, T1 in most survey points represents a level tone. 
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Figure 2: The performance of T1 in Liaoning. 

 
The phonetic experiment results show that T1 in related survey points has a clear 

downward trend. Figure 3 shows the tone pattern drawn based on the results of phonetic 
experiments, the black line represents T1, which always appears in the low register. 
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Figure 3: Tone pattern of survey points in central Liaoning. 

 
T1 in these survey points is described as level tone in previous studies, as shown 

in Table 1. For example, the tone pitch of T1 in Heishan dialect is 31 measured by 
phonetic experiment, while Song Xue (1963) and Han Tianyu (2014) both recorded 44, 
similar situations exist in other survey points. The tone pitch in previous studies was 
recorded by traditional measures, relying on subjective judgment. 

 
Table 1: Comparison between recording of phonetic experiment and traditional notation method. 

Survey points Experimental results 
Traditional measure 

Tone pitch Source 
Kaiyuan 32 44 Na Lin (2019) 
Beizhen 32 44 Song Xue (1963) 
Heishan 31 44 

44 
Song Xue (1963) 
Han Tianyu (2014) 

Jianchang 43 44 Song Xue (1963) 
Liaozhong 31 44 

33 
Song Xue (1963) 
Wang Qi (2016) 

Shenyang 43 33 Song Xue (1963) 
Tieling 43 44 Song Xue (1963) 
Zhangwu 31 44 Song Xue (1963) 
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Two reasons for why falling tone is the early form of T1 will be presented in 2.2 
and 2.3. 

2.2. The T1 falling tone form remains in the last word of disyllable 
Except for Tieling, the dialect points where T1 represents a falling tone in citation 
pattern, the sandhi tone pattern often retains T1’s falling form, especially in the last 
word of disyllable. Taking Liaozhong as an example, in the citation tone pattern, T1 is 
31, T2 is 13, T3 is 212, and T4 is 53. The tone sandhi in disyllable is shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Tone sandhi in disyllable in the Liaozhong dialect. 

  Last word 
 
First word 

T1  
(31) 

T2  
(13) 

T3  
(212) 

T4  
(53) 

Netual tone 
(0) 

T1 
(31) 

33+31 
飞机 

“plane” 

33+12 
欢迎

“welcome” 

33+211 
真理 

“truth” 

33+53 
公路

“highway” 

44+0 
公公 

“father in law” 
T2 

(13) 
24+31 

平安“safety” 
24+12 

农民“farmer” 
24+211 

成语“idiom” 
13+53 

肥皂“soap” 
24+0 

娃娃“doll” 

T3 
(212) 

21+32 
火车“train” 

11+13 
火柴“match” 

24+211 
水果“fruit” 

21+53 
考试“exam” 

21+0 
祖宗“ancestors” 

24+0 
想想“to think” 

T4 
(53) 

53+31 
面包 

“bread” 

52+12 
杏仁 

“almond” 

53+211 
电脑

“computer” 

53+53 
运动 

“motion” 

52+0 
弟弟 

“younger brother” 

 
Data in Table 1 show that recent studies continue to record T1 as a level tone, 

ruling out the possibility that T1’s falling tone is a later form of sound change. This is 
because, in such a short period, T1’s "level tone > falling tone" change was widely 
observed in central Liaoning and had a significant impact on both citation and sandhi 
tone pattern, which is a lack of motivation. The likelihood of significant change in tone 
contour occurring in a short period is also low. Therefore, how should the downward 
trend of T1 be defined? Is it a coarticulation brought on by energy attenuation and 
should be considered a level tone, or is it a falling tone and is recognized as a tonal 
characteristic of Northeastern Mandarin? To answer this question, we should 
investigate the situation of Northeast Mandarin in the whole Mandarin region. 

 
Table 3: T1 in citation and sandhi tone pattern of the Mandarin dialects. 

Mandarin area Dialect point Citation 
tone 

Sandhi tone The last word is a 
falling tone in 
sandhi tone pattern 

First word Last word 

Kaiyuan 32 33 32 + 
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Northeastern 
Mandarin 

Beizhen 32 33 33/32 + 
Heishan 31 33/32 33/31/21 + 
Jianchang 43 43/33 33/31 + 
Liaozhong 31 33 32/31 + 
Shenyang 43 33 33/43/32/31 + 
Tieling 43 44 44/33 - 
Tieling county 41 44/33 31 + 
Zhangwu 31 33 32/31 + 
Baicheng 31 33 31 + 
Jiutai 33 33 33/32 + 
Tonghua 32 33 32 + 
Qiqihaer 33 33 33/32 + 
Mudanjiang 31 33 33/31 + 
Daqing 31 33 31 + 

Beijing 
Mandarin 

Beijing 55 55 55 - 
Lingyuan 33 44 44/33 - 
Jianping 44 44 44 - 
Chengde 55 55 55 - 
Chifeng 55 55 55 - 

Jiaoliao 
Mandarin 

Yantai 31 35/31 31 + 
Qingdao 213 55/31/213 213 - 
Zhucheng 214 24/214 214 - 

Jilu Mandarin 

Tangshan 55 24/55 55 - 
Tianjin 21 113/21 21 + 
Baoding 45 45 45 - 
Shijiazhuang 23 23/44 23 - 
Lijin 213 23/212 213 - 
Jinan 213 23/213 213 - 

Zhongyuan 
Mandarin 

Linfen 31 33 31 + 
Lingbao 31 31 31 + 
Xinyang 33 33 33 - 
Hanzhong 41 41 41 + 
Xi’an 21 24/21 21 + 
Baoji 21 24/21 21 + 
Jining 213 13/213 213 - 
Zhengzhou 24 24 24 - 
Baihe 24 24 24 - 
Fuyang 213 213 213 - 
Xuzhou 213 24/21/213 213 - 

Lanyin 
Mandarin 

Lanzhou 31 31 31/21 + 
Yinchuan 44 44 44 - 

Southwest 
Mandarin 

Chengdu 44 44 44 - 
Xichang 33 33 33 - 
Chongqing 55 55 55/44 - 
Zhaotong 44 44 44 - 
Mengzi 44 44 44 - 
Guiyang 55 55 55 - 
Wuhan 55 55 55 - 
Xiangfan 34 34 34 - 
Zigong 45 45 45 - 
Anqing 31 35/45/31 31 + 
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Jianghuai 
Mandarin 

Hefei 31 35/31 31 + 
Nanjing 31 33/13/31 31 + 
Lianyungang 214 21/214 214 - 

 
Data in Table 3 demonstrate that, except for Northeast Mandarin, where T1 is a 

falling tone in the final syllable, T1 is likewise a falling tone in its citation form, as in 
Yantai, Tianjin, Linfen, Xi'an, Hanzhong, and Lanzhou. However, in the regions of 
Beijing Mandarin and Southwest Mandarin where the citation form of T1 is a level tone, 
it was not possible to detect a clear downward trend when T1 is in the position of the 
last word of a disyllable. Therefore, coarticulation elements like "fall pitch" or "pitch 
declination" can not explain the downward tendency in Northeast Mandarin's final 
word of a disyllable because they do not significantly alter tone contour. 

 

 
Figure 4: The contour of T1 in the position of the last word of disyllable in Mandarin dialects. 
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From Figure 4, it can be seen that in the region of Northeast Mandarin, although 
in citation form T1 occasionally represents a mid level tone or a slightly falling tone, 
the falling tone features in the last word of the sandhi tone pattern cannot be ignored. 
The adjacent Beijing Mandarin region and the Southwest Mandarin region, where T1 
represents a level tone in the citation tone pattern, do not exhibit an obvious declination 
in the last word of the sandhi tone pattern as a result of "saving energy", proving that 
"saving energy" cannot account for this regional commonality, which is unique in the 
entire Mandarin region. Therefore, in early Northeast Mandarin, T1 in both citation 
tone pattern and the last word of disyllable is a falling tone, like the situation of Tianjin 
and Xi’an. However, in recent years, Northeast Mandarin is undergoing drastic changes. 
The speed and degree of change in T1 contour in citation and sandhi tone pattern are 
different. Therefore, the contour of T1 in some dialect points exhibits inconsistency 
between citation form and the last word of disyllable. Although the citation form and 
the first word of disyllable are influenced by Standard Mandarin and tend to become 
high or mid level tones, the common downward trend of the last word of disyllable can 
only be explained by "containing ancient ingredient " and reflecting the early form. 

2.3. Records of historical documents 
The falling tone form of T1 was kept in the early Beijing dialect. It is well known that 
the rulers of the Qing Dynasty brought many Northeast immigrants to Beijing. 
Therefore, the early Beijing dialect was deeply influenced by the Northeast dialect.  

Professor Chen Xiao (2018) pointed out that T1 in the Beijing dialect was recorded 
to have both high level tone and high falling tone forms before 1900. Most people were 
used to the high level tone, while there was also a considerable number of people who 
were used to the high falling tone. The high level tone is a variant of the high falling 
tone. It was reported that “But it becomes the upper even monotone, in combination 
with another word following”. Professor Endo (1986,2015)2 and Bruce (1930)3 also 
pointed out that there is a tendency for T1 to become T4 before the neutral tone 
according to Lao She's recording. Historical records showes that the tone sandhi of T1 
is comparable to that of central Liaoning dialects, maintaining the earliest occurrence 
of Northeast Mandarin. Manchus from Northeast China are responsible for bringing the 
falling tone T1 form to the early Beijing dialect. Most of the Manchus brought to 
Beijing with the emperor spoke Northeast Mandarin, particularly those from the 
Shenyang region. The Eight Banner Soldiers learned a more authoritative common 
language when entering Beijing, but they also kept their dialect characteristics. 
                                                        
2 Quoting from Chen Xiao(2018). 
3 Quoting from Chen Xiao(2018). 
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3. Source of the falling tone form of T1 in Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning 

Historically, it is well known that the Han population in Liaoning was mainly composed 
of immigrants, and the native people were a minority ethnic group. After Liao Dynasty, 
minority rulers plundered people through wars and brought them to Liaoning, the main 
sources were Shandong, Shanxi(山西 ), and Hebei province. Also, many people 
migrated from Shandong to Liaoning due to the convenient geographical location. As 
a result, before Qing Dynasty, the Chinese dialects in Liaoning were developed under 
the dual influence of Youyan dialect and Jiaodong dialect. 

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the falling tone form of T1 in the Liaoning 
dialect is consistent with the dialect on the Jiaodong Peninsula. Shanxi (山西) also has 
the situation that T1 pronounces as a falling tone. However, the current contour of T1 
in Beijing, Tianjin, Henan, Hebei, and Shandong province are not falling form. Most 
of these regions belong to Zhili Prefecture in Qing Dynasty and they are important 
sources of immigrants to Liaoning. If the falling tone form of T1 in Northeast Mandarin 
in Liaoning is completely shaped by immigrant dialects, it is hard to explain why the 
falling tone form won in the competition, because the number of immigrants from 
Shanxi (山西) is not dominant, while immigrants from Jiaodong Peninsula mainly 
settled in the eastern coastal areas of Liaoning. Therefore, there is another source of the 
falling tone form of T1, which shaped the underlying form of T1 before the arrival of 
a larger number of immigrants. 
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Figure 5: The contour of T1 in the surrounding regions of Liaoning. 

 
The main source is the error made by ethnic minorities when they learned the 

standard language. To consolidate their dominant position, the ethnic minorities in the 
Northeast region started to strengthen their connection with Han people in the very 
early time. They learned Han culture as well as Chinese; therefore, the underlying form 
of the Liaoning dialect was Mandarin learned by ethnic minorities. Historically, the 
Khitan, Mohe, Jurchen, and eventually the Manchu were the minority groups who 
resided in and dominated the Northeast region. The languages they spoke belonged to 
the Altaic language family, which were stressful and toneless languages. Therefore, the 
tone was the most difficult for them in Chinese learning. At that time, ethnic minorities 
tended to learn the standard language, particularly Northern Mandarin and later the 
Beijing dialect, which was comparable to Putonghua today. For a very long period, T1 
in Northern Mandarin maintained its level tone shape despite the tonal system being 
reconfigured by previous scholars.  
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As shown in Table 4, Zhongyuan Yinyun reflects the Northern Mandarin in the 
Yuan dynasty. Professor Wang Li (1957), Yang Naisi4, and Ji Fu (1986) reconfigured 
Yinping as a mid level tone. Considering different literatures and different dialects, 
Professor Zhang Yulai (2017) reconfigured the Mandarian in the Ming dynasty, which 
is likely used in both north and south of China, in this pattern, T1 is a level tone as well. 

 
Table 4: The tonal system of Northern Mandarin as reconfigured by former scholars. 

  T1 T2 T3 T4 
Zhongyuan 
Yinyun (Yuan 
Dynasty) 

Wang Li *Mid-level 
tone 

*Mid-rising 
tone 

*High-level 
tone 

*Low falling 
tone 

Yang Naisi *22 *55 *34 *51 
Ji Fu *33 *45 *315 *51 

Mandarin in 
Ming Dynasty 

Zhang Yulai *33 *24 *315 *51 

 
The practice of pronouncing T1 as a falling tone is an error made by ethnic 

minorities when they learned Northern Mandarin. This is because a falling tone is 
relatively simpler in pronunciation than a level tone. The native speakers of the Altaic 
language family were most likely to make errors between T2 and T3 when learning 
Putonghua. The error in the pronunciation of T1 does not affect 
communication(Ayinuer Y& Liu Xiuming 2016, Hegezhule 2022). Native speakers of 
a stressful language can distinguish between the two falling tones in tonal pattern, one 
is the low falling tone T1, and another is the high falling tone T4.  

Therefore, the falling tone of T1 was the underlying form in the early Liaoning 
dialect, which was caused by errors generated by learning and imitation. The 
underlying form was further reinforced by immigration factors, immigrants from 
Shanxi (山西) and the Jiaodong Peninsula also pronounced T1 as a falling tone. As a 
result, the falling tone form remained for a long time in the central Liaoning dialect, 
which can be observed in some survey points today. 

 

4. The process of “falling tone > level tone” change of T1 

Although the downward trend in the last word of disyllable is a regional commonality 
of Northeast Mandarin, T1 in citation form and the last word of sandhi form sometimes 
represent a slightly falling tone. The downward trend is unobvious, in some dialect 
points, T1 even represents a mid level tone in citation form, as shown in Figure 6. These 

                                                        
4 Quoting from Lin Duan (1992). 
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phenomena suggest that T1 in Northeast Mandarin is undergoing a contour change, 
which first appeared in citation form and the first word of sandhi form. 

 

 
Figure 6: The contour of T1 in citation form and last word of sandhi form. 

 
In citation form, the contour change experiences the “falling tone > slightly falling 

tone > level tone” process, for example, “31 > 43 > 44”, slightly falling tone is a 
transitional phase. In sandhi form, after being influenced by Standard Mandarin, T1 
represents as slightly falling tone or level tone in some environments, the falling tone 
form only retains in some tone combinations. 
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Table 5: Tone sandhi in disyllable in the Shenyang dialect. 
  Last word 
 
First word 

T1  
(43) 

T2  
(25) 

T3  
(212) 

T4  
(53) 

Netual tone 
(0) 

T1 
(43) 

33+32 
飞机 

“plane” 

33+13 
欢迎

“welcome” 

33+211 
真理 

“truth” 

33+53 
公路

“highway” 

44+0 
公公 

“father in law” 
T2 

(25) 
35+43 

平安“safety” 
25+14 

农民“farmer” 
35+211 

成语“idiom” 
24+53 

肥皂“soap” 
24+0 

娃娃“doll” 

T3 
(212) 

32+33 
火车“train” 

31+14 
火柴“match” 

35+211 
水果“fruit” 

21+53 
考试“exam” 

311+0 
祖宗“ancestors” 

35+0 
想想“to think” 

T4 
(53) 

53+31 
面包 

“bread” 

53+13 
杏仁

“almond” 

53+211 
电脑

“computer” 

42+42 
运动

“motion” 

53+0 
弟弟 

“younger brother” 

 
For example, the citation form of T1 in the Shenyang dialect has changed to a 

slightly falling tone 43, but in the Sandhi form, the falling tone form only persists after 
T1, T2, and T4, and the earliest form 31 only persists after T4. The retention of falling 
forms varied in different environments. According to Table 6, in disyllabic words, T1 
turns into a level tone when it appears in the first word position. When T1 appears in 
the last word position, the "falling tone > level tone" transition is more likely to happen 
after T3 and T4, than after T2. The falling tone form is most stable after T1. 

 
Table 6: The tone sandhi of T1 in different environments of disyllable.5 

 
First word 

Last word 
After T3 After T4 After T2 After T1 

Tieling + + + + + 
Beizhen + + + + - 
Jianchang +- + + + - 
Kaiyuan + - + - - 
Heishan +- + - - - 
Shenyang + + - - - 
Liaozhong + - - - - 
Tieling county + - - - - 
Zhangwu + - - - - 

 
Each survey point is at a different stage of falling tone to level tone shift when the 

citation form and sandhi form are combined. As shown in Figure 7, Tieling changes 
the fastest, with T1 becoming a level tone in each position of the disyllable, while 

                                                        
5 “+” means falling tone changes into level tone in sandhi form, “-” means Yinping’s contour 
doesn’t change . 
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Liaozhong, Tieling county, and Zhangwu change the slowest, with T1 becoming a level 
tone only in the first position of the word. The impact of Standard Mandarin, or 
Putonghua, is the primary cause of this transformation. In this process, there are two 
pulling forces, one is the influence of Beijing Mandarin in the west, whose 
pronunciation is similar to Putonghua, and the other is the radiation impact of the 
central city of Shenyang. Therefore, Jianchang and Beizhen located in the west near 
the Beijing Mandarin region change relatively faster. In the central city of Shenyang, 
the acceptance of Standard Mandarin is higher and influences nearby survey points. 
Zhangwu is relatively far from Shenyang, Liaozhong and Tieling county are suburban 
of Shenyang and Tieling. As a result, these three survey points change the slowest, 
complying with the peripheral distribution principle, and this explains why older forms 
often remain in peripheral regions. 

 

 
Figure 7: The tone sandhi of T1 in the central Liaoning. 

 

5. The characteristic of T2 in Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning 

From the overall tone pattern, the special contour of T1 is not the only characteristic of 
Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning, T2 also has subtle differences compared with 
Standard Mandarin. From Figure 8, it can be seen that in some central survey points, 
T2 is a low raising tone, while it is a high raising tone in Standard Mandarin. These 
survey points almost remain the falling form of T1. Therefore, it is assumed that this 
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region reserves the underlying characteristics of  Northeast Mandarin, in which T2 is 
likely in a low register. 

The characteristic of T2 in Northeast Mandarin in Liaoning is less obvious than 
that of T1. It is difficult to be noticed in terms of auditory perception and is only 
described through phonetic experiments. This article suggests that because the 
characteristic of T2 does not change the contour, and T2 is always the only raising tone 
in the whole tone pattern, the performance of the register would not affect the 
recognition of T2. 

 

 
Figure 8. The performance of T2 in Liaoning. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This study demonstrates that the most prominent characteristic of Northeast Mandarin 
in Liaoning is the special performance of T1, which is undergoing an evolution from 
the older falling tone form to level tone. The major cause of the falling form was an 
error that ethnic minorities made when studying Northern Mandarin, and later 
immigrant dialects increased the unique contour. Changes first occurred in certain 
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combinations of sandhi form. The main reason for changes is the influence of Standard 
Mandarin. The contact with the western Beijing Mandarin region also has an impact. 

Besides, T2 is underlyingly a low rising tone, thus the tonal system is highly biased 
towards the low register, which is different from Standard Mandarin. The tone pattern 
in the Liaozhong dialect is like the reconfigured underlying dialect in Liaoning. The 
left side of Figure 9 shows the tone pattern of Liaozhong, which retained the 
characteristics of underlying dialects in Liaoning, while the right side shows the tone 
pattern of the Beijing dialect. Although the contour of each tone is similar, the register 
pattern and pronunciation of T1 give the Liaoning dialect its distinctive sound. In 
Liaoning's underlying dialects, T1, T2, and T3 are in a low register, while only T4 is in 
a high register, and in the Beijing dialect, T1, T2, and T4 are in a high register, only T3 
is in a low register. 

 

 
Figure 9: The comparision between underlying dialect in Liaoning and Beijing dialect 
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Study on the disyllabic third-tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle 
Area Mandarin 

Xiao, Nengping  
(Nankai University, China) 

 
Abstract: This study investigates the disyllabic third-tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle 
Area Mandarin. It is a common phenomenon that T3 changes to another tone before T3 
in two-syllable words in Mandarin dialects. Shaanxi is the primary region where T3 
changes to T1 before T3. In this study, 10 geographical points of Middle Area Mandarin 
in Shaanxi are explored. Additionally, combining it with closely related types such as 
Middle Area Mandarin in other places, Jin and Hakka, three types of the disyllabic third-
tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle Area Mandarin are analyzed. We propose that these 
types reflect different historical strata. The tone change rule, which states that a T3 
changes to a T1 before T3, was established during the Tang Dynasty and spread 
throughout the surrounding regions. And now, this rule is disappearing.  
Keywords: Middle Area Mandarin, third-tone sandhi, the neutralization of tone sandhi 

 

1. Introduction 

In two-syllable words, it is common for T3 (Shǎngshēng 上声) to shift into a different 
tone before T3 in Mandarin. Also, different dialects use a variety of tonal changes, such 
as changing the initial character to T1 (Yīnpíng 阴平), T2 (Yángpíng 阳平), or T4 
(Qùshēng 去声), a new tone, or no tonal change at all. The Middle Mandarin region of 
Shaanxi is where the phenomenon of the preceding syllable's T3 becoming T1 most 
frequently occurs. 1  Previous studies (Qi & Shi, 1998; Hirayama, 1999; Qi, 
2008/2010:160–165; Wu, 2020; Endo, 2021) have mainly focused on the synchronic 
phonetics and the diachronic tonal value evolution to understand the causes of the 
disyllabic third-tone sandhi, while little attention has been paid to the geographic 

                                                        
XIAO, Nengping. 2023. Study on the disyllabic third-tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle Area Mandarin. 
In Trịnh Cẩm Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of 
the fifth International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 143–153. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374642 
 This work was funded by the National Social Science Foundation Project of China 
(20AYY020). The project is entitled “Research on the pattern of compound-character tones in 
Mandarin Chinese dialects”. I would also like to thank the participating experts, including 
Professor Mitsuaki ENDO, for the valuable advice they gave me at the conference. 
1 Shaanxi is a province in central China, and the main languages spoken within its borders are 
Middle Area Mandarin, Jin, and Southwest Mandarin. 
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distribution and their historical causes of the pre-syllable that changes to T1. In this 
study, the disyllabic third-tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle Area Mandarin is investigated 
in terms of its typology and historical strata using a dialect geographic method. 
 

2. Data sources 

Most of the content in this essay is sandhi from 10 dialectal locations in the Shaanxi 
Middle Area of Mandarin. A few of the Xi'an materials were obtained from fieldwork 
performed in April 2023. The informants were Ms. Zhang and Mr. Zhang, who are a 
pair of siblings. Ms. Zhang, is a 60-year-old retired employee with a junior high school 
diploma. Mr. Zhang, a 58-year-old worker with a high school diploma, is currently 
employed. Their grandparents are residents of Lianhu District, Xi'an, where they both 
were born and raised. Other data and information were mostly obtained from Chen & 
Li (1996) and other dialect survey works. Specific sources are listed in the Appendix.  

It should be noticed that there are a lot of weak stress cases in the Xi'an dialect. 
The latter syllable can either be pronounced in its original tone or with weak stress and 
when it is pronounced with weak stress, the rhyming vowel is easily centralized or even 
displaced. Although weak stress and neutral tone in the Xi'an dialect are difficult to 
identify phonetically, they can be identified by the following: neutral tone distinguishes 
semantics and syntax, while weak stress does not; neutral tone is obligatory, while weak 
stress is not. The neutral tone in the Xi'an dialect was also reported by Sun (2007) as 
being a component of tone sandhi. We think that neutral tone and weak stress should 
both be excluded from tone sandhi in the Xi'an dialect. Several earlier recordings of 
dialects in the Xi'an region that consider the neutral tone and weak stress as tone sandhi 
have been omitted from references (Zhang, 1990; Sun, 2017). 
 

3. The geographical distributions of disyllabic third-tone sandhi 

According to the tonal category, the disyllabic third-tone sandhi in Shaanxi can be 
divided into three types as follows: 

A. T3+T3→T1+T3 
C. T3+T3→T3+T3 
AC. T3+T3→T1/T3+T3 
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Figure 1: The geographical distributions of disyllabic third tone sandhi in Shaanxi Middle Area 

Mandarin.2 

 
The three types of Shaanxi Middle Area Mandarin's disyllabic third-tone sandhi 

are distributed geographically in Figure 1.3 The AC-type is the most prevalent form, 
followed by the A-type, and only a very small number of dialect points are of the C-
type. The main distribution centers for the A-type are in Xi'an, Baoji, and Shanyang. 
The districts and counties near Xi'an are distributed with the AC-type. Additionally, 
the C-type is exclusively found in Baihe. Can they assist distinguish between the old 

                                                        
2 Wu & Zhang (1996:1079-1081) found that in the Xi'an dialect, T3 becomes T1 before T3, 
however our most recent survey found that T3 before T3 no longer undergoes a tone change. 
Because T3 is a high descending tone, the coarticulation affects a few words and causes them 
to become high flat, which is tonally the same as T4. A comparable situation can be observed 
in the newly notated data of Shaanxi's Shanyang dialect (Zhao, 2022). This should be a recent 
change, and for historical comparison with other dialects, we will continue to classify the 
Xi'an and Shanyang dialects as A-type in this Figure. 
3 The map in this research was created utilizing The Linguistic of GIS, which was created by 
Nankai University and Tianjin Xinhui Network Technology Service Center, and the basis map 
was taken from Gaode Map (2023AutoNavi-GS (2021)6375). 
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and new forms based on their geographic distribution? In the following sections, we 
attempt to explain the causes and historical strata of each of these types separately. 

3.1. The AC-type 
The AC-type is a combination of A and C types. It results from the coexistence of old 
and modern strata, with the A-type denoting the former and C-type denoting the latter. 
Geographically, the A and AC types in Xi'an have a concentric distribution; the A type 
is in the center, while the AC-type is on the outskirts. The AC-type has a much greater 
range when we look at the entire Middle Area Mandarin, with Xining in Qinghai and 
Qingshui and Tianshui in Gansu all being AC-type.4 The circumference of such a 
concentric distribution around Xi'an is substantially larger. The tone sandhi of the entire 
Middle Area Mandarin disappearing. It can be explained as follows: first, only a small 
number of tonal combinations experience tone sandhi, whereas the majority do not. 
Second, only certain words that share the same tonal combinations are subject to tone 
sandhi, while other words do not (Zhang, 1990). As a result, the disyllabic third-tone 
sandhi is not an exception. However, because of the gradual diffusion of the C-type in 
the lexicon, some dialectal points continued to use the AC-type. The AC-type is an 
innovative form of the A-type and the C-type represents the end point of its evolution. 
It is a process in the disappearance of tone sandhi. 

3.2. The A-type 
The disparity in the rates of evolution of citation tone and sandhi tone served as the 
original intrinsic motivation for the A-type, and the inverse dissimilation was induced 
by the bass component in T3 (Hirayama, 1999). However, when did it start to spread? 
What was the transmission path? Its distribution may provide some hints. 

The present A-type and AC-type distribution ranges should be included in the 
early A-type range of distribution as the A-type was the predecessor to the AC-type. If 
the Middle Area Mandarin in Shanxi is taken into account5, it is mainly concentrated 
in the South Xinjiang region, the Qinlong region, the Weihe Plain of Shaanxi, and the 
Sushui River Basin of Shanxi. It is important to note that the A-type is also present in 
the Jin, Hakka, and Jilu Mandarin in addition to the aforementioned regions: 

1) The Jin dialect 

                                                        
4 For tone sandhi in Qingshui, Gansu, see Cao (2021), and for tone sandhi in Tianshui, see 
Zhang & Deng (2008). 
5 The Middle Area Mandarin within Shanxi is mainly centered in Southern part of Shanxi, 
where it borders Shaanxi, and the cities in this region, Yuncheng, Hejin, Wanrong, Yongji, 
Pinglu, and Linyi, all have the A-type, which means that the T3 becomes T1 before T3 in all 
cities mentioned above. 
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Li (2014) analyzed and compiled tone sandhi material for 37 Jin dialect points. 
Table 1 displays the Jin dialects' third-tone sandhi. In addition to the several forms of 
Mandarin spoken in the Shaanxi Middle area, there are five types of Jin, including B, 
AB, BC, E, and D type. The B-type signifies T3 turning into T2 before T3. The AB-
type indicates that T1 and T3 change to T2 before T3. The BC-type refers to the 
situation in which T3 changes to T2 before T3 in some cases, but not in others. The E-
type indicates that T1 (Yīnpíng 阴平) and T2 (Yángpíng 阳平) merged in citation tone 
and sandhi tone, resulting in the preceding syllable becoming Píngshēng (平声 ). 
Additionally, the D-type indicates that the second syllable has been altered. 

 
Table 1: Types of disyllabic third-tone sandhi in the Shanxi Jin dialect. 

Types  Point Count Proportion 
A-type T3+T3→T1+T3 Yu County, Zhongyang, Fangshan, 

Daning, Xinzhou, Dingxiang, Wutai, Dai 
County, Shuozhou, Pinglu, Hunyuan 

11 29.73% 

B-type T3+T3→T2+T3 Ying County 1 2.7% 
C-type T3+T3→T3+T3 Xiaoyi, Jingle, Fenxi, Wuxiang, 

Xiangyuan, Qinxian, Yangcheng, 
Gaoping 

8 21.62% 

AB-type T1/T3+T3→T2+T3 Yonghe, Datong, Tianzhen, Huairen, 
Youyu 

5 13.51% 

AC-type T3+T3→T1/T3+T3 Xing County 1 2.7% 
BC-type T3+T3→T2/T3+T3 Wenshui 1 2.7% 
E-type T3+T3→Píngshēng 

+T3 
Taiyuan Northern Suburbs, Shouyang, 
Yushe, Pingyao 

4 10.81% 

D-type  Jiexiu, Linxian, Lingchuan, Jincheng, 
Tunliu, Changzhi 

6 16.22% 

Total   37 100% 

 
Table 1 shows that except for the six points of the D-type, 17 of the remaining 31 

points (A, AC, and AB types) exhibit signs of the rule that T3 changes to T1 before T3. 
The A and AC types, do not need to be mentioned. The AB-type, which is mostly found 
in northern Shanxi, is thought to be the consequence of the merging of T1 and T3 before 
T3, followed by the merging with T2. Jin's internal evolutionary rule is the merging of 
T1 and T3, and the merging with T2 is influenced by Beijing Mandarin's rule. T3 
changes to T2 before T3 in Beijing Mandarin. Briefly, there are many dialect points in 
the Jin dialect area where the former syllable has changed to T1. 

2) Hakka 
There are six citation tones in the Jiangxi Yudu Hakka, including Yīnpíng(阴平), 

Yángpíng (阳平), Shǎngshēng (上声), Yīnqù (阴去), Yángqù (阳去), and Rùshēng(入
声 ), and Shǎngshēng (T3) becomes Yīnpíng (T1) before Shǎngshēng (T3) (Xie, 
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1992/1998: 5). Some Quánzhuóshǎng (全浊上) in Meixian Hakka changed to Yīnpíng 
when read in conjunction with the Shǎngshēng (Huang, 1988). The value of the citation 
tone of Yīnpíng (T1) in Jiangxi Dingnan Hakka is 35, and the former syllable changes 
to low Yīnpíng 13 when the latter syllable is Shǎngshēng (Xu, 2019). Furthermore, 
according to Huang (1988), one significant feature of Hakka that sets it apart from other 
dialects is that several characters, which were originally Voiced Shǎng( 浊上 ) 
characters, are now read as Yīnpíng characters. The alternation of T3 and T1 in citation 
tones also tends to suggest that the early rule T3+T3→T1+T3 may have been more 
common in Hakka. 

3) Jilu Mandarin 
Hirayama (1999/2005) reported that Pinggu and Xiongxian's disyllabic third tone 

is A-type. Additionally, T1(45) and T3(214) merge before T3(214) in Baoding and 
T1(33) and T3(213) form T2(35) before T3(213) in Dingxing (Chen & Xu, 1997)6. The 
A-type is distributed sporadically in the Jilu Mandarin region. The Jingnan Incident7 
caused a significant influx of immigrants into the Hebei province, however Baoding, 
in that province, was not the main destination for those immigrants (Cao, 1997). As a 
result, the Baoding dialect is still preserving today and is T3+T3→T1+T3, whereas 
most of the nearby areas are T3+T3→T2+T3. 

 
The A-type geographic distribution evidenced that the T3+T3→T1+T3 is a 

remnant of an ancient form. As early as the Tang Dynasty, the A-type was completed 
and dispersed. This is a result of four factors as follows: 

First, the Hú rén (胡人) dialect of Chinese gained prestige in the north during the 
Western Jin Dynasty following the upheaval of the Five Barbarians(五胡乱华 ). 
Emperor Xiaowen of the Northern Wei Dynasty (467-499) transferred the capital from 
Pingcheng (present-day Datong, Shanxi) to Luoyang and implemented the orthography. 
Then, when the Northern Wei Dynasty came to an end, or divided, one of the branches 
transferred west to Chang'an (present-day Xi’an, Shaanxi). Later, the Sui Dynasty 
united the north and south of China, and Chang'an gained political clout (Yang & 
Huang, 2023). The existence of constant sandhi tones in Shanxi and Guanzhong is 
closely tied to the Northern Wei dynasty's language policy. 

Second, the Tang dynasty established Chang'an as the center of politics, economy, 
and culture, and the new literary readings based on the Lingua franca of the northern 

                                                        
6 Numbers in parentheses are tonal values. 
7 The Jingnan Incident(靖难之变) was a war waged by Zhu Di朱棣(1360-1424) against 
Emperor Jianwen建文帝(1377-？) to seize power from 1399-1402. 
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Guanzhong region, with the Chang'an accent as the standard, eventually replaced 
Qiēyùn《切韵》 as the Tang dynasty's standard literary readings in the Táng Xuánzōng
唐玄宗 dynasty (Yang, 2023). 

Third, both Quanzhuoshang (全浊上) and Cizhuoshang (次浊上) are pronounced 
Yīnpíng (阴平) in Hakka. This is because the rule that the Shangshang (上声) becomes 
Yīnpíng (阴平) before the Shǎngshēng occurred before the tone rule Change from 
Voiced Shang (上) to Voiced Qu (去), which originated at the end of the seventh 
century and was frequently used during the Song dynasty (Liu, 1997; Ding, 2005; Xia, 
2019). 

Fourth, evidence of population migration exists. According to Yudu County's 
extant genealogical records and the county census of geographical names, most of the 
ancestors of the various surnames in Yudu County traveled from the north during the 
Tang Dynasty, although most of them eventually settled in Yudu after a few twists and 
turns (Xie, 1998: 3-4). 

Therefore, Shanxi is the place where the A-type was first bred. The Northern Wei's 
language policy spread the A-type in the northern Jin dialect to another northern 
Mandarin. However, when the Xi'an dialect became the primary dialect of the official 
lingua franca, the A-type became centralized in Xi'an and extended to the Guanzhong, 
Qinlong, and Shanxi regions as well as the peripheral Mandarin areas. One way that 
the A-type directly influenced the dialects of the various regions was through the 
migration from Guanzhong, and another way was through the lingua franca. Naturally, 
as the Heluo region grew, this influence slowly shifted to the west of the Hangu Pass. 
The Central Plains accent was retained by the Hakka ancestors who were impacted by 
the A-type as they moved south. As a result, several of the current Hakka dialects still 
have typical characteristics of the A-type. Because of Shanxi's mountains and cross-
shaped geography, the traditional Mandarin dialect has survived. 

3.3. The C-type 
Baihe's C-type has anything to do with language contact. Baihe is in southern Shaanxi, 
and its dialect has been influenced by both Middle Area Mandarin and Southwest 
Mandarin over time (Ke, 2004). It is most likely the result of simplification following 
contact between the two dialects that the disyllabic third-tone sandhi does not change. 
Meanwhile, data shows that what was once an A-type eventually changed to a C-type. 
In Xi'an, for example, Wu & Zhang (1996) and Wang (1996) specifically described the 
Xi'an dialect, in which the former T3 becomes T1 before T3, but Ren (2012) and the 
present fieldwork have found that T3 does not change. This single-point chronological 
record demonstrates that the tone sandhi of Middle Area Mandarin is rapidly 
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disappearing. Sandhi's absence has become frequent in all dialect points of Middle Area 
Mandarin. 
 

4. Conclusion 

The findings of this study suggest that the A-type of Shaanxi Middle Area Mandarin 
originated in the early dialects of northern Shanxi. The Northern Wei Dynasty's 
language policy profoundly influenced the Guanzhong region, which later spread 
throughout the nation because of literary readings centered in Chang'an. Xi'an is a key 
center of influence for the Mandarin of the Middle Area. Dialect interaction gives rise 
to the marginal C-type, but co-innovation gives rise to the C-type that has emerged in 
the last 30 years. The AC-type is a transitional stage in which the A-type inherent sound 
becomes C-type. 
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Abstract: The development of language in Malayonesia started with river waterways. 
This waterway has become the main source of communication for a community in 
carrying out social, economic, political and other activities. The dynamic interaction 
between the river's upstream and downstream regions has given an impact towards the 
phonetic alterations in the studied area. This paper evaluates how the liquid segment 
has changed in the coda position in Perak's upstream and downstream regions. This 
paper will use the Generative Phonology Theory to discuss the distribution of dialects 
in the research region using Geospatial Information System (GIS) technology. In total, 
1585 informants from 103 villages were selected to participate in this research. The 
findings revealed that the liquid segment of Perak's downstream and upstream dialects 
had undergone alterations due to consonant deletion, segment mergers, and changes to 
features in the coda position. This article also successfully developed two distribution 
isoglosses in the state of Perak by classifying the separation of dialect in the downstream 
and upstream dialects of Perak.  
Key words: Downstream and Upstream dialect, Perak River, Lateral, Geolinguistics, 
Isogloss map, Dialect 

 

1. Introduction 

A dialect is a variety of a dynamic language that frequently changes in response to time 
and circumstances. According to Syahreni Siregar (2017), language variety can be 
referred to as various forms of language triggered by social factors that may change 
from region to another region, from one community to another community, from an 
individual to another individual, and from a situation to another situation. Language 
variation can be seen through the spread of dialect and the absorption of new dialects 
in certain area. In addition, language variation can be seen through the level of retention 
and change of the dialect itself among native speakers. According to Kazuko 
Matsumoto (2019), language variation has been structured by speakers' social 
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characteristics in their complex real communities, by the characteristics of their 
addressees and by the structural characteristics of the language. 

Rokhman (2000) has outlined four factors that can influence language variation 
which are (1) Social factor, (2) Cultural factor, and (3) Situational factor while Paul 
Kerswill (2012) believed 2 social factors that can affect language variation are (1) 
Social class factor and (2) Ethnicity factor. Next, Dwi Atmawati (2018) suggests 2 
factors of language variation which include (1) Structural factor which is associated to 
linguistic aspect and (2) Social factor which refers to the relationship of the role 
between speaker and listener, education, age, sex, place, purpose of speaking and social 
status. The classification regarding the language variation factor is important in 
unraveling the cause of language variation in a particular place. However, the 
information related to topographical information was not emphasized by previous 
researchers in discussing this factor of language variation. However, in the study of 
geolinguistics, the discussion regarding geographical information is very important in 
describing the level of dialect diversity based on topographical information, land 
contours, landforms and many other factors. Therefore, researchers have suggested the 
factors of language variation through two branches: (1) geographic factors and (2) 
social interaction factors.  

Geographical factors can be referred as changes from the point of view of the 
residential area, which involves the shape of the terrain of an area. This topographical 
information can be a starting point for the classification of dialect distribution. This is 
referring to the existence of rolling hills, river waterways, height of land contours and 
others. This view is supported by a study by Marlyna Maros (2010) in which she stated 
that dialects in the upstream area of the Pahang river are uttered faster when compared 
to the downstream area due to the wideness and rapidity of the waterways in the Pahang 
river; Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin et. al. (2017) proved that the spread of the Pattani 
Malay dialect and Langkawi Malay dialect can be divided through the row of Gunung 
Raya and Gunung Mat Chincang in Langkawi; and Matthias Urban (2020) who argued 
that highlands and lowlands will exhibit different phonological forms. Through several 
proofs, this can then be used as a basis for the argument that the language variation 
factor can be based on geographical factors. 

Unlike the geographical factor which refers to the acquisition of a dialect that 
develops naturally, this social interaction factor is the result of exposure during social 
activities. This process can occur in a forced or consensual scenario that can affect the 
level of dialect distribution in an area. This social interaction factor can be seen through 
several external domains such as employment domain, migration domain, education 
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domain, war domain, inter-marriage domain, commerce domain, colonization domain, 
individual domain (gender, age and identity) and others. Those domains will be a factor 
in the spread of dialects from one area to another characterized by social interaction 
with certain communities. According to Shalizaini Uyob & Che Ibrahim Salleh (2017) 
stated that, human nature can be embodied through the language of speech that is the 
nature of sharing which becomes unity in social life. For example, Malaysia is the 
outcome of a collaboration that has made the Malay language the primary means of 
communication, further reflecting the identity and unity of a multicultural country. 

A range of dialect variations will be employed in the family language, which will 
then be inherited by the next generation of the family as a native language that is widely 
used in a community. In discussing geolinguistic studies, understanding change factors 
of language is important in unraveling the cause of this language variation revolution. 
This dialect is spreading rapidly and has the capacity to traverse national borders. So, 
the discussion involving the geographical elements of the area is not based on political 
demarcation but what is important is to ensure that the discussion of this study is able 
to observe every angle of the study, especially involving native dialects in the upstream 
and downstream areas of Malay-songai. According to Ahmad Dahlan (2015); Hamidy 
UU. (2011) waterways in Malaysia (connected between the upstream and downstream 
areas of the river) are not only capable of being used as a source of commerce routes 
or fishing activities but also refer to the Malay people's way of life. The connection 
between the life of the Malay community is very close to the river waterways in the 
upstream and downstream areas and will be thoroughly discussed through this study. 
Therefore, this study will discuss the spread of upstream and downstream dialects along 
the Perak River through a lateral study of the coda position of the final syllable. 

 

2. Upper and Downstream of the Perak River 

Perak is the second largest state in Peninsular Malaysia that is popularized by the 
diversity of ethnics, culture , and linguistics. Based on the record by the Department of 
Statistic of Malaysia, there was a 2.5 million population in Perak in 2020. Based on the 
numbers, it has proven that Perak has a high population and is indirectly able to 
demonstrate the spread of various dialects. According to Asmah Haji Omar (2008), 
there were 7 dialects that are being used in Perak right now. Three of them were the 
origin dialects that were separated in Perak such as (1) Parit dialect, (2) Gopeng dialect 
and (3) Kuala Kangsar dialect. The other four dialects are dialects that had been 
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influenced by other regions such as (4) Pattani dialect from South Thailand, (5) Rawa 
dialect from Indonesia, (6) Kedah dialect and (7) Selangor dialect. These seven dialects 
have been widely used in the state of Perak including in the upstream and downstream 
areas of the Perak River. This indirectly showcases the diversity of dialects in Perak. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 : Location of Perak State 
Source : Norzawati Yoep et. al. (2015) Spatio-Temporal Distribution of Malaria in Perak, Malaysia 

 
The state of Perak is one of the states that has a wider range of interaction than 

other states in Malaysia due to the bordering of the northeastern part with Yala and 
Narathiwat, Thailand while the western part is bordered with the Strait of Malacca 
which is famous for its trading activities in the early 15th century. This indirectly 
demonstrates the friendly community interaction, especially along the Sg Perak estuary. 
According to Mokhtar Saidin and Jeffrey Abdullah (2007) the Perak River has been the 
main choice of migration area for the early prehistoric societies of Malaysia (along the 
downstream and upstream of the Perak River) which has been inhabited since 100,000-
200,000 years ago until now. The relationship between the upstream and downstream 
areas has been built for a long time in the river waterways of Malayonesia. According 
to Mohd Tarmizi Haran (2018a), this dynamic relationship between the upstream and 
downstream areas has shaped the civilization politically, economically, and socially in 
Malayonesia through the flow of raw materials (for example forest products, 
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agricultural products and mining products) from the upstream and downstream of the 
river. 

Through the development of early civilizations, especially around the upstream 
and downstream areas of Perak River, the process of communication between local 
residents has been created. Mohd Tarmizi Hasran (2018b) believed that the diversity 
and special characteristics of these two areas (upstream and downstream) can be 
distinguished through the study of dialectal phonemes. The diversity of upstream and 
downstream dialects of this river is able to exhibit different linguistic forms in 
describing the geolinguistic analysis in the studied area. So this study will focus on the 
discussion involving the use of liquids /l/ and /r/ coda position segments along the 
downstream and upstream areas of Sungai Perak. 

 

3. Research Methodology 

Sungai Perak is a river that flows through several traditional villages, houses of 
worships, historic buildings and locations, sultans' residence palaces, and royal tombs 
that have stored a variety of nostalgia and historical stories of heroism, loyalty, defiance, 
institutional glory reign, as well as economic growth (Faizah Mohd Fakhruddin 2022). 
The Perak River is the second longest river in Peninsular Malaysia which is about 400 
kilometers long from the northern part of upstream Perak to the south which is the 
Bangan Datoh district (the Perak River estuary area). In addition, the discussion 
regarding the methodology of this study is divided into two parts which are, (1) Data 
collection process and (2) Data analysis process. 

 
Figure 2: 103 Villages in the study area 
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This data collection process is done through fieldwork method that covers 103 
villages along the Perak River starting from the upstream to the downstream of the river. 
A total of 1,585 informants were selected as informants representing three (3) age 
groups; teenagers, adults and the elderly. On average, 15 informants will be selected 
from each village in the study area. This fieldwork will apply two (2) data collection 
techniques, namely a questionnaire and a semi-structured interview in discussing the 
distribution of dialects in the study area. A total of four (4) lexical items have been 
selected to describe the consonant liquids /l/ and /r/ in the coda position of the syllable, 
'cɑkɑr', 'sand', 'bɑntɑl' and 'kәcil'. The following is a representation of the study data: 

 
Table 1: Display of study data 

Standard Malay 
Language 

Downstream Perak 
Dialect 

Upstream Perak 
Dialect 

/ʧɑ.kɑr/ 
claw 

[ ʧɑ.kɑ ] [ ʧɑ.kɔ ] 

/pɑ.sir/ 
sand 

[ pɑ.sε ] [ pɑ.se ] 

/bɑn.tɑl/ 
pillow 

[ bɑ.tɑ ] [ bɑn.tɑ ] 

/kә.ʧil/ 
small 

[ kә.ʧiɁ ] [ kә.ʧi ] 

 
From the data in Table 1, this data will be discussed in detail through the second 

methodological process which is the Data Analysis Process. The data analysis process 
is divided into two analyses, namely (1) Linguistics Analysis and (2) Non-Linguistics 
Analysis. The Linguistics Analysis will focus on the discussion involving changes in 
phonological data by using the Generative Phonology Theory which has been 
developed by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle (1968) through the publication of his 
book "The Sound Pattern of English (SPE)". According to Chapman and Raoulege 
(2009) in Fareed Hameed Al-Hindawi (2018) stated that "Generative Phonology 
Theory is an approach of generative linguistics whose aim is to establish a set of rules, 
principles or constraints efficient to produce the surface phonetic forms of a language 
and to model the internalized linguistic knowledge of native speakers". Through these 
successfully obtained rules, principles or constraints, it is possible to classify the types 
of dialects and subdialects spread along the Perak River. 

This Linguistics Analysis will be supported with findings from the Non-
Linguistics Analysis, which is to discuss the factors that cause changes in phonological 
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data. The discussion regarding the phonological change factor will be discussed in 
depth through the two branches that were mentioned at the beginning of the study; the 
geographical factor and the social interaction factor. The discussion of the study can be 
focused on socioeconomic, historical, topographical and other factors in unraveling the 
causes of the change in the distribution of dialects along the upstream and downstream 
areas of the Perak River. This discussion of non-linguistics analysis will also be aided 
by the display of isogloss maps generated using Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) technology. The display of this isogloss is indirectly able to classify areas by 
dialect based on the acquisition of study data from Table 1 above. 

 

4. Research Analysis 

Research studies involving the presence of /l/ and /r/ segments in the coda position are 
very varied in the Malay dialect. This has been supported by Zaharani Ahmad (2006) 
who stated that the liquid consonants /l/ and /r/ at the end of words in the Malay dialect 
have shown a phonological change including dialect speakers in Perak. Therefore, the 
discussion of this dialect will be explored in more depth, especially in dividing the 
distribution area of phonological characteristics of dialects in the upstream and 
downstream areas of the Perak River. 

4. 1. Upper Perak Dialect 
According to Nur Habibah C.H. and Rahim Aman (2020), The liquid consonants /r/ 
and /l/ can appear in the onset position of the first and second syllables in the Upstream 
Perak dialect, but not in the coda position. Therefore, the liquids segment in the 
Upstream Perak dialect will undergo the deletion rules in the coda position [consonant 
/r/ or /l/  ø / __#]. This phenomenon regarding deletion rules in the Upstream Perak 
dialect has a close correlation with the Patani dialect. According to Pareeda Hayeeteh 
(2015) all consonant are not allowed to appear in the coda position of the final syllable 
including the liquids segment except /?/, /h/, /ŋ/ (see Table 2-5) in the Patani dialect. 
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Apart from the deletion rules, nasal consonants are also not allowed to appear in 

the coda position of the first syllable. According to Asmah Haji Omar (2015), all of the 
nasal consonants /m/, /n/, /ŋ/ and /ɲ/ in the Upstream Perak dialect can only be in the 
range of positions before and between vowels. This has caused the occurrence of 
second deletion rules on nasal consonants (see Table 3). The same thing was also found 
by Pareeda Hayeetah (2015) which is that the Patani Malay dialect will not allow the 
presence of a nasal consonant when it is followed by a voiceless plosive consonant /t/ 
which is homogenous with it. 

 
 
     

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

    
 

The deletion rules in the liquid segments /r/ and /l/ also occurs in Tables 4 and 5. 
The lexical /pasir/ will undergo additional rules, namely the vowel lowering /i/ changes 
to /ε/ at the end of the syllable. The same thing was also found by Nur Habibah C.H. & 
Rahim Aman (2020) who stated that the vowel /i/ in the final syllable of the Upstream 

Table 2: Representation of Hulu Perak 
Dialect - lexical /cakar/ claw 

Table 3: Representation of Hulu Perak 
Dialect - lexical /bantal/ pillow 

Input :    /ʧakar/ 
 
Deletion Rules : 
[liquid /r/  ø / __#] /ʧaka/ 
 
Output :    [ʧaka] 

Input :    /bantal/ 
 
Deletion Rules : 
[liquid /l/  ø / __#] /banta/ 
 
Deletion Rules : 
[nasal /n/  ø / V__C] /bata/ 
 
Output :    [bata] 

Table 4: Representation of Hulu Perak 
Dialect - lexical /pasir/ sand 

Table 5: Representation of Hulu Perak 
Dialect - lexical /kecil/ small 

Input :    /pasir/ 
 
Deletion Rules : 
[liquid /r/  ø / __#] /pasi/ 
 
Vowel Lowering 
[ vowel /i/  /ε/ __# ] /pasε/ 
 
Output :    [pasε] 

Input :    /kәʧil/ 
 
Change Rules 
[liquid /l/  Ɂ / __#] /kәʧiɁ/ 
 
Output :    [kәʧiɁ] 
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Perak dialect will be realized into four allophones, namely, /i/, /iʸ/, /e/ and /ε/. 
Meanwhile, a different thing is exhibited by the lexical /kecil/ (see Table 5), which is 
the occurrence a Change Rules involving the segment /l/ which changes to glottal / Ɂ / 
in the coda position of the final syllable [liquid /l/  Ɂ / __#]. This is because, there is 
no consonant that can occupy the final position of the word in the Upstream Perak 
dialect except the two consonants /Ɂ/ and /h/ (Asmah Haji Omar 2015).  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 : Isoglos map of Upstream Perak dialect 

 
Figure 3 shows that the distribution of Upstream Perak dialects. The prominent 

color pattern on the map above serves as a reference for the distribution of Upstream 
Perak dialects. The  colour represents the high level of dialect spread in 
Upstream Perak, and it fades until the  colour represents the lack of dialect 
spread in the area. Based on the map above, it shows that the spread of the Upstream 
Perak dialect originates from the Upper Perak River area and then spreads to the middle 
of the river. The spread of dialects is fading from the Kuala Kangsar district to the 
estuary of the Perak River. Through the Linguistics Analysis that has been carried out 
before, it has been shown the form of diffusion of the phonological characteristics of 
the Patani dialect in the area along Upstream Perak dialect. The spread of the Patani 
dialect is closely related to geographical factors, which the location of Upstream Perak 
next to the Southern region of Thailand. According to Yuzlin Yaccob et. al. (2018) the 
connection between the Upstream Perak dialect and the Patani dialect has been built 
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for a long time, especially in the Selama and Kerian districts. The connection between 
these two areas has led to the sharing of phonological features in the Upper Perak River 
area. 

Apart from sharing the same distribution of phonological features, there is some 
evidence from a historical point of view that there is an entry of the Patani community 
into the Upstream Perak region. Raja Muktaruddin (1987) stated that most of the Perak 
natives who live in the Upstream Perak district are originally from the Patani district 
which is now under the rule of Thailand. The Pattani community in Southern Thailand 
has migrated to Perak because of the conflict between the Perak Old Kingdom and the 
Reman Old Kingdom in Thailand (Abdul Halim Nasir 1977). This has shown that there 
is a very close relationship involving the people in both areas. Through the perspective 
of geographical factors, the Upstream Perak district and the neighboring country of 
Thailand are only separated by several mountains and lakes but is connected to the 
Perak River (Abdul Halim Nasir 1997) and thus makes the interaction process between 
the two residents in the area easily connected. 

4. 2. Downstream Perak Dialect 
Similar to the data in the Upper Perak dialect, the Downstream Perak dialect drops the 
liquid segment in the coda position. Although the Hilir Perak dialect is located faraway 
from the Hulu Perak district and has a different topography, both dialects have showed 
similar phonological characteristics through their application of deletion rules [liquid 
/r/ or /l/  ø /__#]. According to Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin et. al. (2016) the river 
waterways in the Kerian River (Upper Perak area) and other tributaries such as the 
Manik River which has flowed up to the Downstream Perak district has succeeded in 
becoming a communication route for the previous community and subsequently 
became an agent of the spread of dialects in Downstream Perak district. However, not 
all dialect features from the Upstream Perak dialect have successfully spread in the 
Downstream Perak area, and it only involves the sharing of certain phonological 
features. 
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Table 6 shows the changes involving Deletion Rules in which consonant /r/ is 

dropped at the coda position and then undergoes vowel lowering rules, /a/ changes to 
vowel /ɔ/. This variant [ʧakɔ] is widespread especially in the Downstream Perak region. 
The same thing was also stated by Siti Noraini Hamzah and Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin 
(2017), the distribution of the phonological form of the final syllable position /-ar/ will 
be replaced by /-ɔ/ such as the lexical /besar/ becomes [bәsɔ] along the Downstream 
Perak River villages. The same thing also happens in Table 6 which has shown the 
phonological change from /ʧakar/ to [ʧakɔ] in the Downstream Perak dialect. 

While for the lexical /bantal/ in Table 7, it only involves one rule change, which 
is the deletion of the segment /l/ in the coda position of the final syllable which becomes 
[banta]. According to Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin (2015), this consonant [banta] is a new 
variant that has been created as a result of the clash between the Patani dialect (located 
in the Upper Perak River region) and the dialect located in the Downstream Perak River 
through the Perak River communication line. This variation has expanded widely and 
is spoken as far downstream as the Perak River, particularly in the Lenggong district 
and north of Kuala Kangsar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6: Representation of Downstream 
Perak Dialect - lexical /cakar/ claw 

Table 7: Representation of Downstream 
Perak Dialect - lexical /bantal/ pillow 

Input :    /ʧakar/ 
 
Deletion Rules 
[liquid /r/  ø / __#] /ʧaka/ 
 
Vowel Lowering    
[ vowel /a/  ɔ / __#] /ʧakɔ/ 
 
Output :    [ʧakɔ] 

Input :    /bantal/ 

 
Deletion Rules 
[liquid /l/  ø / __#] /banta/ 
 
Output :    [banta] 
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Tables 8 and 9 show the phonological representation involving the segment liquids 

followed by the vowel /i/. The lexical /pasir/ and /kecil/ have changed to [pase] and 
[keci] in the Downstream Perak River dialect. This has some correlation with the 
Selangor dialect which is close to the Downstream Perak area. According to Asmah 
Haji Omar (2015), consonants /l/ and /r/ are only found before and between vowels in 
the Selangor dialect. Asmah added, the sequence of final syllables /-ir/ in the Selangor 
dialect will change to /-e/. Vowel /i/ will undergo vowel lowering rules which cause it 
to change to vowel /e/ after being followed by consonant liquids /r/ in the final syllable. 
The influence of the spread of the Selangor dialect in the Downstream Perak region is 
widely used starting from the middle of the Perak River to the estuary of the Perak 
River. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8: Representation of Downstream 
Perak Dialect - lexical /pasir/ sand 

Table 9: Representation of 
Downstream Perak Dialect - lexical 

Input :    /pasir/ 
 
Deletion Rules 
[liquid /r/  ø / __#] /pasi/ 
 
Vowel Lowering  
[ vowel /i/  e / __#] /pase/ 
 
Output :    [pase] 

Input :    /kәʧil/ 
 
Deletion Rules 
[liquid /l/  ø / __#] /kәʧi/ 
 
Output :    [kәʧi] 
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Figure 3 : Isoglos map of Downstream Perak dialect 

 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of Downstream Perak dialects in the state of Perak. 

The prominent color pattern on the above map serves as a reference for this dialect 
distribution display. The  colour represents the high level of dialect spread in 
Upstream Perak, and it fades until the  colour represents the lack of dialect 
spread in the area. The linguistics analysis has succeeded in proving that the existence 
of the Selangor dialect has successfully spread to the Downstream Perak region. The 
Selangor dialect has spread due to social interaction, which includes usage in the 
administrative and cultural centers as well as indirect use as a source of Malaysia's 
national language. According to Siti Noraini Hamzah and Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin 
(2017), Selangor dialect has spread in the Downstream Perak area. Furthermore, the 
Selangor dialect was discovered to have spread significantly due to geographical causes, 
as the bordering territory between the states of Perak and Selangor is not obstructed by 
mountains or hills. This has indirectly facilitated the clash of community interaction 
between the two states. The influence that Selangor has as Malaysia's administrative 
and technological hub has also contributed to the occurrence of movement activities 
between the communities of Selangor and Perak. According to Hatice Tören (2014), 
the influence of standard dialects is dependent on the level of migration that occurs 
from village to city. 
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Figure 4 : Inter-migration map of Perak and Selangor 
(Mohd Fadzil Abdul Rashid et al. 2012) 

 
According to Mohd Fadzil Abdul Rashid et al. (2012) the migration interaction 

between Selangor and the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur with the districts in Perak 
has occurred consistently from 1980 to 2000. The districts of Batang Padang, Central 
Perak and Downstream Perak have received inflows of migration from Selangor 
continuously from 1980 (see Figure 4). The black arrow indicates one-way migration 
while the thick arrow refers to a migration value exceeding >2.0 while the orange arrow 
refers to two-way migration between the two states. The main factor in the occurrence 
of migration activities between these two states is due to social, economic and physical 
factors to meet the needs of human life. Therefore, it is not surprising that some 
phonological features in the Selangor dialect have been successfully found in the 
Downstream Perak region. Apart from the social interaction factor based on migration, 
the modernization factor also played a role in the spread of this dialect to Downstream 
Perak. Siti Noraini Hamzah (2021) stated that most of the speakers in the younger 
generation in Perak are more inclined to choose the standard pronunciation variant of 
the Malay language or known as the Selangor dialect as their conversational language. 
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Figure 4 : The elevation map in Perak (Muhammad Talha Zeshan et al. (2021) 

 
According to Muhammad Talha Zeshan et al. (2021) in his study "Monitoring 

Land Use Changes and Their Future Prospects Using GIS and ANN-CA for Perak 
Basin, Malaysia" has successfully obtained the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which 
refers to elevation data in the Perak River (see Figure 5). Based on the display that was 
successfully generated, it shows that the contour height of the land surface is able to 
represent the distribution of the Upstream and Downstream dialects of Sungai Perak 
(see Figure 2 & 3). The altitude of 500-2168 meters above sea level in Perak has shown 
the distribution of Upper Perak dialects while the altitude of 500 meters below sea level 
shows the distribution of Downstream Perak dialects. The pattern of distribution of 
isoglosses for the Upper and Downstream Perak dialects has shown the same 
distribution as Figure 4. According to Muhammad Talha Zeshan et al. (2021) again, the 
Perak River basin area consists primarily of gentle, elongated highlands with mild to 
steep slopes. Due to its connection to the Perak River network, the highlands in the 
Upper Perak River region were unable to stop the dialect from spreading to the 
Downstream Perak River. According to Matthias Urban (2020) states that "There is a 
phonological difference in the dialect between the people who are in high areas and 
lower areas." So, this has indirectly strengthened this geographical factor capable of 
having a great impact on the diversity of dialects and subsequently capable of being 
one of the main contributors to the area of distribution of a dialect’s prominent color 
pattern. 
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5. Conclusion 

The distribution of dialects upstream and downstream of Perak has been successfully 
classified through the study of liquid segments in the coda position at the end of the 
syllable. The dialect distribution area has been successfully identified through the 
display of the isgolos that has been produced based on the color concentration 
distribution. Through the display of Figures 3 & 4 it has been shown that the spread of 
a dialect happens in stages. This has been supported by Asmah Haji Omar (2015) who 
stated that the spread of this dialect can be connoted as a wave of water. The water 
wave will form a strong wave after a splash and then the wave will spread and fade 
away. 

This research analysis has proven that the elevation of 500 meters above sea level 
will exhibit a different phonological distribution. Limitations on the height of this 
contour can prevent the spread of dialects from happening. However, the dialect's 
restrictions can be connected by river waterways, which serve as communication links 
for the surrounding communities. This has indirectly proven that geographical factors 
are one of the main factors in the occurrence of language variation in an area. This is 
supported by several arguments from a geographical perspective and topographical data 
such as rivers, hills, land contours, and others that can examine the factors that led to 
the spread of a dialect in more depth. 
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Abstract: In this study, the geolinguistic approach is applied to an analysis of the Yi 
script in Hua-Yi Yiyu (華夷譯語, literally ‘Chinese-Foreign Glossaries’). The Yi script 
was used to express the Yi language (Tibeto-Burman), spoken by the Yi ethnic group 
living in southwestern China and northern parts of Vietnam and Laos. The Yi characters 
show great diversity in shape and phonetic values across regions, and researchers have 
turned their attention to elucidating the possible routes of their spread and the patterns 
of change in their forms. To do this, it is necessary to analyse the Yi characters in much 
narrower areas than before; doing so enables us to trace minute differences in more 
detail between the research points. To this end, the Lolo version of Hua-Yi Yiyu is an 
ideal source of data, as it contains five distinctive sites that seem to be located in a 
relatively narrow area. However, two of the sites are unknown, although several studies 
have been conducted on them. In this study, the author attempts to locate these two sites 
by focusing on the shapes in the Yi characters rather than their phonetic information.  
Keywords: geolinguistic application, the Yi script, Yi-character maps, Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 

1. Introduction 

This study innovatively applies geolinguistic methods to an analysis of the Yi 
characters written in Hua-Yi Yiyu (華夷譯語, literally ‘Chinese-Foreign Glossaries’).   

The Yi script has been used to express the language called Yiyu (彝語: Tibeto-
Burman), which is spoken by the Yi ethnic group living in southwestern China and 
northern parts of Vietnam and Laos. The Yi characters represent great diversity in their 
shape and phonetic values across regions, and elucidation of the possible routes of their 
spread and their change process has attracted researchers’ attention. Along this line, in 
an earlier work I drew Yi-character maps based on Swadesh Wordlist and analysed 

                                                        
IWASA, Kazue. 2023. Geolinguistic Analysis of the Yi Script written in Hua-Yi Yiyu. In Trịnh Cẩm 
Lan, Trần Thị Hồng Hạnh, Hiroyuki Suzuki and Mitsuaki Endo (eds.) Proceedings of the fifth 
International Conference on Asian Geolinguistics, 172–202. doi: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8374673  
 I deeply thank Professor Mitsuaki ENDO at Aoyama Gakuin University, who always supports 
and encourages my research. Also, I express my gratitude to Professor Takumi IKEDA at Kyoto 
University for his support in my research. Finally, Mr Hiroyuki SUZUKI kindly gave me helpful 
pieces of advice as always, I very much thank him here. 
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them geolinguistically to explore potential routes of the characters’ spread1. In the 
results of this work, 42 common characters were found among the Yi dialects. 

However, clarifying the possible routes of the Yi character transmission and 
determining the change patterns of the characters are still open to discussion. To solve 
these questions, it is necessary to examine Yi characters in much narrower areas than 
before, because this approach allows us to capture minute differences in the characters 
in more detail across certain research points. 

To this end, the Lolo version of Hua-Yi Yiyu is an ideal source of data, since it 
contains five distinctive locales that are thought to be in a relatively narrow area— 
specifically, where Sichuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou intersect. However, two of these 
five places are still unclear, although some research has been conducted on this issue. 

In this study, I first show actual Yi-character maps and their analysis, as well as 
some remarkable results brought about by the application of geolinguistics to analyses 
of the Yi characters found in Hua-Yi Yiyu. Then, I tentatively identify the two unknown 
locations. 

1.1. Yi language and Yi characters 
The language spoken by Yi people, known as Yiyu in China, belongs to the Lolo-
Burmese language group, in the Tibeto-Burman language family. It is spoken around 
the southwestern area of China—in the provinces of Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, and 
Guangxi—as well as in the northern parts of Vietnam and Laos. There are six dialects 
in China, and four of them use the Yi script. See Map 1 below: green squares indicate 
the dialects using the Yi script, whereas orange ones indicate the dialects without scripts. 

A significant number of manuscripts written in Yi characters are preserved in 
China, along with a surprising number in Europe, a few in Japan, and possibly three 
Hua-Yi Yiyu in Hanoi2. 

Yi characters are considered to have been completed around the Yuan or Ming 
dynasty. The Yi script has been used by Bimo, religious leaders among Yi people. 
Throughout history, the script and manuscripts have been handed down exclusively 
within their clans. One feature which should be noted is that unlike most other 
characters, Yi characters are not a tool for communicating but one for keeping secrets 
within every Bimo’s clan, from generation to generation. It is incredibly personal 
writing, so it serves to protect the clan’s secrecy. 

                                                        
1 See Iwasa (2019) for more detail. 
2 I attempted to find them in Hanoi; however, I failed to. Several scholars have also tried to find 
them but, as far as I know, have never been successful. 
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At present, the characters are all syllabic, but they probably used to be logographic;  
for example, some of them are distinguished in writing according to their meaning. This 
study profits from the nature of Yi characters. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map 1: Yi dialects in China. 

 

1.2. Hua-Yi Yiyu and the Lolo series 
Hua-Yi Yiyu3 is a collective term for various collections, including glossaries (yiyu, 譯
語), words in common use (zazi, 雜字) and received documents (laiwen, 來文). It was 
compiled by official organisations to meet the needs of foreign exchanges around the 
Ming and Qing dynasties. 

Hua-Yi Yiyu can be divided into four categories:  
1. Jia books (甲種本). These were compiled by the order of the Hongwu Emperor 

of the Ming Dynasty and were published in 1389.  
2. Yi books (乙種本). In 1407, the Institute for Foreign Services (Siyi guan, 四夷

館) was established in the Ming Dynasty. There, the books were compiled for the 
translation of documents written in foreign languages. Later, these books were taken 
over by a similar organisation (Siyi guan, 四譯館) in the Qing Dynasty and kept in 
order to be revised and modified. 

                                                        
3 It is translated as Chinese-Foreign/Ethnic Language Glossaries in Chunhua et al. (2018). 
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3. Bing books (丙種本). These books are understood to have been compiled around 
the end of the Ming Dynasty to train officials who received foreign envoys at an 
organisation called Huitong guan (會同館).  

4. Ding books (丁種本). These were compiled in 1748, in the Qianlong era of the 
Qing Dynasty, at the Institute called Huitong Siyi guan (會同四譯館).  

As Hua-Yi Yiyu comprise valuable linguistic data of languages in and outside 
China from the 14th century, they provide important pieces of information about the 
older forms of such languages. 

The Lolo series is from the Yi books; it contains five distinctive written copies, 
the data of which were collected in five different locales. In this paper, I label them 
each with a number from one to five: Book 1, Book 2, Book 3, Book 4, and Book 5.  

The Palace Museum in Beijing has five complete copies of the Lolo series. Their 
photo-offset copies were finally opened to the public in 2018. In Japan, other 
transcriptions of two of them are preserved, one owned by Professor Imanishi at Kyoto 
University, and another at Otani University; in this paper, I call them (as necessary) the 
Imanishi Book and the Otani Book, respectively. It has been claimed that three Hua-Yi 
Yiyu books could be found at École Française d’Extrême-Orient in Hanoi; however, as 
yet, none has been found. 

In the Lolo series, the original locations of Book 4 and Book 5 are unknown. This 
paper aims to detect them through geolinguistic analysis. 

The glossaries consist of 20 sections, such as Astronomy, Geography, Time, and 
so on, and Book 1 is edited differently from the other four books. In this study, 138 
vocabularies from Astronomy, Geography, and Time were mapped and analysed 
geolinguistically, some of which are presented in the next section. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1: The Lolo series and the corresponding Books 
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Figure 1: A page of Book 3, from Nishida (1979: 3)4 

 
After my thorough examination of all seven Books, I found quite a few cases where 

numbers between Yi character(s) and Chinese characters used for transcribing Yi words 
did not agree: the numbers of Chinese characters for transcription are sometimes more 
than that of Yi characters, and sometimes less. Addressing this issue, Nishida (1979: 
299-301) suggests that there are three phases in the development of Yi characters and 
that the characters used to be logographic 5 . Then, he concludes that certain Yi 
characters written in Book 1 (Dongchuan, 東川) are logographic, since in some cases 
one Yi character is transcribed by more than two Chinese characters and signifies one 
single word. However, this is not the case, nor is it only true for Book 1.  

My investigation into the characters and the phonetic information of the seven 
Books strongly indicates that both locations X and Y should be somewhere in the 
Eastern dialect area. 

                                                        
4 The blue arrows indicate the directions of the characters; the explanations in the blue arrows 
are added by the author. 
5 Nishida (1979) reconstructs the phonological system of Shuiliao Yi based on the phonetic 
transcription by Chinese characters in the Imanishi Book. Additionally, he regards this ‘Chinese’ 
as Mandarin, although he still implies the possibility that the phonetic transcription may have 
been written in Southwestern Mandarin. In fact, according to my investigation, this Chinese 
transcription is based on Southwestern Mandarin, Imanishi Book (i.e., Book 1). 
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It should be noted that the consultants of Yi characters6 and the pronunciations of 
the glossary for all the Books cannot be identical in each location7. Hence, I propose 
that the Yi characters written in the five Books should represent the written and spoken 
Yi language used between the 15th and the 17th century, as it is highly probable that the 
Yi characters and pronunciations for the glossary were provided by different 
consultants. Therefore, this paper pays much more attention to the Yi characters 
themselves in the Books than their phonetic values. This study’s focus on the characters 
themselves is also supported by the logographic nature of the Yi script. 

1.3. Goals and Methodology 

1.3.1. Goals 
In this study, I have set four goals: one has been achieved, one is current, and the other 
two are long-term goals. 

Goal 1: Are certain Yi characters polysyllabic? 
Goal 2: Detect the locations of X and Y. 
Goal 3: Clarify the possible change pattern(s) in Yi characters. 
Goal 4: Trace the feasible route(s) through which Yi characters would have  

spread. 
As for Goal 1, this question has already been answered (in the negative) above: Yi 

characters are monosyllabic, that is, one Yi character bears only one syllable. Although 
Nishida (1979) suggests that some Yi characters may signify more than two syllables, 
this is not true. If one Yi character seems to bear (more than) two syllables in Hua-Yi 
Yiyu, it is because the data for the script and the pronunciation must have been 
separately collected, possibly by different consultants. Consultants for writing must 
have given information on the written language, and those for pronunciation must have 
provided their colloquial vocabulary. This could produce such a discrepancy. 

Goal 2 is the current aim of this paper. (Goals 3 and 4 are issues for future work.)  

1.3.2. Methodology 
Three steps were taken to detect the locations of X and Y. 

Step 1: Make a list of all the vocabulary and Yi characters based on the seven  
Books—the five Books in the Palace Museum and the two other versions  
in Japan. 

                                                        
6 It is very plausible that the Yi characters may have been copied by someone who did not 
understand the Yi script, since it seems that some copiers did not even recognise where two Yi 
characters should be divided. 
7 Nie (2020:228) also mentions this possibility, but only in the case of Book 1. 
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Step 2: Draw Yi-character maps based on the list. 
Step 3: Analyse the maps and the related data by comparing them with the Yi- 

character maps generated by the author. 
Judging the similarity among Yi characters based on their shapes, and categorising 

and distinguishing certain Yi characters from each other, I found the following change 
patterns in the Yi script (shown below): the direction and tendency of shape changes 
are considered to change from relatively complex to simpler shapes and/or fewer 
strokes8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Typical change patterns in Yi characters, from Iwasa (2018: 8) 

2. Comparison between the Yi characters written in Hua-Yi Yiyu and those on 
Yi-character maps 

In this section, I show types of Yi-character maps. One type is primarily from Iwasa 
(2018) and appears on the left, and the other was produced for this study and appears 

                                                        
8 See Iwasa (2018) for more details. 
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on the right. The maps on the left side show the Yi characters of four dialects9, while 
the maps on the right side present the Yi characters written in Books 1, 2, and 3.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 2 and 3: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
Both maps share three common locations: Zhaotong (昭通), Dafang (大方), and 

Weining (威寧 ), indicated by the red arrows on the maps above. The left maps 
demonstrate the Yi characters of the four dialects: the Northern, Eastern, Southern, and 
Southeastern, indicated by green arrows (except for the Eastern dialect, which is 
marked by a dark blue arrow). The main locations are signified by light blue highlights. 
The right map shows the Yi characters written in Hua-Yi Yiyu—in Dongchuan (東川) 
from Book 1, Jianchang (建昌) from Book 2 and Shuiliao (水潦) from Book 3.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
9 The data sources for the Yi characters are DianChuanQianGui Yihan Jiben Cihui Duizhao 
Cidian (『會同滇川黔桂彝漢基本詞彙對照詞典』 (1984)), Hanyi Jianming Cidian (『漢彝

簡明詞典』(2011)), and Diannan Yiwen Zidian (『滇南彝文字典』(2005)).  Other sources 
are consulted as necessary. 
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Chart 2: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters in Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 

 
In Chart 2 above, the Yi characters written in Books 4 and 5 are shown at the top 

of the chart. In the middle row, their transcriptions into Chinese characters are signified. 
At the bottom, the pinyin of the Chinese characters is provided.  

2.1. Geolinguistic analysis of the Yi characters written in Hua-Yi Yiyu 
Here, I compare two types of Yi-character maps and analyse them geolinguistically. 
The colours used for shading characters and highlighting are linked to those in the maps 
and charts, making it easy to find similar characters on, e.g., maps 2 and 3, because 
they are shaded in light green on both maps. Likewise, we can also check the phonetic 
values on the same maps by following pink or orange highlights. 

2.1.1. Part I. Astronomy 
Here, I explore the maps concerning the seven vocabularies from Astronomy. The 
numbers on the maps are provided for convenience and correspond to the order in the 
Imanishi Book of Hua-Yi Yiyu.  

1. Heaven 
Both characters signifying ‘Heaven’ in Books 4 and 5 show great similarity in their 

shapes to the characters of Dafang, Weining, and Xide (Liangshan, 涼山) on the left 
map. Given the phonetic values, the characters in Book 4 seem to come from Weining, 
and those in Book 5 from Dafang or Xide. 
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Maps 4 and 5: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 3: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 

 
2. Sun 
This is one case of the 42 common characters; normally, it should be disregarded, 

because we can hardly find any regional features from them. However, in light of the 
phonetic information of the Yi characters from Books 4 and 5, they seem to belong to 
the Eastern or Southern dialect, but not likely to the Southeastern dialect. 

The transcription in Book 5 is ‘ju’ in pinyin, so it seems to have a [y] vowel. It is 
very plausible that the character in Book 5 comes from the Dafang area. 
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Maps 6 and 7: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 4: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 

 
3. Moon 
This is one of the common Yi characters. The characters in Luquan (祿勸) should 

be excluded from the candidates for determining the locations of Y (Book 5), because 
their pronunciations are different from that in Book 5. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Maps 8 and 9: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 
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Chart 5: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5 with pinyin 

 
5. Cloud 
The shapes of the characters in Books 4 and 5 suggest that they belong to the 

Dafang dialect area. However, when the Chinese character transcriptions 10  and 
phonetic values of the modern dialect are considered, there is a medial [i] in the area. 
Therefore, the character in Book 5 must be from the Dafang area.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Maps 10 and 11: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 

                                                        
10 The pinyin for the Chinese character ‘枼’is ‘ye’. However, when all the phonetic data of 
the Yi dialects on the map are considered, this transcription is very likely an error of 
confounding with similar Chinese characters as ‘碟’ or ‘牒’, whose pronunciations are ‘die’ in 
pinyin. 
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Chart 6: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with Pinyin 

 
6. Thunder 
The characters in Book 5 are identical to those in Dafang. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 12 and 13: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 7: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 
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15. Rainbow 
The first character in Book 5 is similar to that in Shuiliao and Dafang, and the 

transcription also seems to correspond well with that in Dafang, whereas the 
transcription in Book 4 is close to the one in Weining. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Maps 14 and 15: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 8: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 

 

16. Smoke 
The first character in Book 4 is like those in Shuangbai, Shiping, and Shuiliao, 

while the transcription of the second character shows high similarity to the one in 
Weining. 
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Maps 16 and 17: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 9: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with pinyin 

2.1.2. Part II. Geography 
Here, I explore the maps concerning the ten vocabularies from Geography. The 
numbers on the maps are provided for convenience and correspond to the order in the 
Imanishi Book of Hua-Yi Yiyu.  

6. Local place 
The character circled in pink in Book 5 is similar to those in Dafang and Weining. 

However, the character circled in orange shows certain similarities to those in Panxian, 
Lunan and Shuiliao. 
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Maps 18 and 19: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 10: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 

8. Fire 
The character in Book 5 bears a strong similarity to that in Dafang, whereas that 

in Book 4 bears a strong similarity to a character in Weining and Luquan. It seems that 
the phonetic transcriptions in both Books 4 and 5 correspond highly with the 
pronunciations of modern dialects in Weining, Dafang, and Luquan, which all belong 
to the Eastern dialect. 
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Maps 20 and 21: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 11: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
9. Stone 
The character in Book 4 is similar to that in Shuiliao; their transcriptions are also 

as close, as 「各 (ge)」and 「猓 (guo)」. The language described in Book 4 may very 
likely belong to the Eastern dialect. The character in Book 5 is very similar to that in 
Dafang, and its transcription also appears to be close to that in Dafang. 
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Maps 22 and 23: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 12: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
11. Sand 
The characters and transcription in Book 5 bear a great similarity to those in 

Dafang. This lexical item probably reflects a word from around the Dafang area used 
before the 17th century. 
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Maps 24 and 25: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 13: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
12. Sea11 
Both the characters and transcriptions in Book 5 indicate this lexical item seems to 

be from the Dafang area. However, we cannot determine the origin of the character in 
Book 4, because it shows a similarity to those in many places. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
11 The Yi-character map of the four dialects indicates the distribution of ‘pond’, since there is 
not enough data for the word ‘sea’. This may be because most Yi people live in mountainous 
areas, so in their vocabularies ‘sea’ tends to be expressed like ‘big pond’. 
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Maps 26 and 27: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 14: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
14. River 
The transcriptions of both Books 4 and 5 seem to correspond to the modern word 

forms in the Eastern dialectal area. Therefore, we can determine that the locations of 
both books should belong to the Eastern dialect. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 28 and 29: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 
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Chart 15: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
16. Well 
The word forms in Books 4 and 5 are found in a vast area beyond the specific 

dialectal areas. Thus, it is difficult to determine the origins of the two books from the 
data of this lexical item. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 30 and 31: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Chart 16: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 
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17. Wall 
There are no correspondent word forms in the maps with those in Books 4 and 5. 

However, the modern pronunciation in Dafang is similar to that in Book 5, and the 
phonetic value in Luquan is similar to that in Book 4. More careful investigation is 
necessary, because Chinese characters cannot signify voiced consonants (which appear 
in modern dialects like Dafang and Luquan).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 32 and 33: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 17: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
19. Road 
The characters and transcriptions seem to be close to those in Weining; the modern 

pronunciation in Luquan is also similar to that in Book 4. However, the characters do 
not correspond. Therefore, it is plausible to determine the origin of Book 4 as potentially 
around the Weining area. 
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Maps 34 and 35: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 18: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
20. Bridge 
Both the character and the transcription in Book 4 bear a strong resemblance to 

those in Weining, as do those in Book 5 to those in Dafang. In particular, the 
transcriptions of ‘ze’ in Book 4 and ‘tun’ in Book 5 seem to correspond closely to the 
modern pronunciations of [dzɤ21] in Weining and [thɯ33] in Dafang, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 36 and 37: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 
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Chart 19: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

2.1.3. Part III. Time 
Here, I explore the maps concerning the four vocabularies from Time. The numbers on 
the maps are provided for convenience and correspond to the order in the Imanishi Book 
of Hua-Yi Yiyu.  

10. To be cold 
The characters in Books 4 and 5 are very similar to those in Weining and in Dafang, 

respectively. Additionally, the phonetic values of Weining and Panxian seem to 
correspond to those in Book 4. Therefore, the character in Book 4 must be from the area 
around Weining or Panxian. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 38 and 39: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 
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Chart 20: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
20. This year 
The characters in Books 4 and 5 correspond to those in Weining and Dafang, 

respectively. However, while the data in Book 4 correspond to the data in Weining, and 
the data in Dafang correspond to those in Book 5, their transcriptions also seem to be 
found in other locations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 40 and 41: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 21: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 
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28. Night 
Given the transcription in Book 4, we can identify two candidate locations. 

However, in terms of the character, Weining is most likely to be the origin of Book 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps 42 and 43: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Chart 22: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 
30. Morning 
Despite slight differences, in characters in Book 5 and those in Dafang match very 

closely, as do their phonetic values. Therefore, it is highly probable that the lexical item 
in Book 5 comes from the area around Dafang. 
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Maps 44 and 45: Yi-character map of the whole area, and map based on the data of Hua-Yi Yiyu 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Chart 23: The Yi characters and their transcriptions into Chinese characters of Books 4 and 5, with 

pinyin 

 

3. Final Remarks: The origins of Books 4 and 5 

This study drew on 138 lexical items from seven books of Hua-Yi Yiyu to create Yi-
character maps, of which 21 were shown. On the presented maps, I have counted the 
number of identical or similar characters and transcriptions which seem to bear certain 
resemblances to the phonetic data of the modern dialects. Chart 24 below indicates the 
results. 

As mentioned above, the data of the Yi characters and transcriptions in Hua-Yi 
Yiyu are considered to have been collected separately. This means that we should focus 
less heavily on the phonetic information and more intensely on the Yi characters 
themselves (although the phonetic transcriptions are still our important guidance). 
Through this investigation, the Yi characters’ logographic nature also pushed the 
geolinguistic approach forward. 
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Chart 24 indicates that the origin of Book 5 is highly probably around the Dafang 
area, as its characters (10 of 21 lexical items) and phonetic values (10 of 21 lexical 
items) display strong resemblances to those of the Dafang region.  

At the same time, but with less certainty, the origin of Book 4 might be around the 
Weining area, although further research is still essential. According to Nie et al. (2019), 
the language written in Book 4 is plausibly a Yi dialect spoken in Weining; my 
preliminary but thorough investigation concurs. I will continue to explore this issue by 
focusing more intensively on the Yi characters in Book 4. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 24: The number of similarities from the data in Books 4 and 5 

 
This study succeeded in indicating the possible origins of Books 4 and 5; however, 

conclusively detecting their origins is still ongoing research. Since both books contain 
740 lexical items, I will make the most possible use of them to draw a firm and reliable 
conclusion in the near future. 
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Characteristics and Distribution of the Variants of Maternal 
Kinship Terms in Son Tay Dialect (Hanoi) 

 
Trịnh Cẩm Lan  

(Faculty of Linguistics, USSH, VNU Hanoi)  
 

Abstract: The paper describes the features and geographical distribution of local 
variants of 4 words in Son Tay dialect, Hanoi: mother, grandmother, mother's brother 
and mother's sister. Approaching local variants from both the directions of Dialectology 
and Geolinguistics, the study achieves 3 results: (1) Describes the features of the local 
variants of 4 words: mother (mẹ, mệ); grandmother (bà ngoại, bà vãi); mother's brother 
(bác, cậu); and mother's sister (già, bá, bác, cô); (2) Explains their existence with 
chronological data by reconstructing the history of words, with the data on the 
languages having origin and contact relationships. The results show that variants reflect 
the linguistic contact between Vietnamese and the Viet-Muong languages, as well as 
Mon-Khmer and Austronesian, Tai-Kadai and, especially, Chinese; (3) Maps the 
geographic distribution of variants, explains their distribution in space, and shows their 
relationship to their changes in time.  
Key words: dialect, Son Tay dialect, variant, reconstruction, distribution map. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Son Tay – xu Doai (the Land of Doai) – is the cradle of the ancient Vietnamese (Tran 
Quoc Vuong, 1997; Lam Ba Nam, 1997; Nguyen Luong Bich, 1997), one of the four 
areas protecting Thang Long (Hai Dong, Son Tay, Son Nam, Kinh Bac). Although the 
administrative boundaries have changed over time, this is thus still a special land in 
terms of history, culture and language, to the west of the Capital. According to many 
researchers, xu Doai is the place where “the structure of wet rice culture of Thang Long 
capital is preserved” (Pham Duc Duong, 1997). The two major centers of xứ Đoài 
during the Tran, Le and Nguyen dynasties were the two towns of Quang Oai and Quoc 
Oai, which belong to the districts of Quoc Oai, Thach That and Ba Vi today (Dang Van 
Tu, Nguyen Ta Nhi, 2011: 15-17). In addition, Ba Vi is also said to be the place of 
existence and development of the ancestral inhabitants of the Vietnamese and Muong 
people (Lam Ba Nam, 1997), considered the ‘original area’ of the Viet – Muong 
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Common people (Tran Quoc Vuong, 1997). These are the two centers for receiving and 
spreading the culture – language of xu Doai (the Land of Doai). 

The two maps below provide a basic visualization of xu Doai. Map 1 shows the 
location of xu Doai with Thang Long - Hanoi, with the remaining three area of xu Dong, 
xu Son Nam and xu Kinh Bac, forming four towns. Map 2 is Son Tay province during 
the French colonial period. This map shows that the boundaries of xu Doai have some 
historical changes, but the basic shape remains. 

 

  
Map 1. Location of Sơn Tây – xứ Đoài in 

the cultural space of the Northern Delta (one 
of the four towns of Thang Long) 

Source: Trần Anh Tuấn, 2019. 

Map 2. Map of Son Tay province during the French 
colonial period (1924) 

Source: Đỗ Đình Nghiêm, Ngô Vi Liễn, Phạm Văn 
Thư, 1930: 101. 

 
The land belonging to the above districts is also an area with a special dialect, 

called Son Tay dialect. A special feature of this language is a special timbre in the 
pronunciation of certain phonemes of the system including tones, some vowels and 
consonants (Nguyen Tai Thai, 2015; Trinh Cam Lan, 2023). In addition, Son Tay 
dialect also has many different lexical variations, as the result of' the convergence of 
many dialects. In particular, there are many distinctive features showing that this is a 
dialect area that still preserves many ancient features of Vietnamese. 

The aim of the present study of Son Tay dialect is to: (1) describe the lexical-
semantic characteristics of local lexical variations of some kinship words from the 
maternal side (mother's side), using contemporary materials; (2) compare, and find the 
etymological origin of, these variations, based on chronological data, to explain the 
causes of their existence; and (3) produce maps showing the geographical distribution 
of variations in this space. 

The land belonging to the above districts is also an area with a special dialect, 
called Son Tay dialect. A special feature of this language is a special timbre in the 
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pronunciation of certain phonemes of the system including tones, some vowels and 
consonants (Nguyen Tai Thai, 2015; Trinh Cam Lan, 2023). In addition, Son Tay 
dialect also has many different lexical variations, as the result of' the convergence of 
many dialects. In particular, there are many distinctive features showing that this is a 
dialect area that still preserves many ancient features of Vietnamese. 

The aim of the present study of Son Tay dialect is to: (1) describe the lexical-
semantic characteristics of local lexical variations of some kinship words from the 
maternal side (mother's side), using contemporary materials; (2) compare, and find the 
etymological origin of, these variations, based on chronological data, to explain the 
causes of their existence; and (3) produce maps showing the geographical distribution 
of variations in this space. 

 
2. Methods and materials 

 
The study was conducted via a survey of 82 places in three districts, Quoc Oai, Thach 
That and Ba Vi, in the old Land of Doai which is said to be the cradle of the Son Tay 
dialect.  

The data set or this paper is the lexical variants of mother's kinship words in the 
Son Tay dialect. 

In order to explain the presence of these variations, the paper describes 
synchronously the semantics of variants, while also using the method of comparison 
and reconstruction of the etymology and finding the historical relationships, to explain 
the presence of these variants. The comparative results help to further explain the 
characteristics of the variants and their origins.  

 
3. Results and discussions 

 
The surveyed kinship words of the maternal side consist of 4 words with different 
variants, that is: (1) indicating "a woman with a child, speaking in relation to her child" 
(Hoang Phe, 2015: 984) with two words, mẹ /mɛ21/ and mệ /me21/; (2) referring to 
"mother's sister, can be used to address" (2015: 38) with words such as bác /bak35/, già 
/za32/, cô /ko33/, bá /ba35/; (3) referring to "mother's brother, can be used to address" 
(2015: 212) with two words, bác /bak35/, cậu /kɤ̆w21/; and (4) referring to “grandmother, 
which can be used to address” (2015: 36) with two words, bà ngoại /ba32ŋwaj21/, bà vãi 
/ba32vaj325/. 
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When studying the lexical differences between dialects, according to Hoang Thi 
Chau, it is necessary to distinguish two different types: the first, they are partially 
different words due to the historical development of Vietnamese itself (usually due to 
phonetic changes); and the second, they are completely different words because they 
have different origins (Hoang Thi Chau, 2004: 100-101). In trying to explain the origin 
of the lexical variants, we will examine the origins of the lexical variants from these 
two perspectives. 
 
3.1. Characteristics and distribution of variants indicating “mother” 

Mẹ (mother) is a word in modern Vietnamese with many local variants such as bầm 
/bɤ̆m32/, bu /bu33/, má /ma35/, mạ /ma21/, me /mɛ33/, mế /me35/, mệ /me21/, nạ /na21/ and 
u /ʔu33/ (Hoang Phe, 2015: 985). Besides mẹ (common variant), in the study area there 
is also a dense presence of the word mệ in all 3 districts, especially in Ba Vi. These are 
two different words of the first type, which due to phonetic changes have two different 
vowels, but with both are the front vowels. 

In terms of chronology, in the 17th century, the word mẹ was noted to be common 
in Vietnamese (A. de. Rhodes, 2021: 199). Variants of this word in the Muong dialects, 
as noted by Nguyen Van Tai, are quite rich, with me, mệ, mạng, bầm (Nguyen Van Tai, 
2005: 240). Other Austroasiatic languages include /*mɛɛʔ/, /*mɛʔ/, /*maeʔ/, /*mee/, 
/*mèe/ (F.E. Huffman, 1977). In Proto Mon-Khmer, the reconstructed form of mẹ is 
/*meeʔ/ (Vu Duc Nghieu, 2011: 74). In some other branches of Mon-Khmer, there are 
also similar forms. For example, there are /*meeʔ/ in Proto West-Bahnaric, /*meː/ in 
Proto South-Bahnaric, /*meːʔ/ in Proto Central-Bahnaric, /*maa, mɛʔ/ in Bana, /*me/ 
in Old Khmer, and /*mae/ in Khmer (A Database of Basic Austronesian Vocabulary – 
Basic South Asian Vocabulary Database). In terms of etymology, mẹ and má/mạ are 
the two forms found in both Austroasiatic and Tai-Kadai languages (Alves 2017). Thus, 
these reconstructions show the origins of mẹ quite clearly. 

The relationship between the Mon-Khmer origin, Austroasiatic family with mẹ 
and mệ is also supported by synchronous data which shows that these variants are still 
used quite commonly in the Central dialect, a dialect that preserves many of the original 
elements of the Vietnamese language. In particular, the mệ variant is also found in the 
Muong Bi, Ba Trai and Muong Khoi regions (the Muongs in or near the former Ha Tay 
area) and other Muongs in Thanh Hoa, Nghe An and Ha Tinh (Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 
240). This shows that the mệ variant in Vietnamese, that is quite common in the study 
area, is most likely due to the preservation of the ancient pronunciation variant of the 
Vietnamese language, which is thus still retained by the Muong language. Variations 
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of the word mẹ in other Vietnamese dialects are also very rich (bầm, bu, má, mạ, me, 
mệ, mế, mệ, nạ, u - /bɤ̆m32, bu33, ma35, ma21, mɛ33, me35, me21, na21, ʔu33/) (Hoang Phe, 
2015: 985), but the words mệ and mạ are very common in North Central Vietnam 
(Nguyen Nha Ban, 1999). They, Ha Tay and North Central Vietnam, are spaces with 
Viet - Muong cohabitation and/or contact . 

The spatial distribution of these variations can be observed in the following map, 
in which both variants are shown to be widely distributed; however, mẹ is the later, 
more modern, more densely distributed variant.  

 

 
Map 3. Distribution of variations of the words mẹ 

 

3.2. Characteristics and distribution of words for mother's sister 
In the group of kinship words, the word for mother's sister has the most variants: the 
word già appears at 61/82 places of the investigation, bác appears at 10/82 places, bá 
appears at 8/82 places, and cô appears at 3 places. These four lexical variants have quite 
fundamental differences. 

Firstly, già is the word most used in the area. This word is annotated as mother's 
sister and is a local word, synonymous with bá (Hoang Phe, 2015: 605). In the 
Vietnamese Dialect Dictionary, già is also annotated as mother's sister, used in the 
Northern dialect (Pham Van Hao, 2009: 194). In Muong language, data from Nguyen 
Van Tai show that, among the words for father (or mother) older sister, there is già/giạ 
(2005: 174). In Chut language, the father (or mother) older sister is /jaː³2/, while in 
Proto Mon-Khmer there is /*jaʔ/ (A Database of Basic Austronesian Vocabulary). With 
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the current data, 'as no further source can be found to help in further in-depth discussion 
about the origin of this word, we temporarily accept this as a native word, an ancient 
variant of Vietnamese (at least from the Proto Mon-Khmer period) which is still 
preserved and used in some Viet and Muong dialects. 

The second most commonly occurring word is bác. According to the Vietnamese 
dictionary, bác is "father's brother or father's sister-in-law (can be used to address)" 
(Hoang Phe, 2015: 38). This is a word that is widely used in Vietnamese dialects. In 
terms of origin, bác is a kinship word of Chinese origin. According to Alves, in Chinese 
loanwords in Vietnamese, there are a series of kinship words such as bác (伯 bo), cô 
(姑 gū), cậu (舅 jiǔ, Sino-Vietnamese: cữu), chú (叔 shū, Sino-Vietnamese: thúc)  
and chị (姊 jiě, Sino-Vietnamese: tỉ). They are said to be Chinese loanwords at a very 
early stage (Early Sino-Vietnamese loanwords). These words might have been 
borrowed from ancient Chinese in the early period of Sino-Vietnamese contact (early 
AD – Qin dynasties, Han to early Tang dynasties), and were borrowed not only into the 
Viet-Muong languages but into many other Southeast Asian languages (Alves, 2017). 
However, in many areas of the Northern Dialect (including Son Tay) in the last few 
decades, bác has tended to move from the paternal side to the maternal side, to refer to 
mother's sister (and thus competes in terms of use with già – an native and older variant). 

The third is the word bá /ba35/. This word is sometimes thought to be a Sino-
Vietnamese word, related to bác /bak35/ (Tran Thi Hong Hanh, 2021), and now, bá still 
appears in limited combinations such as anh em thúc bá and thúc bá huynh đệ. However, 
this is a word with a very complex etymological origin. Nguyen Van Tai's data also 
show that the word for father's sister-in-law or father's sister in Vietnamese corresponds 
to bả, pả, bá, pá and zà/ zạ (/ba233, pa323, ba35, pa35, za32, za21/) in the Muong dialects 
(Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 174). This leads the present researcher to immediately think 
of the relationship with Muong language, which is evident in the vast majority of the 
above phonetic variations. However, in turn, bá in both Vietnamese and Muong 
languages is said to be a word of Thai origin (Tai loanword) from the Proto-Vietic 
period, meaning that its history of borrowing is quite deep. Based on historical 
phonological evidence, Alves suggests that /*bә:ʔ/ in Proto-Vietic means daughter-in-
law and /*pa:ʔ/ in Proto-Vietic means wife of father's brother (i.e. uncle-in-law) or 
father’s (mother’s) sister (i.e. aunt) who is now called bá (in many places of the North 
to the North of Central), all of which are of Thai origin (Alves, 2020). The Tay – Nung 
– Viet dictionary and the Thai – Viet dictionary both have pả entries that are annotated 
as bá (means father’s sister); while the Thanh Hoa Thai – Viet dictionary also has pá 
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and is also annotated as father’s sister (Tran Thi Hong Hanh, 2021). All this evidence 
supports a Tay – Thai origin for bá in the Viet – Muong languages.  

From the above it can be seen that these languages use bá to refer to the father's 
sister, but in the Son Tay dialect, bá is used to call the mother's sister. Thus, meaning 
of bá changes from the paternal side to the maternal side. 

The word cô /ko33/ is a word with a phonetic form different from the rest. In the 
Hoang Phe Dictionary, cô is referred to as father's younger/older sister [can be used to 
address] (Hoang Phe, 2015: 331). In the Vietnamese - Portuguese - Latin Dictionary, 
cô is interpreted as father's sister (2021: 101). In Muong language, the words, /va6, va5, 
ko2, ba3, ɣwa5, ɔ1 and ɔ2/1, are used to call the father's sister (Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 
200). In terms of origin, cô is a Sino-Vietnamese loanword, borrowed from around 
Tang dynasty into Proto Viet-Muong, to refer to father's sister (Alves 2017). Thus, in 
both the original and borrowed form, cô was originally a word to call a blood-related 
woman in the same generation as the father (paternal side) but without distinction 
between the older and the younger. However, in the Son Tay dialect, there is a 
phenomenon of using cô to refer to the mother's sister. This means that cô has changed 
in meaning. Accordingly, the distinction between the older and the younger is 
inherently absent, and the distinction between the paternal side and the maternal side is 
blurred, or even lost, and only the distinction of gender remains. In the Muong data of 
Nguyen Van Tai, father's older sister is used as bả, pả, bá, pá and zà/zạ, with no form 
related to cô. In terms of languages that can be contacted, the word for mother's sister 
in the Tay Thai languages is pả, and in the Cham language, kabăk is an unrelated form. 

Considering all the sources, so far, we have not found a contact that can lead to 
the transfer of meaning from the paternal side to maternal side. However, it is a fact 
that, in the Hanoi and surrounding areas, in the last few decades, there has been a quite 
common trend: calling a mother's younger sister as cô (instead of dì, the word 
commonly used before to call mother's younger sister) but mother's older sister as bác. 
Thus, the distinction between the paternal side and maternal side of both these words 
has tended to fade but the upper-lower distinction still exists. We think of an 
endogenous cause in Vietnamese, which is a self-semantic change. The first cause is to 
transfer cô from the paternal side to the maternal side, but only to call mother's younger 
sister. Then, due to the influence of the non-discrimination of older – younger in many 
kinship words in Vietnamese such as dì (mother's older/younger sister), cậu (mother's 
older/younger brother) and cô (father's older/younger sister), cô (in the maternal side) 
gradually has a new semantic feature (older – younger non-discrimination), to call both 

                                                        
1 We use the author's phoneme recording. 
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mother's older/younger sister. Of course, this is just a hypothesis and can be re-
discussed or even disproved when more available and convincing data is found. 

The spatial distribution of these variations can be observed in the following map. 
 

 
Map 4. Distribution of variants for mother's older sister 

 
It can be seen that già, an Austroasiatic variant, is distributed densely and widely 

in this space; but bá and bác, variants borrowed by contact, are more sparsely 
distributed; while cô, the new variant (showing the trend of modernization in meaning), 
only appears in the suburbs of Hanoi. This is a gravity model (a dialect feature spreads, 
as a ‘jumping’ type, between urban centers and then to surrounding rural areas). 

 
3.3. Characteristics and distribution of variants for mother’s older brother 
To refer to the mother's older brother, Sơn Tây dialect uses two words, bác /bak35/ and 
cậu /kɤ̆w21/. The word bác is found in 62/82 places, while the word cậu is found in 
20/82 places. These are also two words that have a fundamentally different form. 
Theoretically, dissimilar origins can be considered. 

Bác, as mentioned, is a Sino-Vietnamese word (Alves, 2017). The Vietnamese 
dictionary considers bác as a common word, interpreted to mean father's brother or 
father's sister-in-law (can be used to address) (Hoang Phe, 2015: 38). Thus, although it 
is a common word with a wide range of use in all regions, although at first including 
both the original meaning in Chinese (Dao Duy Anh, 2013:15) and the meaning in 
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Vietnamese, bác is now only used to refer to the paternal side. The maternal side 
meaning (mother's brother) is probably the meaning formed later. 

The Vietnamese - Portuguese - Latin dictionary uses “cạu” to refer to the mother's 
brother (A. de. Rhodes, 2021: 91). In Muong language, to call the mother's 
older/younger brother, there are also the words cụ /ku5/, cậu /kɤ̆w5/ and gụ /ɣu5/ in 
different dialects (Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 188). In the Vietnamese Dialect Dictionary, 
bác is not annotated as a local word. Perhaps, the word bác is used to refer not only to 
the father's brother but also to the mother's brother, in many regions of the Northern 
dialect, because the distinction between paternal and maternal side gradually disappears, 
and accordingly, the meaning of the word is expanded. This is a trend of modernization 
in meaning seen in some other kinship words such as cô analyzed above. 

Along with bác, Sơn Tây dialect also uses cậu /kɤ̆w21/ to call the mother's older 
brother, a word with a different phonetic form. According to Hoang Thi Chau, 
completely different words such as these are often due to different origins (2004: 101). 
However, the materials we found were not like this. Going back in history, we see that 
the Vietnamese - Portuguese - Latin dictionary has cạu /kăw21/ (A.de.Rhodes, 2021: 91) 
to call the mother's older brother. In the 30 Muong dialects, there are 3 words (actually 
3 phonetic variants) cụ /ku5/, cậu /kɤ̆w5/ and gụ /ɣu5/ (Nguyen Van Tai 2005: 188), that 
are used to call the mother's older brother (Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 188). Two dialects 
of Cuoi, at Thai Hoa and Tan Hop (Nghe An), also use /ɣu54/ and /ku31ˀ/ (Nguyen Huu 
Hoanh 2022) with the meaning of mother's older brother. The word cậu in Proto Viet 
– Muong was restored by Alves as /*guB/ (M.Alves 2020). Although located in the 
center of the Northern dialect, Son Tay's use of cậu is not the same as in the Northern 
dialect, but more like the Central dialect and other ethnic minority languages of the 
same family in the Central region. As such, the cậu variant in Sơn Tây is much older 
than in the regions around. According to historians and ethnographers, the Viet Muong 
residents migrated from North Central Vietnam along the valleys of the western 
mountains to the North, and stopped in Hoa Binh, Son La, Phu Tho and Son Tay 
provinces. In addition, Son Tay is one of the stops of these groups of residents (Tran 
Quoc Vuong 1997, Lam Ba Nam 1997). 

Synchronic data show that, in Vietnamese dialects, Central and Southern dialects 
also use cậu to call the mother's older/younger brother (Pham Van Hao 2009: 88). As 
mentioned, the results of Alves' research on Chinese loanwords in Vietnamese show 
that the word cậu (舅 jiǔ, Sino-Vietnamese: cữu) belongs to the Chinese loanwords 
from early contacts. According to Alves, cậu is one of a group of words that Benedict 
(1947) calls 'colloquial' words (basic, native words), as opposed to the official Sino-
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Vietnamese reading of Chinese characters (Alves 2017). Vu Duc Nghieu also points out 
that cậu is a Vietnameseized Sino-Vietnamese word (2011: 143). Thus, cậu is a 
Chinese loanword but has a very deep history, from very early contacts; and because 
of this, it is also present in Proto Viet – Muong, Muong, Cuoi languages as it was just 
mentioned. 

However, it is possible to discuss Alves' result further by showing that bác (伯 
bo) and cậu (舅 jiǔ, Sino-Vietnamese: cữu) are both Chinese loanwords from the early 
contact period. This is the period where Viet and Muong had not been divided. 
However, the question arises, why is the form of bác absent in Muong and Vietic 
languages? Meanwhile, cậu is widely present in many languages related to Vietnamese, 
with many similar or very similar forms as the result of a historical phonetic evolution.  

The spatial distribution of these variants can be observed in the map 5. 
 

 
Map 5. Distribution of variants of the word for mother's older brother 

 
3.4. Characteristics and distribution of variants indicating the woman who gave 
birth to the mother (grandmother) 
To refer to the woman who gave birth to the mother (grandmother), the districts of 
Quoc Oai, Thach That and Ba Vi use two words, bà ngoại /ba32ŋwaj21/ and bà vãi 
/ba32vaj325/.  

The word bà ngoại was found in 49/82 survey places, and the word bà vãi was 
found in 33/82 survey places. In Vietnamese, bà ngoại is considered a word from the 
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common vocabulary and is a Chinese loanword (Alves 2017). The Sino-Vietnamese 
dictionary also shows that both bà (婆) and ngoại (外) have Chinese etymological 
origins (Dao Duy Anh 2013: 416). 

In the Northern dialect of Vietnamese, the word for grandmother has another 
variant which is bà vãi (Pham Van Hao 2009: 29). The Vietnamese - Portuguese - Latin 
dictionary has the word uãi with the meaning of ancestor, and has the combination oũ 
bà oũ uãi (ông bà ông vải) to refer to ancestors in general (A. de. Rhodes, 2021: 316). 
The word uãi in this dictionary is possibly uãi/vãi in the combination bà vãi. The Muong 
language has mḙ̂mô̭ng, ba̒ ngwa̭i, pa̒ ngwa̭i (Nguyen Van Khang 2002), while the 
Muong dialects have a series of variants such as bà ngwại, mẹ mộng, mẹ nòn, mẹ ông 
and mộng mụ (Nguyen Van Tai, 2005: 173). The results of pre-linguistic reconstruction 
show that, in Proto Mon-Khmer languages, there are the forms, /*yaay/, /*jaʔ/ and 
/*jaaj/ (Tran Thi Hong Hanh, 2022). With these data, it is possible to infer that uãi/vãi 
with the meaning of maternal in bà ngoại is from Austroasiatic origin. The word,  bà 
vãi, is a combination of a Chinese element, 婆 (pó), and a Austroasiatic element, 
uãi/vãi. The Austroasiatic word (vãi) is competed with by the Chinese loanword and 
has gradually receded in use in certain regions. Sơn Tây is one of the regions where 
many ancient elements of Vietnamese are retained, with bà vãi as evidence of this. 

The spatial distribution of these variants can be observed in the map 6.  
 

 
Map 6. Distribution of words of grandmother 
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What is present on the map shows that, although the Chinese variant is very 
common, the Austroasiatic variant still has a very strong vitality. The dense distribution 
of bà vãi shows that this area can be characterised as quite an ancient linguistic space. 

Thus, among the words for maternal kinship, the word già (referring to the 
mother's older sister) and vãi (referring to the grandmother) can be considered as of 
Mon Khmer origin. The distribution of these two elements evenly throughout the map 
shows that the ancient elements (Proto-Mon Khmer vocabulary) on the migration path 
of the Proto-Vietic inhabitants were still preserved before being transformed by 
exposure to the Tai languages (to borrow bá) and contact with Chinese (to borrow bác, 
bà ngoại and other Chinese kinship words such as bác, cô). What is shown on the map 
(synchronous) is quite consistent with most of our reconstructions along the 
chronological scale. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
The results of this research allow us to confirm the following points: 
1. Son Tay dialect preserves many ancient elements of Vietnamese: from Austroasiatic, 

Proto Mon-Khmer, Proto Viet Muong and Viet Muong. 
2. Son Tay dialect preserves many consequences of contact between Vietnamese and 

geographically close languages from very ancient times: Tai and Chinese languages. 
3. The geographical distribution of variants shows that native variants and Early 

Chinese loanwords from the Vietic period tend to predominate. This situation is quite 
similar to the ancient dialect island like the Central dialect we all know (Trinh Cam 
Lan 2021, Trinh Cam Lan 2023a, b). 

4. Both Son Tay and Central dialect are two geographic areas witnessing deep Viet – 
Muong contact.  
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